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First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2012-0004705 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant Hillbroom, Junior Larry 
Hillbroom 
User 
FORELL New Case Filed - Misdemeanor 
FORELL Prosecutor assigned Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
FORELL Jail Booking Sheet 
Document sealed 
FORELL Notification of Rights 
User: HUMRICH 
Judge 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Magistrate Court Clerks 
Debra A Heise 
Debra A Heise 
FORELL Notification of Rights, Domestic Assault or Battery Debra A Heise 
Cases 
FORELL Refusal to Apply for PD Representation Debra A Heise 
FORELL Original Citation Filed Magistrate Court Clerks 
FORELL Affidavit Of Probable Cause Magistrate Court Clerks 
FORELL Order Finding Probable Cause Debra A Heise 
FORELL Court Minutes Debra A Heise 
Hearing type: Video In Custody 1st Appr/Arrn 
Hearing date: 9/19/2012 
Time: 1 :05 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Jola Fore!! 
Tape Number: Ct Rm #4 
Defense Attorney: 
Prosecutor: Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
FORELL Arraignment/ First Appearance Debra A Heise 
FORELL Defendant: Hillbroom, Junior Larry Appearance Debra A Heise 
D. Toby Mclaughlin 
FORELL A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-920 No Debra A Heise 
Contact Order Violation ) 
FORELL Jail Information Sheet (Bond $500.00) Debra A Heise 
TURNBULL Court Log- PC for Search warrant Debra A Heise 
CTRM# 3 TIME: 0430 
TURNBULL Search Warrant issued Debra A Heise 
TURNBULL Supplemental Affidavit in support of sesarch Debra A Heise 
warrant 
TURNBULL Notice to Defendant Magistrate Court Clerks 
TURNBULL Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 500.00) Magistrate Court Clerks 
TURNBULL Search warrant returned Debra A Heise 
FORELL Hearing Scheduied (Pretrial Conference Barbara Buchanan 
11/19/2012 01:30 PM) 
FORELL Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 12/13/2012 09:00 Debra A Heise 
AM) 
FORELL Notice of Hearing Barbara Buchanan 
SECK Driving Record Requested Barbara Buchanan 




Time: 10: 7 
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First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
User: HUMRICH 
Case: CR-2012-0004705 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
























Hearing result for Jur1 Trial scheduled on 
12/13/2012 09:00 AM: Continued 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 11/19/2012 
Time: 1 :49 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Melissa Seek 
Tape Number: 3 
Defense Attorney: D. McLaughlin 
Prosecutor: Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
Court Log- 3 
Notice Of Hearing Jury Trial 1/03/13 




Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled Barbara Buchanan 
on 11/19/2012 01:30 PM: Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 01/17/2013 09:00 Debra A Heise 
AM) 
Notice of Hearing Debra A Heise 
Subpoena Issued by Lori Meulenberg - BC Bailiff Debra A Heise 
Paul Guthrie 
Subpoena Issued by Lori Meulenberg - Kristina Debra A Heise 
Scholten 
Plaintiffs Request For Discovery & demand for Debra A Heise 
written notice of intent to offer defense of alibi 
Notice of 404(b) evidence Debra A Heise 
Subpoena Returned - Kristina J Scholten - Svd Debra A Heise 
12/4/12 
Subpoena Issued by Lori Meulenberg - Gregory Debra A Heise 
Baker 
Subpoena Returned - Gregory W Baker - Svd 
12/10/12 
Debra A Heise 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Debra A Heise 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Berg & Mclaughlin, Chtd. Receipt number: 
0483296 Dated: 12/11/2012 Amount $21.00 
(Check) 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
Affidavit of Toby McLaughlin in Support of 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
Notice Of Hearing Re: Defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss 
Debra A Heise 
Debra A Heise 
Debra A Heise 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Debra A Heise 
Dismiss 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Debra A Heise 
01/04/2013 09:30 AM) 
Response To Request For Discovery Debra A Heise 
Date: 11/14/2013 
Time: 10: AM 
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First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2012-0004705 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Hillbroom, Junior Larry 
User: HUMRICH 
State of Idaho vs. Junior Larry Hillbroom 
Date Code User 
12/28/2012 SUBR TURNBULL Subpoena Returned - Paui J Guthrie Jr - Svd Debra A Heise 
12/26/12 
1/2/2013 MEMO PEINE State's Memorandum in Opposition to Debra A Heise 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 
1/4/2013 CTLG RASOR Court Log- 4 Debra A. Heise 
CMIN RASOR Court Minutes Debra A Heise 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing date: 1/4/2013 
Time: 9:34 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Sandra Rasor 
Tape Number: 4 
Defense Attorney: D. McLaughlin 
Prosecutor: Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
HRHD RASOR Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Debra A Heise 
on 01/04/2013 09:30 AM: Hearing Held Matter 
taken under advisement 
EXHB RASOR Exhibit List Debra A Heise 
1/15/2013 DENY RASOR Motion to Dismiss Denied Debra A Heise 
1/17/2013 CTLG RASOR Court Log- 4 Debra A Heise 
CTLG RASOR Court Log- 2 Debra A Heise 
VERD RASOR Verdict Form Debra A Heise 
JLIS RASOR Jail Information Sheet Debra A Heise 
JTST RASOR Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Debra A Heise 
01/17/2013 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 
FOGT RASOR Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Debra A Heise 
01/17/2013 09:00 AM: Found Guilty After Trial 
CAGP RASOR Court Accepts Guilty Plea (118-920 No Contact Debra A Heise 
Order Violation ) 
SNIC RASOR Sentenced To Incarceration (118-920 No Contact Debra A Heise 
Order Violation ) Confinement terms: Jail: 60 
days. Suspended jail: 55 days. Credited time: 1 
day. 
PROB RASOR Probation Ordered (118-920 No Contact Order Debra A Heise 
Violation ) Probation term: 2 years O months 0 
days. (Unsupervised) 
STAT RASOR ST A TUS CHANGED: closed pending clerk action Debra A Heise 
BNDE RASOR Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 500.00) Debra A Heise 
Date: 11/14/2013 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: HUMRICH 
Time: 10:17 AM ROA Report 
Page 4 of Case: CR-2012-0004705 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Hillbroom, Junior Larry 
State of Idaho vs, Junior Larry Hillbroom 
Date Code User 
1/17/2013 CM!N RASOR Court Minutes Debra A, Heise 
Hearing type: Jury Trial 
Hearing date: 1/17/2013 
Time: 9:42 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Sandra Rasor 
Tape Number: 2 
Defense Attorney: D, Mclaughlin 
Prosecutor: Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
CMIN RASOR Court Minutes Debra A Heise 
Hearing type: Jury Trial 
Hearing date: 1/17/2013 
Time: 1:35 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Sandra Rasor 
Tape Number: 3 
Defense Attorney: D, Mclaughlin 
Prosecutor: Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
1/29/2013 APDC HUMRICH Appeal Filed In District Court Debra A Heise 
APDC HUMRICH Appeal Filed In District Court Debra A Heise 
STAT HUMRICH STATUS CHANGED: Reopened Debra A, Heise 
NOTA HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM JUDGMENT OF Debra A Heise 
CONVICTION FROM MAGISTRATES DIVISION 
CHJG HUMRICH Change Assigned Judge Steve Verby 
MISC HUMRICH Petition for Stay of Execution Steve Verby 
NOTC HUMRICH Notice of Hearing RE: Defendant's Petition for Steve Verby 
Stay of Execution 
1/30/2013 HRSC HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Debra A Heise 
02/06/2013 03:00 PM) Defendant's Petition for 
Stay of Execution 
2/6/2013 CMIN PEINE Court Minutes Debra A Heise 
Hearing type: Motion for Stay of Execution 
Hearing date: 2/6/2013 
Time: 3:38 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: 
Minutes Clerk: Carol Peine 
Tape Number: CR #4 
Defense Attorney: D, Mclaughlin 
Prosecutor: Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
INHD PEINE Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Debra A Heise 
on 02/06/2013 03:00 PM: Interim Hearing Held 
Defendant's Petition for Stay of Execution 
GRNT PEINE Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Debra A Heise 
on 02/06/2013 03:00 PM: Motion Granted 
Defendant's Petition for Stay of Execution 
2/7/2013 BONT HUMRICH Bond Posted for Transcript (Receipt 485605 Steve Verby 
Dated 2/7/2013 for 20fl,cp)2 
Date: 11/14/2013 First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: HUMRiCH 
Time: 10: 7 AM ROA Report 
Page 5 of Case: CR-2012-0004705 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Hillbroom, Junior Larry 
State of Idaho vs. Junior Larry Hillbroom 
Date Code User Judge 
2/7/2013 BNDC HUMRICH Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 485607 Dated Steve Verby 
2/7/2013 for 100.00) 
NOTC HUMRICH Amended Notice of Appeal from Judgment of Steve Verby 
Conviction from magistrtes Division - copy mailed 
to ISC; original to file 
2/11/2013 ORDR OPPELT Order of Reassignment John T. Mitchell 
CHJG OPPELT Change Assigned Judge Barbara A Buchanan 
ORDR OPPELT Order of Reassignment John T. Mitchell 
CHJG OPPELT Change Assigned Judge John Stegner 
2/12/2013 ORDR OPPELT Order Granting Petiton for Stay of Execution Debra A. Heise 
2/14/2013 ESTM HUMRICH Estimate Of Transcript Cost - Oral argument on John Stegner 
the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 1/4/2013 and 
Oral argument at trial 1/17/2013, $675.00 
2/15/2013 BONT HUMRICH Bond Posted for Transcript (Receipt 486050 John Stegner 
Dated 2/15/2013 for 475.00) 
2/19/2013 BONT HUMRICH Bond Posted for Transcript (Receipt 486169 John Stegner 
Dated 2/19/2013 for 200.00) 
3/4/2013 ORDR OPPELT Order Assigning Judge John Stegner 
CHJG OPPELT Change Assigned Judge Jeff Brudie 
3/21/2013 MISC OPPELT Request for Documents From Judge Brudie Jeff Brudie 
4/1/2013 CINF OPPELT Documents Requested Sent 4-2-13 to Judge Jeff Brudie 
Brudie 
4/5/2013 ASLP MJOHNSON Affidavit Of Fta For Sheriff's Labor Program- Debra A Heise 
failed to complete 4 of 4 day sentence. 
4/15/2013 ORDR PEINE Order (no B/w to issue for FTC SLP-stay order Debra A Heise 
has been issued) 
5/9/2013 NLT HUMRICH Notice Of Lodging Transcript On District Appeal - Jeff Brudie 
Motion to Dismiss on 1/4/2013 and Jury Trial on 
1/17/2013 
CINF HUMRICH Transcripts interoffice maii to City Attorney Jeff Brudie 
5/10/2013 MISC HUMRICH Invoice for transcript from Valerie Larson - Motion Jeff Brudie 
to Dismiss on Jan. 4, 2013 $156; Jury Trial Jan. 
17, 2013 $373.75; total $529.75 
5/13/2013 BNDV HUMRICH Bond Converted (Transaction number 315114 Jeff Brudie 
dated 5/13/2013 amount 200.00) 
BNDV HUMRICH Bond Converted (Transaction number 315115 Jeff Brudie 
dated 5/13/2013 amount 329.75) 
5/15/2013 MISC HUMRICH Receipt of Transcript - Motion to Dismiss Jeff Brudie 
1/4/2013 and Jury Trial 1/172013 picked up by 
Michele Hutchings for Berg & McLaughlin 
5/15/2013 
5/31/2013 NOTC HUMRICH Notice of Settling Transcript - Original to file and Jeff Brudie 
faxed to Judge Brudie 
Date: 11/14/2013 
Time: 10:17 AM 
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First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2012-0004705 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme Court 
Defendant: Hillbroom, Junior Larry 
Hillbroom 
User 
HUMRICH Order Scheduling Briefs and Argument -
Appellant brief due July 8, 2013; Respondent brief 
due Aug. 5, 2013; Reply brief due Aug. 26, 2013; 
Telephonic Oral Argument Sept 11, 2013 at 2 pm 
court will initiate calL 
HUMRICH Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument on Appeal 
09/11/2013 02:00 PM) Telephonic Oral Argument 
- Court will Initiate the call 
HUMRICH Brief of Appellant 
HUMRICH Notice of Hearing 
HUMRICH Brief of Respondent 
HUMRICH Reply Brief of Appellant 
HUMRICH Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal 
scheduled on 09/11/2013 02:00 PM: Court Log-
CRTRM#1 
HUMRICH Hearing result for Oral Argument on Appeal 
scheduled on 09/11/2013 02:00 PM: Hearing 
Held CRTRM #1 
HUMRICH District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Linda Carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 10 
HUMRICH Opinion - ruling of magistrate court is AFFIRMED 
KRAMES Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 498609 Dated 
10/16/2013 for 100.00) 
HUMRICH Appealed To The Supreme Court 
HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL 
HUMRICH Change Assigned Judge 
HUMRICH Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 498730 Dated 
10/18/2013 for 100.00) 
HUMRICH Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal - copy to file 
HUMRICH Docket #41533-2013 
HUMRICH Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal 
HUMRICH Letter to ISC Re: Fees paid for Clerk's Records 
















Idaho Supreme Court 
Jeff Brudie 
Jeff Brudie 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS 
SI ATE OF IDAHO 
County of Bonner 
FILED_-~--~--
AT C0LhC>"ClOGX 1,<,::-1111. 
CLERK-OF TRE D~STRictliooRT 
)7/ 
You have the right to remain silent. If you make any statements about you_r_c_a_s_e·-,c.;o-:=-;:,t:1-,,--1w-i~1 91_·..,..1';4~~p 
your right to remain silent and your statements could be used against you. - · 
You have the right to hire an attorney, and the right to a reasonable extension of time so that you can 
obtain an attorney, or you may represent yourself without an attorney. 
If you are indigent, there are some misdemeanors serious enough to allow you to make sworn 
application for an attorney at county expense. If an attorney is appointed for you, you could be 
required to repay the county at a later time. 
You have the right to a speedy trial by jury, or you may request a trial by a judge. 
You have the right to be present at your trial and to testify and cross-examine witnesses against you, 
but you cannot be forced to testify against your will. 
You have the right to present a defense to the charges against you, and the right to subpoena 
witnesses to court to testify in your defense at no expense to you. 
You are presumed innocent and the prosecution bears the burden of proving your guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt 
You have the right to appeal within forty-two days from the time your case is concluded. You must 
file a written notice with the Clerk of the Court indicating that you wish to appeal. 
You are required to notify the court of any change of address so long as your case is pending. 
IF YOU ARE CHARGED WITH A MISDEMEANOR: 
The general penalty for a misdemeanor is a maximum fine of $1,000 plus court costs and a maximum 
jail sentence of 6 months. As with any general rule there are exceptions. The judge will notify you if 
there are different maximum penalties in your case. 
After your charge is read, you will be asked to enter a plea of guilty, enter a plea of not guilty, or 
request a continuance before entering a plea. 
If you enter a plea of not guilty, your case will be set for trial by the Calendar Clerk, and you or your 
attorney will be given notice of your trial date by mail. 
If you enter a plea of guilty, you will give up the rights outlined above except the right to an attorney 
and the right to appeal. A plea of guilty has the same effect as a finding of guilt at trial. 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS BON 017 Rev 01-08 
If yo ter a plea of guilty, you may be sentenced at that time or sentencing may be scheduled f 
future date. At sentencing you will be given a chance to make any explanation you think the judge 
should hear before sentence is imposed. 
, pleading could result your deportation or inability to become a 
If you are sentenced to pay a fine, you should be prepared to pay your fine at that time. If you are 
unable to pay, then you must ask the court for additional time to make payment. If you fail to pay 
fines and costs assessed by the Court, you could be found in contempt of Court and sentenced to 
additional jail or fines for contempt. 
IF YOU ARE CHARGED WITH A FELONY: 
You have the additional rightto a timely preliminary hearing in front of a Magistrate Judge. 
If you remain in custody, the preliminary hearing must be held within fourteen (14) days, or within 
twenty-one (21) days if you are not in custody. 
At the preliminary hearing the State bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence, 
meaning that it is more likely than not, 1) that the charged offense was committed within the 
jurisdiction, and 2) that you are the person who committed the offense. 
During the preliminary hearing you have the right to be represented by counsel and to cross-examine 
the State's witnesses and call witnesses to testify in your defense. 
If the State carries its burden of proof at the preliminary hearing, or if you decide to waive your right to 
a preliminary hearing, the Magistrate Judge will enter an order setting a date for you to appear before 
a District Court Judge for arraignment, at which time you will be asked by the District Judge to enter a 
plea of guilty or not guilty to the felony charge(s). 
If the Magistrate Judge determines that the State has not carried its burden of proof at the preliminary 
hearing, an order dismissing the charge "without prejudice" will be entered, which means that the 
State has the option to refile the charge against you. 




NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS BON 017 Rev 01-08 
Deputy Clerk. DISTRICT COURT 
NAME: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRI~ffJOF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE1\1ENT OF DEFENDANT'S RIGHTS: DOMESTIC ASSAULT OR BATTERY CASES 
l You have the right to remain silent; any statement you make may be used against you. 
2. You have the 1ight to an attorney to represent you at all stages of these proceedings; if you are poor and 
unable to pay counsel, you are entitled to a court appointed attorney at public expense. 
3. You have the right to a jury trial and to compel the attendance of witnesses on your behalf without 
expense to you. 
4. You have the right to confront, to see, to hear and to ask questions of any witness who testifies against 
you. You have the right to testify on your own behalf. but you cannot be compelled to do so and your 
silence will not be used against you. 
5. You have the right to require the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that you have committed the 
offense charged. 
6. You have the right to appeal the conviction. 
You have the right to be released on bail pending further proceedings. 
8. You may enter a plea of guilty or not guilty at this time or request a continuance in order to consult 
your attorney as to the plea. 
9. GUILTY PLEA. If you plead GUILTY, you give up or waive all of the above rights except your right 
to have an attorney and your right to appeal. 
10. NOT GUILTY PLEA. If you p]ead NOT GUILTY, the court will ask you v,:hether you wish to have 
a trial before a jury or a trial before a judge only, and will set a trial date. 
11. If you plead GUILTY, or are found GUILTY at trial, the court will set a date for sentencing. Prior to 
sentencing you will be required to undergo, at your own expense, an evaluation, by a court approved 
evaluator, to determine whether you should be required to obtain aggression counseling or other 
appropriate treatment. (Domestic violence treatment may require completing a fifty two week treatment 
program.) At sentencing you will be allowed to make any statement by way of explanation or 
mitigation. 
12. If you plead GUILTY, or are found GUILTY at trial to any crime involving domestic violence, under 
Federal Law it will now be illegal for you to OWN or to POSSESS either a FIREARt"\f or 
AMMUNITION which would affect your HUNTING PRIVILEGES. 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS 
DOMESTIC ASSAULT OR BATTERY CASES 1 BONNER-DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RIGHTS 3-2010 
1 are not a U.S. citizen, pleading guilty could result in your DEPORTATION or inability to 
become a legal U.S. citizen. 
a C01'1"'VICTI0N a DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
are: 
• or status. 
• May affect ability to be admitted to schools, colleges and universities. 
• May affect entry into the military. 
• May affect ability to work in the law enforcement field or any job requiring the use of weapons. 
• May affect ability to work in the child care, health care or any other medical related field. 
• May affect and hinder the ability to obtain professional licenses. 
• May affect ability to obtain, or your status regarding, public housing. 
15. If you plead guilty or are found guilty of DOMESTIC ASSAULT OR DOMESTIC BATTERY 
the Maximum penalties are as follows: 
A For a First Offense: Up to six (6) months in jail; a fine up to one thousand dollars ($1000.00). or 
both. Child Present: For a First Offense which is charged as taking place in the presence of a child, 
the maximum penaJties are doubled; up to one ( 1) year in jail; a fine up to two thousand dollars 
($2000.00), or both. 
B. For a Second Offense within ten ( l 0) years, including withheld judgments, you may be sentenced 
to not more than one ( l year in jail; and may be fined up to two thousand ($2000.00) dollars, or both. 
Child Present: For a Second Offense which is charged as taking place in the presence of a child. the 
maximum penalties are doubled; up to two years in jail; a fine up to four thousand dollars 
($4000.00), or both. 
C. For a Third Offense within fifteen ( 15) years: A third or subsequent offense is a felony. You may 
be sentenced to the State Board of Corrections for not more than five (5) years; and may be fined up to 
five thousand dollars ($5000.00); or both. Child Present: For a Third Offense which is charged as 
taking place in the presence of a child, the maximum penalties are doubled; up to ten ( l 0) years in 
prison: a fine up to ten thousand do1lars ($10,000.00), or both. 
16. TRAUMATIC INJURY: Any household member who in committing a battery inflicts a traumatic 
injury upon any other household member is guilty of a FELONY. A CONVICTION for FELONY 
DOMESTIC BATTERY is punishable by a sentence to the State Board of Corrections for not more 
than ten (10) years; and a fine of up to ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00): or both. 




DEFENDANT / .I ~ ,........., DATE 
7 .· L-7-~ --...:.:::::::: ----!'-+--+-----' 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS 
DOMESTIC ASSAULT OR BATTERY CASES BONNER-DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RIGHTS 3-2010 
Refusal to Apply for Public Defender Repnfs~illatfon 
At t~is time I Do Not wish to apply for legal representt\!f1/f1r;:t~\:c,u~ 
Pubhc Defenders Office. I do understand that I have the nght to _ "'-<~ =..,:._~=~::-:::-c;;;''C' .-;c:;, .,- V / l \ 
request a Judge review my application for representation at afry'5' t/ 1 • 






BCSO 735 REFUSAL TO APPLY FOR PUBLIC DEFENDER{Revised 11-24-10) 
POLICE DEP'r. 
265-1432 X 204 
IOAHO UNIFORM CITATION 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1ST JUDICIAL DJ$.TRICT
 OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR TrlE-CO
UNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO . . . . -
. 'r . . 
vs. 
' COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS -· 








THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HER
EBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
r<>::1c::nr1::ih'I<> grounds, and believe the above-n?
med Defendant, 
"-',-+'--"-""'~---"'--------
==----- State 3J F 
____ Make _____ _ 
Vio. #2 Code Section 
Witnessing Officer Serial #/Add
ress Dept 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAM
ED DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned to appear before th
e Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of the 
District Court of BONNER county, SAN
DPOINT , Idaho, 
----=2~1=5_,S=.""'Fc_.,l""R=S-"T_,A'-"V-=-E=Nc..c.=U=E'---___ on the _
___ day of 
-----------------
' 20 ___ , at 
____ o'clock M. 
hereby certify service upon the defendant pers
onally on ________ , 20 
Officer 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PE
NALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICro:r TH~-. 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRL\ TE DIVISION 
















L Officer G. Baker a police officer employed by the Sandpoint Police Department. do ·""~,,,~,,, 
swear that the attached reports are true and correct copies of original reports prepared and submitted by 
Officer Baker, an officer of said departmenL and further, are true and correct accounts of the incident 
leading to the issuance ofidaho Uniform Citation i'f:54882. 




Sandpoint Police Department 
Arrest Information: 
Bo ng Number· 12-001499 
Name Number: 88594 
Ne Contact 
Junio a ry 
Order+ 
Hil broom 
Arrest Number: 1 Reference: 
Time/Date of Arrest: 
Location of Arrest: 
Arrest Area: 
10:15:00 09/18/2012 
1500 Hwy 2 
SPD3 





Arrest Type: VIEW Arrest without Warrant 
Arrest Disposition: NA Non-Juvenile 
Pre-Sentence Class: 
Arrest Circumstances: UARM 
Arrest Narrative: 
Page: 






18 920 (M) Vio at on of Ne Contact Order Ne Bond. JF359 
Arrest Circumstances Detail: 
Arrest Circumstances Deta 1 
Seq Code Description 
1 UARM Unarmed 
09/19/20 2 
0:40 
Incident Number: 12-018302 
Sandpoint Police Department 
LAW Incident Table: Page: 
336 
Nature: Civil protect Case Number: 
se 
Image: 
Addr= 500 i 2 ea: SPD3 S o Po 







Rae: Sx: Tel: 
















































09/18/ 0 2 
Mid: 
Cty: ST: Z 
Reported: Observed: 
Baker, G Ryan, E 
Ager1cy: SPD CAD Call ID: 345128 
Last RadLog: 11:43:01 09/18/2012 CMPL 




Disposition: 2 Disp Date: 09/19/20 




Violating a Ci il Prot Order 
Follow 
Guthrie, Paul Patrick 
Hillbrccm, Junior Larry 
Fournier, Candice Marie 
Scholten, Kristina Joy 
Violating a Civil Prot Order 
ELK 2011 CHEV K3500 ID 











LAW I ident Offenses Detail: 
Offense Codes 
Seq Code 
~ OTHR All other Offenses 
LAW Incident Responders Detail 
Responding Officers 
Seq Name Unit 
1 Jones, J SP35 
2 Baker, G SP31 
3 Ryan, E SP52 
A1nount 
0 .. 00 
Main Radio Tab e: 
ime/Da e 
11:43:01 09/18/ 012 l 
: 4 : 0 9/18/2012 
1:19:51 09/18/2 12 
11:19:51 09/18/2012 l 
11:11:34 9/18 2012 l 
11:06:24 09/18/2012 l 
11·06:18 09/18/2012 l 
10:55:20 09/18/2012 l 
10:43:21 09/18/2012 l 
10:39:26 09/18/2012 l 
10:39:00 09/18/2012 l 
10:33:54 09/18/2012 l 
















































i ci =12 018302 at 
incid#=12-0183 2 Arrived at Ja 
incid#=l2-018302 Enroute to a 
one in custo 
one in custoday 
Per sp35 
(MDC) Arrived on scene inci 
incid#=12-018302 Enroute to a 
incid#=12-018302 Enroute to a 
Call reassigned to SP31 
inci ~12-018302 Assigned to a 













OVERVIEW: On 09/18/2012 at 1028 hours, I responded to a violation of a no 
contact order between Junior Hillbroorn and Candice Fournier at 1500 Highway 2, 


























Junior L. Hillbroom 
 
357 E. David Thompson Rd. 
208 597-7301 
Candice M Fournier 
 




e Idaho 83836 
Idaho 83836 
127 S. First Ave. Sa 
208-265-3586 
int Idaho 83864 
Paul Guthrie 
 
1040 Shingle Mill Road Sandpoint Idaho 83864 
265-1674 
54882 
Ofc. Baker, Cpl. 
On 09/18/2012 at approximately 1028 hours, I ic d to 1500 Highway 2, 
courthouse, for a no contact violation. Dispatch told me Junior Hillbroom and 
Candice Fournier were outside of the courtroom in a black lifted Chevy truck. 
Before I arrived on scene, dispatch told me Hillbroom and Fournier had gone 
inside the courthouse and Fournier was in the lobby while Hillbroom was in the 
courtroom. 
I arrived on scene and saw a black lifted Chevy truck bearing Idaho license 
late atching the description. I later ran the license plate, and it 
d co o lbroom. The front windows of the truck were tinted, and I 
was unable to see inside. I parked my patrol vehic e where I cou d watch the 
I contacted dispatch and asked them to conf rm the no contact order 
t d. 
I waked into 
holding a 
the courthouse and saw a woman, later identified as Fournier, 
me to a woman 
in the lobby, and the security guard. The security guard airecL 
standing in the hallway near the elevators. I walked over and made 
contact~ 
The woman identified herself as Kristina Scholten and told me she works for VAST 
and was there to help support no contact order hearings. She told me she arrive 
at the courthouse at approximately 1020 hours and noticed Hillbroom in the 
parking lot. She said she saw Hillbroom walk to a car and talk to someone for a 
few minutes. She said he then walked to his truck and got into it. She said she 
decided to wait a few minutes to see who Hillbroom was talking to. Scholten sai 
she then saw Fournier get out of the car, grab her child, and walk over to 
Hillbroom's truck. She said Fournier got nto the truck with her child and shut 
the door. She described the truck as a black lifted truck with tinted windows. 
asked her if she would be willing to fill out a witness statement form, and she 
said she was. 
I walked into the l and began to question Fournier. As I was asking Fourn e 
what was go on today, a gentleman, later identified as Hillbroom, said she 
needed to go to the courtroom. The bailiff behind him confirmed she needed to 
go now. Fournier handed Hillbroom the baby, and she went into the courtroom. 
I asked Hillbroom he violated his no contact order, and he told me, "I 
alre iolated being 100 feet from er being here in court." I tried to as 
him about the contact in the parking lot, and he told me I needed "to do what 
you have to do." Hillbroom then refused to talk to me. I waited for Fournier t 
come out of the courtroom and get her son. 
Once Fourn er had possession of her son, I told Hillbroom top ace his hands 
behind his back and notified him he was under arrest for a violation of a no 
contact order as he was in the truck with Fcurnier prior to enteri the 
courthouse. I placed Hillbrocm n a pair of hinged handcuffs, chec ng them for 
fit and double locked them. As Twas placing handcuffs on Hillbroom, his 
attorney told him not to say hing. 
Hillbroom was transported to the Benner Jail. Once at the jail, I 
competed Citation #54882 charging Hi broom with violation of a no contact 
order per Idaho Code 18-920. I completed all necessary paperwork and asked 
Hillbroom if he had any questions. He told me he did not, and I left the jail. 
G. Baker SP31 
Tue Sep 18 14:10:29 PDT 2012 
ATTACHMENTS: Copy cf no contact order #CR-2012-2908 
Pre bocking sheet 
Witness statement form from Scholten 
Uniform Citation #54882 
PC Affidavit 
*tr 
aw emental Narrative: 
Supplementa 
Seq Name Date 




9 1 /2012 
Narratives 
Na rat ve 
On 9/18/2012 at approximately 1622 hours, I ed Richard Borja to answer is 
questions regarding his brother's truck. Bor a's brother, Junior Hillbroom, was 
arrested for violati a no contact order. After talking to Sandpoint Police 
Officer Jones, I was nformed Hillbroom's vehic e was impounded after his 
arrest. I relayed the information to Bo a and cleared with no further contact. 
This is an information report only. 
Officer Inman SP39 *tr 
Tue Sep 18 21:49:58 ?DT 201 
aw upp emental Narrative: 
Supplemental Narratives 
eq Name te liar at ve 
2 Baker, G 10:13: 9 9/19/2012 
OFFICER BAKER'S SUPPLEMENT: 
On 09/19/2012 at approximately 1013 hours, I received a witness statement from 
Paul Guthrie, a bailiff at the Bonner County Courthouse, regarding his 
involvement with Junior Hillbroom and Candice Fournier on the morning of 
09/18/2012. Guthrie stated he was informed by Kristina Scholten that Hillbroom 
and Fournier were in the parking lot in a big lifted black truck. He stated he 
was unable to see inside the vehicle because the windows were tinted, but he 
knew someone was in the vehicle because it was running. He said he made contact 
and saw Hillbroom sitting in the driver's seat holding his son. He also observe 
Fournier in the passenger seat with the seat reclined. Guthrie stated Fournier 
and Hillbroom acknowledged they were not supposed to be having contact. Guthrie 
stated he suggested to them they exit the vehicle and cease the contact. Guthrie 
then notified them the prosecutor was alrea aware of the situation. Guthr e 
stated Fournier and Hillbrcom exited the veh cle and followed him into the 
courtho-c.se. 
G. Baker SP 31 *tr 
Wed Sep 19 10:25:05 PDT 2 12 
L 






IDAHO UNIFORM CITATION 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
VS . 
Last Name 
l COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS 
Infraction Citation 
fV1 OR 
~ Misdemeanor Citation 
I! 
} L__J Accident Involved 
Commercial Vehicle Driven by this Drive 
Home Address "='"'--'----':_:_--"'=~..L::::'----!-LlLi.Lq::.a2..:::._:_,_ _ --'..£::+-=---t~-_:::::=-:::....::::-_ 
Business Address Ph # 
THE UNDERSIGNED OFFICER (PARTY) HEREBY CERTIFIES AND SAYS: 
I certify I have •0 "'""''"'hto grounds, and believe the above-named Defendant, 
~ or  State 1 d Sex: ~ M 
~ght Eyes    
Veh. Lie.# t I I~ State Yr. of Vehicle Make 
~ ~/~ ~ ------








_____ .,.8.,,.0,.._N'"'-N~E ... Re,L_ __ County, Idaho. 
9 3 I 5-i")D 
Serial #/Address bept 
Date Witnessing Officer Serial #/Address 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned to appear before the Clerk of the Magistrate's Court of the 
District court of BONNER county, SANDPOINT , Idaho, 
located at 215 S. FIRST AVENUE on the day of 
_________________ , 20 ___ . at o'clock M. 
I hereby certify service upon the defendant personally on ________ , 20 
Officer 
NOTICE: See reverse side of your copy for PENALTY and COMPLIANCE instructions. 
Alexander Clark Business Forms - Boise, Idaho · (208; 322-0611 VERSION 1 




5 South First Ave., Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone (208) 255 - 3630 ext. 2143 
Fax (208) 265-1475 
Mark Johnson, Chief 
Officers Guthrie, Hall, Bailey 
State vs JUl"-OOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
 
ID DL#:  
On Tuesday September 18, 2012 at 1015am HILLBROOM was in Courtroom 2 at the Bonner County 
Courthouse. HILLBROOM was 30 minutes early for his hearing. I brought that to his attention and 
he then chose to wait outside, rather that remain in the courtroom. 
At I 024 am I was approached by Deputy Prosecutor Fenton and Kristina Scholten,, a VAST Advocate. 
They told me that HILLBROOM was in the parking lot and the subject of the NCO, Fournier, was in 
his truck which is in violation of the No Contact Order. SCHOLTEN described the vehicle to me as a 
big lifted black truck 
I went into the parking lot and located the vehicle which I believed was Hillbrooms. Due to extremely 
tinted windows I was unable to see any occupants, however the motor was running which led me to 
believe that was the truck I was looking for. I approached the vehicle from the rear, knocking on the 
drivers side window. HILLBROOM opened up the truck door. He was in the drivers seat holding an 
infant, his son. Seated in the passenger seat, reclined into a laying position was Fournier. I asked 
them if they were not supposed to be having contact with each other and they both acknowledged that. 
I suggested to them that they exit the vehicle and cease the contact. I also stated to them that the 
prosecutor was already aware of the situation. 
HILLBROOM then handed the infant over to Fournier who was now in a sining position. As 
HILLBROOMS hands were coming back towards the Drivers seat, across the center console, HILLB 
ROOM 's right hand reached in between the driver seat and the center console aud with his thumb, 
index and middle fingertips he extracted a revolver shaped rubberband gun which he then tossed into 
the center console. Both l-IILLBROOM and Foumier then exited the vehicle and HILLBROOM 
followed me directly into the courthouse and the courtroom. 
End. ~ 
Paul Guthrie, Bailiff 
pgutbrie@co.bonner.id.us 
208-255-3630, ext. 2143 
ndC<...U 
SELKIRK PRESS INC. Form 002 
SANDPOINT POLICE DEPARTMENT 
STATEMENT OF \VITNESS (FIELD) 
door. 
IN THE DISTRtCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF-THE STATE OF IPAHO, lN ANO FOR THE: COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATEOFrDAHO 




JUNIOR L. HILLBROOM 
} 
) 





The above-entitled matter hiavlng come before the Court, and good oatJttC appearing therefor, 
RECEIVED 
JUN 2 5 2012 iJO 
;2/c( 3 'l 
Bonner County 911 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that 1he abcve-narned defendam shall not cootact (Including: in person or through another 
pers~n. or in writing c,r e-mail1 or by. telephone, pag~ or fQcnlmHel or attempt to contect
, harass, follow, communicate 
wlth, or knowingly remain within 100 feet of: CAND.LCE MA.R:tE FOURNIER • 
rt,a l!Xct!ptions 
Excep~arltl · 
Cl to contact by telephone belwl!sn • m. and • m. on ---------------
0 for tho foJlewlng purpose: 
Cl to participate in counseling/med!alion ------------------------
0 'lo meet with or through nrtameys and/or daring legal prooeedbigs 
tl lo respond to 001argono1es involving the natural ar adopted oblfdren of both parties 
Cl other:-----------------------'-----~------------
IT IS FURTHER ORDERE:D thlst the defendant named herein s:hn1J riot go wtthln 300 ym-d!:t of the abovo-l'!am~d p,m;on•a 
restdence or workplace as sat forth below (provide this Information only rf mquastEd by prasecutton}: 
Residence Address Work Add~$!= 
A VIOhATION OFTiflS ORDER fSA SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code§ 18-920, tor which no bailwifl beset until an 
appaar4'oce before a judge. A first and ~vcond conviction for the crime af vlah:itlon of a no confad ord8r is a rnisdameartor 
and Is punishabfe by a firie not axcsadfng one thousand doflar:s {$1,000} or by hnprlsonment in the county jail not to 
exceed one (1) year, or bolh. A thlt'd ocnviction for vlolatlon of a no conlact order within five (S) yean; is a fetanv end le 
punishable by a fine not exceeding five thousai,d dOllars ($5,000) or by lmprisorament in the stai:9 prisi;,n not to e-xceed flve 
(5) years, or both. Furtt111r, any such viofntion of this order may mflult fn the Increase, revocation., or modirac:otton cf th& 
bond sel in 11ndarlyln9 ohorge for which tlds 110 contact order w.110 impossd. 
If there is mere thon one domestic violence prote~lion ordttr in place, the most restrtetive provision wlll control any 
conflicting terms al any other civil or c:riminal protection order. · 
This order may subject you to Federal prosoomlon under 18 U.S. Code § 9-22 if you possess, receive, or transport a 
fire~mt. 
THIS ORDER CAff RE MODIFJSJ) ONLY BY A .JUDGE ANO WILL EXPIRE: 
at 11:59 p,m, or,------------
Oafendtmt 
Served by; _________________ _ 
Dated fl~rvod: --------------
[ J Ordered I Sen.red in open court 
Faxed to: ~eriff'n omoe- f(eeords, SPD. PO~o. PRPD, VAS~ [ v{jail Bocking lfn>C 20IM?S!M975) 
iJ Agency: (ONLY send to agency if fa icing NCO after 5 pm) for sgrvice on defendant 
Interoffice to: Prosectttnfi O County i" A Cl City PA prior to refonae from 
0 Publlc Ol.fender custody (Jnit must 
Malled to: 0 Victim return defondnnt's signed 
copy to cauri) 
C Dofan::>$ A.~orney __________________ _ 
Deputy Clerk Date 
Bormffl' Cl19 NO CONT ACT ORDER R.,11, 09/1,1 
STATE OF fOAHO 
RECEIVED 
AUG O 1 2012 
Bonner County 911 
f?RpEATO 
D1,1\IIOOIFY 
[ J TERMINATE 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
STATE OF IOAHO 
County of Sonner 
FILED __ ) 
AT O'c!ock ___ M. 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
DepiJlY 
A No Contact Order having been entered in this case on -------• 20 __ , and good 
cause appearing to modify or terminate said order, 
IT rs HEREBY ORDERED that the No Contact Order previously issued herein be: 
')x( Modified as foflows, and will be in effect until 11:59 p.m. on ________ _, 
V " 20 , or upon dismiss.31 of the case: · 
3rd! . 
[ ] 
[ ] upon request of the Prosecutor and Victim. 
[ ] civil protection order already has or will be obtained by victim(s). 
[ ·] diversion program entered into by defendant on terms set out by the prosecutor. 
fl-----,------~'1--------------------
ENTERED this _J__ day of , 20 ~/~~---
Copies sent I I to: 






D in Court 
o In court 
0 lncourt 
Ci Jncourt 




D c/o Jail {if Def. in Custody) 
D via Prosecutor 
.m. 
0 Postal Service 
0 Postal Service 
80N 110 Rev, 03/07 
THE DISTRICT COURT OF FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
lN AND FOR THE COUNTI' OF BONNER, MAGISTRATE D1VlSION 
STATE OF lDAHO, ) 
) 
Case No: CR-2012-2908 
ORDER HOLDING 
DEFENDANT TO ANSWER 
Plaintiff, 
vs 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
) 
---------=D~e=fe=n.-:d=a.,.,nt=·----> 
Preliminary Hearing having been: 
D waived, 
1ZJ held rn this case on the isr day of AUGUST, 20:l.2, 
D waived, the Defendant having entr;ired a plea of GUlL 1Y and executing the same In writing1 
a copy of which is on file herein; 
and the Court befngfurlysatisfied that a public offense has been committed, and that there is 
probable or sufficient cause to believe the defendant guilty thereo'f; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant be held to answer to the Distrfct Court of the Ffrst Judicial 
District of the Stete of Idaho, in and fortl1e County of Bonner, to the charge of: DOMESTJC VIOLENCE IC§18-
918(2)(a} AND ATTEMPTED STRANGULATION IC§18-923 
fefonies committed in Bonner County, ldaho1 
[El 
D 
on or about the 24Tii day of JUNE, 2012. 
between the day of , 20 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
, and the day of ,20 
fZI Defendant appear for ARRAIGNMENT on AUGUST 20TH 2012 at 9:00 a.m. in front of the 
Honorabie Steve Yerby. 
D A Presentence Investigation be conducted; Defendant fs to contact Probation & Parole within 
Five {5) days of the date herein and APPEAR FOR SENTENCING IN DISTRICT COURT on the 
-~day of , 20 __ , at .m; 
In the courtroom of the above entitled Court, before the Honorable St~ven C. Verby. 
COPIES TO: 
DATE: 
iT IS FURTHER ORDERED that: 
Defendant's release is continued on the bond posted. 
Defendant's release 011 h1s own recognlzance fs continued. 
YOU, THE SHERWF OF BONNER COUNlY, IDAHO, are commanded to receive t!ie 
above-named Defendant Into your custody and detain Defendant untll Defendant is legally 
discharged. Defendant is to be admitted to bait in the sum of$ ______ _ 
DATED th;s f / day of ~20 / 
-=~ 
2} 01::F O DEF COUNSEL PROSECUTOR O BCSO O PROBATION/PAROLE 
_________ , Deputy Clerk 
ORDER HOLDING D.E.FENJJANT TO ANS\VER 
Boo 







Date I / /8// l 
OFFICER CASE # r:2 - 6 IS?;, o:::;i. 
Home Phone~ 
City _-'~-6__,,D_t... _________________ .State _..,._-=--~----- Zip 
b-S~i:?0 




..,.- I I J '/""'Y"}, 
Height i: q Weight -- '--V Sex VJ\ Hair b ) L Eyes .f) f o Race /-1 i~S Other ___ _ 
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's ----------------------------------
CHARGES AND BAIL AMOUNT 
1\1/F CODE CHARGES BOND AMOUNT CITE OR
 WARRANT# 
(ii\ 13--'°i".Jo vlo!4tb, of:- (\{) C&v1h..d- cifd-e( ~ s lfo 8-:). 
ARRESTEE PROPERTY: 
INMATE'SMONEY $ -;;..02,,0G 
?tur:--t . S·vMlq,Q;-e:5 . be!+- 1 noJlir-e 
I V 1 l < 
SUICIDAL ___ YES ?6 NO COMMEI'1'TS ________________
______ _ 
VEIDCLE LOCATION: -------------
PHONE CALL OFFERED BY ARRESTrnG OFFICER #Jd 
ARRESTING OFFICER Ll\'FORMATION: 
ACCEPTED --- DECLrnED __ 
Time/Date of Arrest f \ o (i, I q b B /1 -:J... Location lt"cD IB:v'-( :::2... DISTRICT ___ _ 
Arresting Officer's Signature (JJ~ . ------
PRINT YOUR NAME hl°'e<fhl':1 i?.,c, ki-
v ' 
BCS0-710 (Revised 2/27/09) 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT Qlftrlii 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BO:Ni!Ni:R_ 
STATE OF IDA.HO. 
Vs. 
Defendant: 












The above-named Defendant having been charged ·with, or arrested for, the offense(s) of 
LC. 18-920, Violation of a no contact order. and the Court hming examined the Affidavit of 
Officer Baker, the Court finds a substantial and factual basis for believing that said offense has 
been committed and that said defendant committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a \Varrant ma) be issued for the arrest of the above-
mentioned Defendant, or if he has been arrested without \Varrant, that he may be detained and he 
may be required to post bail prior to his release. 
DATED this _jJ__ day of 
3 
STA . OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BONN" VS 
NA JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM CASE#: CR-12-4705 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS: 
CASE CALLED 1:05 to 1:13 DATE: 9-19-12 TIME: 1:15 p M. 
CD: CTRM#4 JUDGE: HEISE CLERK: FORELL 
ARRN APPEARANCES -
J X I Defendant 
~ Def Attorney 
IN CUSTODY VIA VIDEO 
T McLAUGHLIN 
l X I Other PAUL GUTHRIE, BAILIFF 
i---------1 L__J Pros. Attorney 
FAILURE TO APPEAR: 
1 I Defendant having failed to appear, and good cause not shown for such absence 
IT IS ORDERED: 
Bench Warrant Issued $ Bond CJ Bond Forfeited 
Referred to Prosecuting Attorney for probable cause to issue arrest warrant 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: CHARGE AMENDED: 
!Xi Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by counsel. 
: X i Defendant advised of maximum penalties and penalties for subsequent violations. 
~ Defendant waives right to counsel and understands Hire own attorney. 
Public Defender appointed: § 
Defendant sworn. 
Court denies court appointed counsel. Defendant waives right to Public Defender 
Matter continued to: at 
PRELIMINARY HEARING: 
Preliminary hearing waived Statutory time waived 
Set preliminary hearing if still in custody, then .. 14 days if bond . . . 21 days 
JUDGE ENTERS PLEA OF NOT GUILTY 
Set for Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial Set for Court Trial 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
Defendant enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences. 
Defendant is advised ofrights waived on plea of guilty and understands 
Defendant denies that any threats or promises have been made. 
Pleas of guilty accepted by the court 
Set for SENTENCING on: at Judge: 
Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to sentencing date 






H Remanded to the custody of the Sheriff 
~ Released on bond previously posted 
L__J Warrant of Attachment $ 
INDEX SPEAKER 
Days jail in lieu of fine/ costs 
PHASE OF CASE 
KM 1 L MEULENBERG IS GOING TO BE HERE 
HEISE 1 NEED TO START EARLIER TODAY 
YESTERDAY ON ANOTHER CASE, LIFT NCO WNERBY, .. MR HILLBROOM 
J ARRESTED, CLIENT HAD TO BE HERE, HAD CONTACT AT THE HEARING, 
I IMPOUNDED HIS TRUCK, LEVEL OF HARASSMENT, 
'™ 
I CONTACT OCCURRED IN PARKING LOT PRIOR TO HEARING 
I HAVEN'T HAD OPPORTUNITY TO TALK TO MY CLIENT 
I READS REPORT ... 
1vR HILLBROOM 1s NOT A i::- 1 lf:!HT 01cK 1 1vc:s HERE I I ' " I ....,, I IL- • • • II I ' I I L..IV f 1'\.lV '\. 1 L..1 ..... I 
.J NOT SURE, IMPOIUND CAR? 
PG CANINE SEARCH OF VEHICLE AND A HIT 
J BAIL $500.00, FIND PC, ADMONISHES DEF RE: NCO ... 
CASE NO. XX DATE: Page 1 of I 






(SUBJECT'S FIRST NA.i\tfE) 
[ ' Y VIDEO 
SUBJECT AP PEARE rN COURT ON: --"'-=-.c=--=---='-==--1--'---L--L_.___-'---
IS TO: ] BE OR'D REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
] BE RELEASED.TIME SERVED BOND 
[ ) BE RELEASED TO PARENT/PTA 
] MUST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION ( ]WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GRANTE[ 
J AUTHORIZATION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 




[ J HOURS ON SHERIFF'S LABOR PROGR.A.M. 
( ] ___ _ 
[ ] ___ _ SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY AT SHERIFF'S OFFICE AND COMPLETE BY: 
[ ] ------ -------------' 20 __ 
] SUBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BON'NER COUNTY JAIL ON:-------------
[ ] BREATH OR U/A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON:------------
r l SUBJECT PLACED rN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEAL TH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED 
} SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS NOT MORE 
IN THE IDAHO ST A TE DEPT OF CORRECTIONS. 
] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON PROBATION. 
J SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGR.\M FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 





JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO 









STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/ Petitioner 
Atty: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 





DATE: SEPT 19, 2012 TIME: 4:30 
COURTROOM # 3 
vs 
C/f:.2012 ~Lf7tJS-
JUNIOR LARRY HILBROOM 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
SEARCH WARRANT 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
• 430 J Calls Case 
PRESENT: J SHANE GREENBANK; DETECTIVE ROBERT BEERS 
SWORN DETECTIVE BEERS 
SG DIRECT 
PM 
RB 1 INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE AFFIDAVIT IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE 
BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE. 
SG AFFIDAVIT CONTAINS THE TRAINING AND BACKGROUND FOR STREAMLINING i 
J WILL MARK AS STATE'S 1 AND ADMIT AS TO WHAT HE WOULD TESTIFY AS 
, TO TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE. 
RB I SANDPOINT DETECTIVE. POST CERTIFIED. HAVE BEEN IN IDAHO SINCE 2007. 
, BLACK CHEVY TAHOE. READS DESCRIPTION INTO RECORD. PHOTOCOPIES 
ATIACHED TO WARRANT. FAIR AND ACCURATE. TOOK THEM THIS MORNING. 
VEHICLE REGISTERED TO DEFENDANT PRINTED OUT VEHICLE 
REGISTRATION. VEHICLE IS IN BCSO IMPOUND. DIRECTIONS FROM THIS 
! BUILDING TO IMPOUND LOT DESCRIBED IN S/W ARE TRUE AND CORRECT 
RB CAME INTO CUSTODY YESTERDAY. OFFICER VALENZUELA, K9 HARLEY ARE 
CERTIFIED THROUGH IDAHO. HE WAS HERE IN COURT ON SEPARATE 
MATTER HEARD THAT DEFENDANT WAS ARRESTED AND VEHICLE WAS IN 
PARKING LOT. HE DECIDED TO RUN HIS K9 AROUND VEHICLE. ACCORDING 
TO OFFICER HARLEY ALERTED ON VEHICLE. 
J I WANT TO SHARE, TOBY MCLAUGHLIN APPEARED ON FIRST APPEARANCE 
ON VIOLATION OF NCO, ONE ISSUE WAS HE ASKED THAT TOBY BE GIVEN 
HIS KEYS. HE SAID THAT THE BAILIFF REFUSED TO GIVE HIM THE KEYS. 
DON'T KNOW WHAT THE TIMING OR NOT MIGHT BE HELPFUL TO FIND OUT IF 
THAT WAS BEFORE ALERT 
SG 1 I CAN ADVISE I 
SWORN SHANE GREENBANK 
SG CHIEF DEPUTY PROSECUTOR I CAN ST ATE YESTERDAY, DEFENDANT CASE 
WAS SET FOR 10:45, PETITION BY VICTIM TO LIFT NCO. PRIOR TO THAT 
HEARING, OTHER INDIVIDUALS SAW DEFENDANT BREACH THE NCO. 
FOLLOWING THE HEARING WHERE JUDGE DENIED MODIFICATION, 
DEFENDANT WAS ARRESTED. PRIOR TO ARREST HE GAVE HIS KEYS TO MR 
MCLAUGHLIN. IT WAS PRIOR TO VALENZUELA'S APPEARANCE FOR COURT 
AND WHEN HE RAN K9 AROUND THE VEHICLE. THE VEHICLE \l'JAS STILL 
SITIING IN PUBLIC PLACE AT TIME THE K9 WAS RUN AROUND THE VEHICLE. 
SG AS TO MR HILLBROOM, $500 BOND ON NCO, BEFORE RELEASED, JUDGE 
I VERBY ISSUED NO BOND WARRANT FOR VIOLATION OF RELEASE. HAVE NOT 


























CASE NO. *** 
SEEN WARRANT. 
I THAT IS JUST WHAT I KNOW AND HE WAS TOLD HE COULDN'T DRIVE THE 
1 CAR AWAY. PAUL MENTIONED ABOUT THE DRUG DOG. IT IS YOUR 
'
, TESTIMONY AND YOU WERE IN THE COURTROOM WHEN MR. HILLBROOM 
HANDED THE KEYS TO TOBY 
I NO. i WAS THE POSITIVE ALERT BEFORE OR AFTER MR. MCLAUGHLIN \/VAS 
, HANDED THE KEYS 
I DO NOT KNOW. 
I CONTINUES 
! THE VEHICLE WAS IMPOUNDED. LOOKING FOR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES. 
I RECITES SPECIFICALLY. THIS WOULD ALL BE EVIDENCE OF POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE OR PARAPHERNALIA 
I ANYTHING IN CLEAR VIEW 
i 'WINDOWS WERE VERY TINTED AND IT IS RAISED HIGH. l'M SHORT GUY. 
I CONTINUES 
I MAY I GET 7 AND 14 TO RETURN. 
I ASK COURT TO AUTHORIZE THE SEARCH 
i BONNER COUNTY IMPOUND IS LOCATED IN BONNER COUNTY IDAHO 
j YES. DESCRIBES ROUTE FROM COURTHOUSE TO IMPOUND YARD. ON SAME 
I PROPERTY AS SHERIFF'S OFFICE. 
I WHAT TIME WAS THE DOG ALERT 
1 APPROXIMATELY 1400 HOURS 
I FOR THE RECORD, I DO FIND THERE IS SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE. 
THE DOG ALERT - EXCLUSIVELY A DOG ALERT 
1 
YES. POSITIVE DOG ALERT WILL ALLOW OFFICER TO SEARCH, BUT IN THIS 
I INSTANCE OF IT STATIONERY AND NOBODY WAS THERE TO REMOVE IT. 
I THEY SEIZED IT AND CAME TO GET A WARRANT. 
TELL ME ABOUT DOG ALERT. 
I READS FROM REPORT ON CERTIFICATION OF HARLEY AND HIS ALERTING 
i ON THE VEHICLE 
I IS THAT TRUE AND ACCURATE OR ANY REASON TO DISTRUST OFFICER 
VALENZUELA'S STATEMENT 
I NO I HAVE SEEN HARLEY WORK AND ALERT. 
I 
THAT IS WHAT I WANTED TO HEAR. 
FIND PROBABLE CAUSE. AUTHORIZE SEARCH WARRANT. 
I 
i 
ELIMINATE KNOW AND ANNOUNCE. SEARCH DAY OR NIGHT. SEARCH 7 DAYS i 
AND RETURN 14 DAYS. ! 
END ' i 













NOTICE TO DEFENDANTS 
l~il 
Regarding your release from custody 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF BONNER 
/J} 
You were released on your own recognizance by Judge _______ -_--_-_-' _ ____,_1 __ 
on the day of , 20 __ at _____ M by 
[ ] telephone / fax [ ] Bailiff slip [ ] personal contact 
,;!/-
You have posted bail/ cash in the amount of $'Ylc. t7C;t_ to secure your release. 
4~•M"JP .£ ;eJ~ ~~~ 
You are bonding on DUI Second Offense or More, or Excessive DUI. Misdemeanor Criminal 
Rule S(b) requires you to appear before a judge within 48 hours, excluding weekends and 
holidays. You are to appear at the Bonner County Administrative Building, 1500 Highway 2, 
Sandpoint, Idaho on I I at 1: 15 p.m. 
(JAIL - Set date for next business day and immediately fax a copy to Magistrate Court at 265-1446) 
You or your attorney will be notified by the Court when to appear. 
~ /-- --=--
//c-, ~:~ 
Two of the conditions of your release on bail/your own recognizance are: 
YOU ARE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY THE COURT AND YOUR ATTORNEY, if you have one, OF ANY 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER THAT YOU HAVE WHILE YOUR CASE IS PENDING 
BEFORE THE COURT. 
NOTIFY YOUR ATTORNEY OF THE COURT DATE ABOVE. 
FAILURE TO APPEAR ON ANY APPEARANCE DATE OR FAILURE TO NOTiFY THE COURT REGARDING 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER MAY CAUSE A WARRANT TO ISSUE FOR YOUR ARREST. 
MY CURRENT MAILING ADDRESS 
MY CURRENT PHYSICAL ADDRESS {if different from above): ___ ~--'-..;;;...;;..'· ____________ _ 
MY CURRENT PHONE NUMBER 1$:F J 57,;;; ~ 1 -, MESSAGE PHONE: ________ _ 
\ 
~,<,s, 
I have read, understand and received a copy of the above instructiOns. My signature is not an 
admission of guilt to any charge(s), but acknowledgment of the instructions contained above. ~---------. ~ ~ ~ ~--.,,r'.,.,.-~- ' - "'-
/ SIGN~URE OF DEFENDANT t___--· . DATE 
WITNESS 
***NOTE TO DEPUTY: Provide a copy to defendant Return this original to the Court. if the Defendant refuses to sign this, witness the 
same and make a written indication that the defendant refused to do so. 
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A American Contractors Indemnity Company 
9841 Airport Blvd., Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 
(3 l 0) 649-2663 
APPEARANCE BOND 
iN THE _______ D_IS_T_Rl_C_T_-N_L_A_G_I_S""_1Ri_A_T_E ______ -_-GQUB.L_ST ;i,1'E OF·~;; 
:T:~:OFIDAHO, ···.~~-~~ 
Plaintiff 
vs. COUNTY OF _____ B_O_N1'<_' _·E_R ___ _ 
. 
Defendant 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS: 
That we. ______ RA_D_D_S_. R.,_A_YN_·_o_R_D_B_A_i_A_G_E_N_·c_Y_B_A_I_L_B_O_N_ID_s _____ , as Principal and 
American Contractors Indemnity Company, as Surety, identified by attached Power of Attorney 
Number A:J.2Difi5fo IZ.. , are held firmly bound unto the Governor of ;e State of Idaho. and his 
successors, the said R.,ADD S. RAYNOR , Principal, in the sum of Soo ~ 
Dollars, for the payment whereof well and truly to be made we bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, 
administrators, successors, and assigns, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents. 
The condition of this bond is such that the above named Defendant shall personally appear in the above 
Court on TO BE SET , at o'clock, __ M, to answer to 
the charge of 11 "'o £. I/ F6l..A rTc!LJ , and to do and receive 
what shall be by said Court then and there enjoined upon him, and shall not depart the said Court without 
leave, and meanwhile shall be of good behavior toward all people of the State of Idaho then this 
obligation shall be void, otherwise in full force and effect, but not to exceed beyond the time of the verdict 
of the jury, or a plea of guilty by the Defendant, except will at all times hold himself amenable to the orders 
and process of the Court, and if convicted, will appear for judgment and render himself in execution 
thereof, or if he fails to perfr eithe~ these conditions, that we will pay to the people of the State of 
Idaho the sum of Soo - . 
Taken before and approved by me: 
PO BOX 1747 SANDPOINT, ID 83864 (265-5746) 
THIS APPEARANCE BOND NOT VALID UNLESS ACCOMPANIED BY AN INDIVIDUALLY NUMBERED POWER OF 
ATTORNEY PROPERLY EXECUTED 
This bond not valid if more than one Power of Attorney has been attached. 
ACIC-1011 (11/01) 
4 
Amrz;,,t $ ..tfOO ~ 
ri;;&f."'w,rbnr ~:/{Ttt.,Nl.ao/£4, ::;;:;.t.J.ZoL L. 
Date~~C !&°r~~ 
ONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
83864 
4 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDtC..IALJllS~~
1~;z:t 
rJ ., • ,yf 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY e~"BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
SEARCH WARRANT 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
(2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado) 
County of Bonner, STATE OF IDAHO, to: any sheriff, constable, marshal or other peace officer 
authorized to enforce or assist enforcing any of state ofidaho: 
Proof, by oath and/or affidavit, having been this day made before me by Sandpoint Police 
Detective Robert Beers, that there is probable cause to believe that the above captioned vehicle may 
contain evidence of criminal offenses relating to the crimes of Possession of a Controlled 
Substance, a violation of LC. §37-2732, and/or Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a violation of 
LC. §37-2734A, and that the fruit(s) and/or evidence of said crimes, and/or lesser included or 
related offenses, will be located upon: 
~ VEHICLE, including the passenger compartment, trunk, engine compartment, and 
1 all parts and containers therein or part of the vehicle described as follows: Black 
verado, Idaho  plate VIN 
ee attached photos). Vehicle is unior 
ched registration). 
LOCATION: The vehicle is currently being held at the Bonner County Sheriffs 
Department in the impound lot situated at 4001 N. Boyer Road, Sandpoint, Idaho, 
83864. 
DIRECTIONS to 4001 N. Boyer Ave from the Administration building situated 
at 1500 H~iy 2 West, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864: 
Proceed North on Division St to Baldy Mt. Rd. 
Search Warrant (2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado)- p. lof 4 
Tum Left (west) onto Baldy Mtn. Rd 
Tum Right (north) onto Great Northern Rd 
Tum Right (east) onto Woodland Drive 
Tum Left (north) onto N. Boyer Ave. 
Proceed to 4001 N. Boyer Ave. Bonner County Sheriffs office which is on 
the west side of the road. 
in violation of the criminal laws of the State of Idaho; 
AND, WHEREAS the undersigned Magistrate/Judge is satisfied that there is probable 
cause to believe that evidence of the above listed crime(s) is/are present in or upon the above-
described property and that grounds exist for the issuance of a search warrant; 
WHEREFORE, YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED TO, within _~1~- days, 
enter onto and make search of the aforementioned property/vel:1icle, with the necessa._ry a._11d proper 




Controlled substance paraphernalia, including materials for packaging, cutting, 
weighing, and distributing controlled substances including, but not limited to, 
scales, baggies, heat sealers, and spoons; 
Articles of personal property tending to establish the identity of persons in control 
of vehicles and property contained therein, or containers being searched consisting 
in part of and including, but not limited to, utility company receipts, rent receipts, 
addressed envelopes, and/or keys. 
All of which are evidence of the commission, an attempt to commit, or a conspiracy to commit the 
offense(s) described above or an offense under the Uniform Controlled Substances Act, I.C. Title 
37, Chapter 27. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT execution of this warrant shall occur: 
'¢Anytime day or night as the vehicle is in the custody of law enforcement. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT: 
~ The knock and announce requirement is inapplicable to the vehicle as it is in the r custody of law enforcement. 
YOU ARE FURTHER COMMA.~DED: 
1. If the above-described property, or any part thereof, is found, then prepare a written 
inventory, describing the property in detail, in the presence of the person from 
whom it was taken, or in that person's absence, in the presence of some credible 
person. 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner County) SEARCH WARRANT Page 2 
2. If the above-described property, or any part thereof, is found, then seize said 
property and leave a copy of this warrant, and a receipt that describes in detail the 
property seized, with the person from whom it was taken, or in the place where said 
property was found. 
3. Re.turn this search warran.3:d the ~Tittenin~OfY ~ ~y First Judicial District 
Magistrj{e Judge by He day of , 2012, by the hour of :2 ! ()·u o'clock, +-.M .. 
4. The property shall be retained by the investigating agency until the case is 
concluded and then may be destroyed if contraband or returned if personal property 
that was not used as part of any crime charged. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND this fl day of L./J{: , 2012, at the hour of f .' ~f'Jtt 
o'clock, _.M.. c;;u7;;;;.1ALLL 
Magistrate/Judge, Bonner~' Idaho 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner County) SEARCH WARRANT Page 3 
RETURN OF WARRANT 





L undersigned law officer, Search on the 
[OCI NONE OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DAT A/EVIDENCE WAS FOUND ON 
I IN THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY/ PREMISES/ VEHICLE/ 
PERSONS. 
0 I DISCOVERED AND SEIZED THE DAT A/EVIDENCE DESCRIBED IN 
THE ATTACHED WRITTEN INVENTORY. THAT WRITTEN 
INVENTORY WAS MADE IN THE PRESENCE OF , -------
(the applicant for the above search warrant) AND IS A TRUE AND ACCURATE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DAT A/EVIDENCE LOCATED AND SEIZED BY 
ME PURSUANT TO THE ABOVE SEARCH \VARRANT. 
([] I LEFT A COPY OF THE ABOVE SEARCH WARRANT AND A RECEIPT 
FOR THE PROPERTY SEIZED: 
L) 
DATED 
WITH THE PERSON FROM WHOM IT WAS TAKEN. 
AT THE PLACE WHERE THE PROPERTY WAS FOUND. 
___ day 
LAW ENFORCEMENT /OFFICER 





SEARCH WARRANT Page 4 
4 
DMV: RR - LIC: 788034T 
LIC/7B8034T.LIY/2012.LIT/PC 
BE THE SAME AS: 
VIN/ 1GC4l<1C83BF112391 • 
VCO/ BLK . VYR/ 2011 . VMA/ CHEV. VMO/ SLV . VST /PK. DSC/3500. 
LIC/ 7B8034T . 
REG TO/ 
LIT/ NT. 
HILLBROOM, JUNIOR LARRY 
357 E DAVID THOMPSON RD 
5TICKER/7B8034T. 
LIV/ 2012 . 
QK338023I 
EXP DATE/ 12-2012 . 
HOPE ID 83836. GVW/00016000 <<PRIVACY FLAG>> 
SEARCH BY VIN FOR OWNER/LIENHOLDER DATA 
PAGE 1 OF 1 --
MRI 6211202 IN: DMVI01 4810 AT 2012-09-19 09:14:23 







B01''NER COlJNTY PROSECUTING ATTOR"I\TEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
263-6714 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL Dl5TttteTOF-r~/ 
- - I 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Ai~D FOR THE COUNTY OF BON1\1ER I 
STATE OF IDAHO NO: CR-2012- <t 7v ~ 
vs. 
SEARCH W ARRA.c~T 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
(2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado) 
County of Bonner, STATE OF IDAHO, to: any sheriff, constable, marshal or other peace officer 
authorized to enforce or assist in enforcing any law of the state ofidaho: 
Proof, by oath and/or affidavit, having been this day made before me by Sandpoint Police 
Detective Robert Beers, that there is probable cause to believe that the above captioned ver.ricle may 
contain evidence of criminal offenses relating to the crimes of Possession of a Controlled 
Substance, a violation of LC. §37-2732, and/or Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a violation of 
I.C. §37-2734A, and that the fruit(s) and/or evidence of said crimes, and/or lesser included or 
related offenses, v.ill be located upon: 
~ VEHICLE, including the passenger compartment, trunk, engine compartment, and 
~ all parts and containers therein or part of the vehicle described as follows: Black 
2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado, Idaho  plate VIN 
See attached photos). Vehicle is regis unior 
Larry Hillbroom. (See attached registration). 
LOCATION: The vehicle is currently being held at the Bonner County Sheriff's 
Department in the impound lot situated at 4001 N. Boyer Road, Sandpoint, Idaho, 
83864. 
DIRECTIONS to 4001 N. Boyer from the Administration building situated 
at 1500 HV1-7Y 2 \Vest, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864: 
Proceed North on Division St to Baldy Mt. Rd. 
Search Warrant (2011 Chevy 3500 Siiverado)- p. ] of 4 
Tum Left (west) onto Baldy Mtn. Rd 





violation of the criminal laws of the State Idaho: 
AND, "lHEREAS the undersigned Magistrate/Judge satisfied that there is probable 
cause to believe that evidence of the above listed crime(s) is/are present in or upon the above-
described property and that grounds exist for the issuance of a search warrant; 
~1IEREFORE, YOU ARE HEREBY COl\Il\£4.J.~DED TO, within _~1~- days, 
enter onto a..1J.d make search of the aforementioned property/vehicle, with the necessary and proper 
assistance, and thereafter diligently search for and seize: 
~ Controlled substances; 
~ Controlled substance paraphernalia, including materials for packaging, cutting, weighing, and distributing controlled substances including, but not limited to, 
scales, baggies, heat sealers, and spoons; 
_Articles of personal property tending to establish the of persons in control 
of vehicles and property contained therein, or containers being searched consisting 
part of and including, but not limited to, utility company receipts, rent receipts, 
addressed envelopes, and/or keys. 
of which are evidence of the commission, an attempt to commit, or a conspiracy to commit the 
offense(s) described above or an offense under the Uniform Controlled Substances Act, LC. Title 
37, Chapter 27. 
IT IS FIJRTHER ORDERED THAT execution of this warrant shall occur: 
~-Anytime day or night as the vehicle is in the custody law enforcement. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT: 
~ The knock and announce requirement is inapplicable fo the vehicle as it is the 
v" custody of law enforcement. 
YOU ARE FURTHER COM_\L4.i1\i'DED: 
1. If the above-described property, or any part thereof, is found, then prepare a written 
inventory, describing the property in detail, in the presence of the person from 
whom it was taken, or in that person's absence, in the presence of some credible 
person. 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner Count-y) SEARCH \VA.RRA_~T Page 2 
the above-described property, or any part thereof, is found, then seize said 
property and leave a copy of this warrant, and a receipt that describes detail the 
property seized, person from whom it was taken, or the place where said 
property was 
Return search 
Magistrate Judge bte 
S:O'D o'clock, .M .. 
wTitten ~o~ny First 
of Cc .20 
4. The property shall be retained by the investigating agency until the case is 
concluded and then may be destroyed if contraband or returned if personal property 
that was not used as part of any crime charged. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND this fl day of .Jep-t , at the hour of 1- .' °76" f1 J11 
o'clock, _.M.. (\ A /) /J / . 
Y:)~.6/)J_~ 
Magistrate/Judge, Bonner dmnty, Idaho 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner County) SEARCH W ARRA_~T Page 3 
RETURN OF WARRANT 





I, the undersigned enforcement officer, received on 




__________ , 2012, and executed the sa.111e on 
at o'clock .M. ----
NOJ\1E OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DAT_A../EVIDENCE WAS FOL~l) ON 
I IN THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY/ PREMISES I VEHICLE/ 
PERSONS. 
I DISC0\7.ERED A.ND SEIZED THE DATA../EVIDENCE DESCRIBED IN 
THE ATTACHED WRITTEN INv"'ENTORY. THA . T \\'RITTEN 
INVENTORY WAS MADE IN THE PRESENCE OF , -------
(the applicant for the above search warra...11t) A.l~"D IS A TRUE A .."""1'11) ACCIJRATE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA/EVIDENCE LOCATED A.ND SEIZED BY 
ME PURSUANT TO THE ABOVE SEARCH \V ARRA.NT. 
I LEFT A COPY OF THE AB0\1E SEARCH W ARR~NT AJ\l) A RECEIPT 
FOR THE PROPERTY SEIZED: 
\\1:TH THE PERSON FROI\/£ \\'HOM IT WAS TAKEN. 
AT THE PLACE \\'HERE THE PROPERTY WAS FOUJ\"ll. 
DATED this ___ --., 
LAW E:N"TORCE1\1ENT OFFICER 
SUBSCRIBED A.ND SWORN to before me this __ day of ______ , 2012. 
NOTARY Pl}BLIC -- STATE OF IDAHO 
Commission 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner County) SEARCH WARR,\.;NT Page 4 
OMV: RR - LIC: 7B8034T 
1GC4K1C83BF112391 . 
BLK. 2011 . VMA/ CHEV . VMO/ SLV . VST /PK. DSC/3500. 
LIC/ 7B8034T . NT. 
REG TO/ 
HILLBROOM, JUNIOR LARRY 
357 E DAVID THOMPSON RD 
STICKER/7B8034T. 
LIY / 2012 . 
QK338023I 
EXP / 12-2012 . 
HOPE ID 83836. GVW/00016800 <<PRIVACY FLAG>> 
SEARCH BY VIN FOR OWNER/LIENHOLDER DATA 
PAGE 1 OF 1 --
MRI 6211202 IN: DMVI01 4810 AT 2012-09-19 09:14:23 





ONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTOR~EY 
127 S. First Avenue 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICTOJfTH~~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff No. Ct(20/2 - t/7{)5° 
vs. 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
(2011 Chevy 3500 Silvera.do) 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT OF SEARCH 
WARRANT 
Defendant 
L Sandpoint Police Department Detective Robert Beers, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and 
says: 
(]) Background of affiant: 
I am a duly appointed, qualified, and acting peace officer \Vi thin the County of Bonner, State 
ofldaho, and currently hold an Intermediate P.O.S.T. certificate. I am employed full time as 
a Detective in the narcotics division with the Sandpoint Police Department and have been 
since 2009. 
My law enforcement career began when I was hired by the Santa Cruz County Sheriffs 
department as a Security officer in 2002. I attended a 40 hour training course on laws of 
arrest. In May of2003 I was hired by the Scotts Valley Police Department in Scotts Valley 
California and attended an 880 hour P.O.S.T. academy. I obtained my Basic P.O.S.T. 
certificate in November of 2004. I worked as a patrol officer for the city of Scotts Valley 
during 2004-2007. Between 2006-2007 I also served as a Special Response Team member. 
During my time at Scotts Valley I investigated numerous cases regarding drug possession to 
include; heroin, methamphetamine, marijuana and cocaine. 
In 2007, I was hired by the Sandpoint Police Department as a patrol officer. I received my 
Basic Idaho POST certificate in 2007. In 2007, I was promoted to the Narcotics Division 
where I have attended an 80 hour basic drug and narcotics school hosted by the Idaho State 
St'PPLEME::\TAL SEARCH WARRANT AFFIDAVIT (Jl':'\IOR LARRY HILLBR001\1 (2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado).) - Page l of 3 
0 
Police. I addition, I have approximately 180 hours of training in other drug related 
investigations to include financial and general criminal investigations. I received my 
Intermediate POST certificate in April of 2009. I have been a member of the Idaho 
Narcotics Officer's Association and the California Narcotics Officer's Association. 
my current post as a narcotics investigator, I have investigated numerous cases regarding 
narcotic possession, distribution and methamphetamine manufacturing. I have used 
informants to purchase drugs and I have purchased narcotics in an undercover capacity. I 
have testified in court regarding narcotics offenses both in the state of California and Idaho. 
(2) Crimes being investigated: 
LC. 37-2732 POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES and/or 
PARAPHERNALIA 
(3) Additional information for the court to consider regarding the request for authorization to 
search for and seize the categories and items listed below: 
Based on my training and experience, I am informed and believe: 
a. The government's efforts at seizing and forfeiting assets of drug traffickers have 
been widely publicized in the news media; 
b. That drug traffickers often place assets in names other than their own to avoid 
detection, seizure, and forfeiture of these assets by government agencies; 
c. That even though these assets are in other person's names, drug traffickers continue 
to use these assets and exercise dominion and control over them; 
d. That drug traffickers often maintain books, records, receipts, notes, computer 
disks/records, ledgers, airline tickets, money orders, and other papers relating to the 
acquisition, transportation, possession, sale and/or distribution of controlled 
substances; 
e. That these books, records, receipts, notes, ledgers, etc., are usually maintained at the 
drug trafficker's residence; 
f. That it is common for drug traffickers to secrete contraband, proceeds of drug sales, 
and records of drug transactions in secure locations within their residences and/or 
their businesses for ready access and to conceal them from law enforcement 
authorities; 
g. That drug traffickers attempt to legitimize their profits from the sale of drugs and to 
accomplish this goal, drug traffickers utilize, among other methods: 
a) banks, foreign and domestic, and their attendant services; 
b) securities; 
c) cashier's checks; 
d) money drafts; 
e) letters of credit; 
f) real estate; 
Sl:PPLEME'\'TAL SEARCH WARRANT AFFIDAVIT (JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM (2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado).) - Page 2 of 3 
g) businesses - real and fictitious; 
h) etc. 
That persons involved in drug trafficking conceal in their residences and businesses 
caches of drugs, large amounts of currency, financial instruments, precious metals, 
jewelry, and other items of value which are the proceeds of drug transactions and 
evidence of financial tra.11sactions, relating to obtaining, transferring, secreting, or 
spending of large sums of money made from engaging in drug trafficking activities; 
1. That drug traffickers must keep on hand large amounts of U.S. currency in order to 
maintain and finance their drug trafficking business; 
J. That drug traffickers frequently take or cause to be taken photographs and videotapes of 
themselves, their associates, their property and their illegal product and that they usually 
maintain these photographs and videotapes in their possession; 
k. That the courts have recognized that unexplained wealth can be probative evidence of 
crimes that are motivated by greed; that drug trafficking is a crime for which pecuniary 
gain is generally the motive: 
I. That financial records of the suspects of this investigation will probably provide 
evidence of drug trafficking by revealing unexplained wealth and large cash 
transactions; 
m. That drug traffickers commonly possess weapons in order to protect their investments 
and that these weapons are usually maintained in the residence, on the person, or in a 
vehicle to which the trafficker has access, so as to be readily accessible. 
1 certify ( or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State ofldaho that the foregoing 
is true and correct. 
~/ ~ ~:Ikpartment, Detect 
Affiant Peace Officer 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me in Bonner County, Idaho, this JJ_ day of 
Jept= 7'{2-
MAGISTRATE OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO 
SUPPLEMENTAL SEARCH WARR.\.NT AFFIDAVIT (JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM (2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado).) Page 3 of 3 
JUDGE: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
COURT MINUTES 
CASE NO. CR-2012-4705 
DIVISION 
CLERK: 
BARBARA A. BUCHANAN 
MAGISTRATE 
MISSYSECK 
DATE: NOV 19, 2012 TIME: 1:30 
COURTROOM # 3 
STATE OF IDAHO vs JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
Atty: LORIMEULENBERG 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
149 J I Calls Case 
; PRESENT: I LORI MEULENBERG; TOBY MCLAUGHLIN: DEFENDANT 
TM l NO RESOLUTION; ONLY ISSUE OF SCHEDULING IS; UNDERLYING CASE THAT 
I BROUGHT THIS UP. IT'S SET FOR TRIAL DECEMBER 10 TH FOR 5 DAYS. 
J I 1s THAT SET IN DISTRICT COURT? 
TM , YES. 
J I WANT TO MOVE THIS ONE 
TM i IF WE CAN PUT IT OFF A WEEK OR TWO 
LM ! THAT IS FINE YOUR HONOR. 
J ! HOW ABOUT 2iH -
TM : !'LL BE AROUND 
LM I I MAY BE GONE. THERE IS A CASE THAT MR. HANLON IS HANDLING FOR ME. 
J / OKAY. JANUARY 3, 2013 AT 9AM. JURY TRIAL WE WON'T SET ANOTHER 
I PRETRIAL. 
LM ! THAT'S FINE. 
TM J OKAY YOUR HONOR 
1 153 1 END 
PM 
CASE NO. CR-2012-4705 DATE: 11/191/12 Page 1 of l 
COURT MINUTES 
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pursuant to Idaho ,.--; ' ' l ,_rimina_,_ Rule 16(c). 
5}. Mail er delver the above entitled 
Jl,t tcrney, at l 23 Lake St., Sandpoint, 
ormat on to Paint ff s 
daho, 83864, or to 
Plaintiff's Att 's fice at the Bonner County 
6 Iv'.Iai: er deli ""Jer 
fo11rteen ( 14) 
I 
l of the above described 
from the entry cf this request~ 
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT Plaintiff makes demand for 
itten notice of defendant's intention to offer a 
Said demand s made 
Idahc Crirr1inal 
DATED this 
to and in accordance with 
and Idaho Code Section 19-519. 
CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIFIC~TE VJ.AILING 
of alibi~ 
that a true and correct copy of the forego 
led, postage d, this of 
------~---, 2012 ad
dressed to: 
Attorney ::1t Law 
14 Church St Ste 2 3 
S ~f Idaho 83864 
FOR DISCOVERY 2 
Camp bell (ISBN 412 ) 
. ,i',,frulenberg (ISBN l 
of Sandpoint 
Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-0534 
(208) 255-0534 
DISTRICT COl.TRT OF THE FIRST DISTRICT 
STATE IDAcHO. IN ANTI FOR COCNTY OF BONN"ER 
DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAJiO. 
vs. 
Plamtiff. NO. CR 1 
) 
) 





ST ATE OF IDAJIO, BY ANTI THROUGH 
.HEREBY NOTICE OF TO OFFER 
EVIDE:I'\CE PURSUA"l\JT 404(b) OF THE IDAHO RULES OF 
Evidence contacts to status 
Defendant's driving and notice thereof. 
2) Evidence of prior com1 proceedings relevant to the status of the 
Defendant's driving privileges and notice thereof. 
NOTICE 1 
as 
of other crnnes, ,Nrongs or acts as proof of motive, opportunity, 
intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or absence of mistake or 
accident. 
undersigned that a copy 
COCRTHOUSE 
BY U.S.P.S. ADDRESSED 
:\1cLaughlin 
414 Church St. Ste 203 





foregomg 404(b) NOTICE ,vas served 
De 
State of ID1"1·W 
Bonner County Sheriff's 
Civil Division 
4001 N. Boyer Ave. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
spos ion: 
1 
Thompson Rd Hope/ ID 83836 
Witness Disposition: PER Personal 
Kristina Joy Scholten 
130 Krystle Loop Sagle 1 ID 83860 
ce 
Served on: 4th day of Dece~her, 2012 by Jay, P 
Served to: Kristina Scholten 
130 Krystle Loop Sagle, ID 83860 
Plaintiff Disposition: 
State of Idaho 
() 
Process Number: Cl2-02152 Court Number: CR12-4705 
D ler, ff of Bonner County Sheriff 1 s Office do hereby certi 

















OFFICE OF THE CITY 




IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICLA.L DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN ANTI FOR THE COUNTY OF BON"'NER 
MAGISTR.i\ TE DNISION 




Jurnor L Hillbroom 
Defendant 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO TO: 
Kristina Scholten 





CASE NO. CR 12-0004705 
SCBPOENA 
You are to appear before the aboYe-entitled Court at the Courthouse. Sandpoint, 
Bonner . Idaho. on the 17th day of January. 2013 at 9:00 a.m.. as a ,vitness forthe Plaintiff in the 
aboYe matter. and for a failure to attend you will be deemed of contempt of Court. 
Order of the Court. 
Gnen under my hand at Sandpoint. Idaho. 
LORl MECLENBERG 
SAJ\iuPOINT CITY PROSECUTOR 
NOTE: Court hearings are now being held at the Bonner County f~~.uu~•J 
Building (former Federal Building) 1500 Hwy 2. Sandpoint, Idaho. 
PLEASE CO:XTACT THE CITY ATTOR.~EY'S OFFICE 




357 E David 
State of IDAHO 
Bonner County Sheriff's Office 
Civil Division 
4001 N. Boyer Ave. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Hope, ID 83836 
Witness Disposition: PER Per~onal Servie~ 
Gregory William Baker 
1231 Garden St Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Served on: 10th day of December, 2012 by Wiens/ 
Served to: Gregory Baker 
Plaintiff 
State 







Process Number: Cl2-02197 Court Number: CR12-4705 
I, D Wheeler 1 Sheriff of Bonner County Sheriff's Office do hereby certi 

























IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JCDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDA.HO. IN A.1~TI FOR THE C01JNTY OF BON'NER 
IVL'\GISTR'\ TE DIVISION 
STA TE OF IDAHO. EX REL CITY 
OF SAl\iDPOINT. CASE NO. CR 12-0004705 
YS. 
Junior L Hillbroom 
Defendant 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: 
Baker 






You are commanded appear before the abme-entitled Court at the Counhouse, Sandpoint, 
Idaho. on the 17th of 2013 at 9:00 a.m.. as a \Vitness the Plaintiff in the 
matter. and for a failure to attend you ,:,;il] be deemed of contempt of Court. 
Order the Court. 
Given under my hand at Sandpoint. Idaho. this--~-_, 
LORl ~1El."LEN"'BERG 
' ~OTE: Court hearings are now being heJd at the Bonner County Administrative 
Building (former Federal Building) 1500 H,,·y 2, Sandpoint, Idaho. 
PLEASE CO:'.\"TACT THE CITY A TTOR"'\""EY'S OFFICE 
BY 4:00 P .. M. January 16, 201!: TO v"":ERIFY SCHEDrLD-G 
THA.:'"Kvor 
4 





Auorneys for the Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR COUNTY OF BONNER 








JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOV.7, Defendant 
S MOTION TO DISMISS 
moves the Court an Orde~ 
15 
1 
dismissing tl1is action on basis Order upon which are based iJ 
fatally defective. This motion is supported by the memorandum filed hem,ith. the Affid"'it 01 





DATED this day December, 2. 
20 




Attorneys for Defendant 

























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE nd~ 
December!I caused copies of the foregoing uv•1.,ULH'-'·'" to be 
on as IS 
Lori Meulenberg 
City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Bv Hand Deliven' 
D By .s. Mail . 
D By Overnight Mail 
D By Facsimile Transmission 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 2 
2 
3 
D. TOBY McLAUGHLIN, ISBN.7405 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd. 
414 Street, Ste 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
4 
I Facsimile: (208)263-7557 





















IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDA.HO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of Bonner ) 
CR 2012-0004 705 
i\.FFIDA VIT OF TOBY McLAUGHLIN IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDAi"\JT'S MOTION 
TO DISMISS 
D. TOBY McLAUGHLIN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
L That I am a member of the firm of BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD, attorney 
for Defendant herein, and have personal knowledge of the files and records in the case and of th 
I matter set forth herein; 
Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the No Contact Orde 
issued in Bonner County District Court case number CR-2012-2908, which is the No Contac 
Order that the State alleges was violated by Mr. Hillbroom, thereby leading to the charges in thi 
case. 
// 




















DATED this December, 2012. 
BERG& CHTD. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
SUBSCRIBED and SWOR."N to before me this of December, 2012. 
Notary Public in and for the State ofidaho 
Residing at Sandpoint 
My commission expires: 
AFF. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 On the of caused copies of the foregoing document to 
3 methods on the .,._,:,,-T,OC' 
~ 11 for the listed party: 
:, 
Lori Meulenbern: 
6 I City of Sandpoi~t - Office of the City Attorney 
1123 Lake Street 
7 Sandpoint, ID 83864 














\ Prosecutina Attorney 
AFF. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 3 
as IS 
Bv Hand Deliverv 
D By U.S. Mail • 
D By Overnight Mail 
L]By Facsimile Transmission 
address 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAH01 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 




JTJl\TIOR 1,. HILL:BROOM 
} 
f NO CONTACT ORDER 
) ooe    
Defendant ) 
The above.-entiHed matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor1 
lT JS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shalf not contact Oncluding: in person or through another 
person, or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone, p~g~ or facsimile} or attempt to contact., harass, follow, communicate 
wfth, or knowingly remain within 100 feet of: CAND1.CE ~..AR!E '.FOURr,;"IER • 
no exceptions 
E.xcep~are: · 
Cl to eonta:ct by telephone between • m. and • m, on ---------------
0 for the fQllowing purpose, 
D to participate in counse1ing/medialion 
Cl to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
Cl to respond to emergencies involving the naturaf or adopted children of both parties 
Cl other:--------------------------------------
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant named herein sfo:dl J1ot go within 300 Y9rds of the above-namm:i persQo's 
residence or workplace as set forth betow (provide this Information onry if requested by prosecution): 
Residence Address Work Address 
A VIOJ.,ATIDN OFTHrS OROcR ISA SEPARATE CRJME: underldsho Code§ 18·920, for which no b;aiJwill be set until an 
appearance before a judge. A fir.st and second conviction for the crime of violation cf a no contact order is a misdamsanor 
and is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand doflar:s ($1,000) or by imprisonment In the county jair not to 
ex:::eed one (1) year, or both. A third conviction for violation of a no contact order within five (5} years ts a felony and is 
punishable by a fine not: exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or by imprisonment in lhe statl!I prisol'i not to exi:ieed fh,-e 
(5) years, or both, Further, any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of the 
bond set in underlying cruarge for which thls no contact order was imposed. 
If there is mt>re than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any 
conflicting terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order may subject you to Federal prosecution under 1S U.S. Code§ 922 if yot.1 possess; receive, or transport a 
firearm. 
THIS ORDER CAN BE MODJFJED ONLY BY A JUDGE. AND WILL EXPIRE; 
se, w ehever occurs~ir.s . 
<. • 
~~~~~~=::=.:::~Pm~fa f d-J 
Dated served: __ L _ _ _ --;..._11.._. ___ _ 
[ ] Ordered ! Served in open court 
Faxed to: ~riff's Office - Records, SPD, POPD, PRPD, VAS~~ [ vfJait Booking (fax 20B,..25S..1975} 
Cl Agency, (ONLY send to agency if faxing NCO after 5 pm) for service an defendant 
Interoffice to: Prosecuto.r; 0 County PA CJ City PA prior to relea.se from 
CJ Public Defender custody (Jail must 
Mailed to: CJ Victim r~tum defendant's signed 
copy to court) 
CJ Defense Attorney __________ ________ _ 




D. TOBY McLAUGHLIN, ISBN.7405 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd. 
414 Church Street, Ste 203 Sandpoint, ID 83 864 Telephone: (208)263-4748 
-
~ ~. . 








IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.1'JD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONJ\itR 




















JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFE1'."'DANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
Defendant. 
I. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The Defendant Junior }lillbroom has been charged herein pursuant to Idaho Code § 18 
920 with a violation of a No Contact Order issued in Bonner County Case No. CR-2012-2908. ~ 
order to be convicted under Idaho Code § 18-920, there must be a valid no contact order. In th4 
instant case, however, the No Contact Order is fatally defective, in that it does not contain 
termination date, which is a requisite element of a valid no contact order under Rule 46.2 of th 
Idaho Rules of Criminal Procedure. Without a specific date upon which the No Contact Order i 
to expire, the Order is void, and the Defendant cannot be charged with violating Idaho Code § 
18-920. For this reason, the Defendant respectfully submits that this matter must be dismissed. 
Il. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On June 24, 2012, Junior Hillbroom was arrested and charged with domesti 
violence and attempted strangulation in Bonner County Case No. CR-2012-2908. 




BOl'<'NER COlJNTY PROSECUTING ATTORt"\fEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
83864 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DJ:5TitlCT-6~THE--=7/ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.~D FOR THE COUNTY OF B01'~-r:ER 1 
STATE OF IDAHO NO: CR-2012- :±: 7?-~ 
vs. 
SEARCH WARRANT 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
(2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado) 
County of Bonner, STATE OF ID.I\.HO, to: any sheriff, constable, marshal or other peace officer 
authorized to enforce or assist in enforcing any law of the state ofidaho: 
Proof, by oath and/or affidavit, having been this day made before me by Sandpoint Police 
Detective Robert Beers, that there is probable cause to believe that the above captioned vehicle may 
contain evidence of criminal offenses relating to the crimes of Possession of a Controlled 
Substance, a violation of LC. §37-2732, and/or Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a violation 
I.C. §37-2734A, and that the fruit(s) and/or evidence of said crimes, and/or lesser included or 
related offenses, will be located upon: 
1'56 VEHICLE, including the passenger compartment, trunk, engine compartment, and 
~ all parts and containers therein or part of the vehicle described as follows: Black 
vy 3500 Silverado, Idaho  plate VIN 
ee attached photos). Vehicle is registered to Junior 
Larry Hillbroom. (See attached registration). 
- -
LOCATION: The vehicle is currently being held at the Bonner County Sheriff's 
Department in the impound lot situated at 4001 Boyer Road, Sandpoint, Idaho, 
83864. 
DIRECTIONS to 4001 . Boyer Ave from the Administration building situated 
at 1500 Hv.,y 2 West, Sandpoint, Idaho 83864: 
Proceed North on Division St to Baldy Mt. Rd. 
Search Warrant (2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado) - p. Iof 4 
Tum Left onto Baldy Mtn. Rd 
Tum Right (north) onto Great Northern Rd 
Tum onto Woodland 
Tum 
1s on 
violation of the criminal laws of the State ofidaho; 
AND, 'WHEREAS the undersigned Magistrate/Judge is satisfied that there is probable 
cause to believe that evidence of the above listed crime(s) is/are present in or upon the above-
described property and that grounds exist for the issuance of a search warrant; 
,vHEREFORE, YOU ARE HEREBY COMcl\1.A.~DED TO, within __ 7...._ __ days, 
enter onto and make search of the aforementioned property/vehicle, with the necessary and proper 
assistance, and thereafter diligently search for and seize: 
Controlled substances; 
Controlled substance paraphernalia, including materials for packaging, cutting, 
weighing, and distributing controlled substances including, but not limited to, 
scales, baggies, heat sealers, and spoons; 
".!\rticles of personal property tending to establish identity of persons control 
of vehicles and property contained therein, or containers being searched consisting 
in part and including, but not limited utility company receipts, rent receipts, 
addressed envelopes, and/or keys. 
All of which are evidence of the commission, an attempt to commit, or a conspiracy to commit the 
of:fense(s) described above or an offense under the Uniform Controlled Substances Act, I.C. Title 
Chapter 27. 
IT IS FlJRTHER ORDERED THAT execution ofthis warrant shall occur: 
'¢Anytime day or night as the vehicle is in the custody law enforcement. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT: 
~ The knock and announce requirement is inapplicable fo the vehicle as it is in the r custody of law enforcement. 
YOU ARE FURTHER COMMM'DED: 
1. If the above-described property, or any part thereof, is found, then prepare a ·written 
inventory, describing the property in detaiL in the presence of the person from 
whom it was taken, or in that person's absence, the presence some credible 
person. 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner Counry) SEARCH \V_4.RR.At"°T Page 2 
the above-described property, or any part thereof, found, then seize said 
property and leave a copy of this warrant, and a receipt that describes in detail the 
property seized, ,Nith the person from whom it was taken, or in the place where said 
property was found. 
Return search warrant~d the wTitten ~~OfY : :ny First 
Ma~is°*" ~udge bte 3 of Q:ztz:, ~ , 20 5. (JU o clock, .M .. 
4. The property shall be retained by the investigating agency until the case is 
concluded and then may be destroyed if contrabai'1.d or returned if personal property 
that was not used as part of any crime charged. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAJ'ID thls Jj day of.J.ep-t , 2012, at the hour of 1.' %°'f7J?1 
o'clock,_.M.. Q;~, J.-LL 
Magistrate/Judge, Bonner~, Idaho 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner County) SK4.RCH \V ARR~~T Page 3 
RETURN OF WARRANT 
OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
Bonner 
I, the w'1dersigned enforcement officer, the above Search \V arra..'1t on the 
__ day of __________ , 2012, and executed same on the ___ dayof 
____________ ,2012,at ____ o'clock .M. 
D 
D 
N01''E OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED DATA/E\TIDENCE WAS FOUND ON 
/ IN THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY/ PREMISES/ VEHICLE/ 
PERSONS. 
I DISCO"VERED A.1ND SEIZED THE DATA/EVIDENCE DESCRIBED IN 
THE ATTACHED ,,mTTEN 11\v'ENTORY. THAT \\WTTEN 
INVENTORY \VAS MADE IN THE PRESENCE OF-------' 
(the applicant for the above search warrant) AND IS A TRUE ~.<\.1'1) ACCURATE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA/EVIDENCE LOCATED A""~1) SEIZED BY 
ME PURSU.AiNT TO THE ABO\'E SEARCH \VARRA-'NT. 
I LEFT A COPY OF THE ABUVE SEARCH W ARR.~NT ~~ND A RECEIPT 
FOR THE PROPERTY SEIZED: 
W1TH THE PERSON FROM W'HOM IT WAS TAKEN. 
LJ AT THE PLACE \"\'HERE THE PROPERTY WAS FOu'J'.1). 
LJ 
DATED this __ day 
LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER 
SUBSCRIBED _!\.lND SWORN to before me this __ day of _____ _ 
NOTARY PUBLIC -- STATE OF IDi\HO 
'-'V•.UHU.vuH.,u Expires 
(103 Hope St., Kootenai, Idaho, Bonner County) SEARCH WA.RRA.'TT Page 4 
DMV: RR - LIC: B8034T 
LIC/7B8034T. 
1GC4K1C83BF112391 . 
BLK. 2011. VMA/CHEV. VMO/SLV. VST/PK. DSC/3500. 
LIC/ 7B8034T . 
REG TO/ 
LIT/ NT . 
HILLBROOM, JUNIOR LARRY 
357 E DAVID THOMPSON RD 
5TICKER/7B8034T. 
LIY / 2012 . 
QK338023I 
EXP DATE/ 12-2012 . 
HOPE ID 83836. GVW/00016000 <<PRIVACY FLAG>> 
SEARCH BY VIN FOR OWNER/LIENHOLDER DATA 
-- PAGE 1 OF 1 --
MRI 6211202 IN: DMVI01 4810 AT 2012-09-19 09:14:23 





ONNER COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
127 S. First Avenue 
83864 
263-6726 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff No. {!g20/2 - f./7{)5"° 
vs. 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
(201 l Chevy 3500 Silverado) 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT OF SEARCH 
WARRANT 
Defendant 
L Sandpoint Police Department Detective Robert Beers, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and 
says: 
Background of affiant: 
I am a duly appointed, qualified, and acting peace officer within the County of Bonner, State 
ofldaho, and currently hold an Intermediate P.O.S.T. certificate. I am employed full time as 
a Detective in the narcotics division with the Sandpoint Police Department and have been 
since 2009. 
My law enforcement career began when I was hired by the Santa Cruz County Sheriffs 
department as a Security officer in 2002. I attended a 40 hour training course on laws of 
arrest. In May of 2003 I was hired by the Scotts Valley Police Department in Scotts Valley 
California and attended an 880 hour P.O.S.T. academy. I obtained my Basic P.O.S.T. 
certificate in November of 2004. I worked as a patrol officer for the city of Scotts Valley 
during 2004-2007. Between 2006-2007 I also served as a Special Response Team member. 
During my time at Scotts Valley I investigated numerous cases regarding drug possession to 
include: heroin, methamphetarnine, marijua._ria and cocaine. 
In 2007, I was hired by the Sandpoint Police Department as a patrol officer. I received my 
Basic Idaho POST certificate in 2007. In 2007, I was promoted to the Narcotics Division 
where I have attended an 80 hour basic drug and narcotics school hosted by the Idaho State 
Sl'PPLEME'HAL SEARCH WARRANT AFFIDAVIT (JFNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM (2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado).) - Page 1 of 3 
0 
Police. I addition, I have approximately 180 hours of training in other drug related 
investigations to include financial and general criminal investigations. I received my 
Intermediate POST certificate in April of 2009. I have been a member of the Idaho 
Narcotics Officer's Association and the California Narcotics Officer's Association. 
In current post as a narcotics investigator, I have investigated numerous cases regarding 
narcotic possession, distribution and methamphetamine manufacturing. I have used 
informants to purchase drugs and I have purchased narcotics in an undercover capacity. I 
have testified in court regarding narcotics offenses both in the state of California and Idaho. 
(2) Crimes being investigated: 
LC. 37-2732 POSSESSION OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES and/or 
PARAPHERNALIA 
(3) Additional information for the court to consider regarding the request for authorization to 
search for and seize the categories and items listed below: 
Based on my training and experience, I am informed and believe: 
a. The government's efforts at seizing and forfeiting assets of drug traffickers have 
been widely publicized in the news media; 
b. That drug traffickers often place assets in names other than their own to avoid 
detection, seizure, and forfeiture of these assets by government agencies; 
c. That even though these assets are in other person's names, drug traffickers continue 
to use these assets and exercise dominion and control over them; 
d. That drug traffickers often maintain books, records, receipts, notes, computer 
disks/records, ledgers, airline tickets, money orders, and other papers relating to the 
acquisition, transportation, possession, sale and/or distribution of controlled 
substances; 
e. That these books, records, receipts, notes, ledgers, etc., are usually maintained at the 
drug trafficker's residence; 
f. That it is common for drug traffickers to secrete contraband, proceeds of drug sales, 
and records of drug transactions in secure locations within their residences and/or 
their businesses for ready access and to conceal them from law enforcement 
authorities; 
g. That drug traffickers attempt to legitimize their profits from the sale of drugs and to 
accomplish this goal, drug traffickers utilize, among other methods: 
a) banks, foreign and domestic, and their attendant services; 
b) securities; 
c) cashier's checks; 
d) money drafts; 
e) letters of credit; 
f) real estate; 
SUPPLEMENTAL SEARCH WARRANT AFFIDAVIT (JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM (2011 Chevy 3500 Silverado).) - Page 2 of 3 
6 
g) businesses - real and fictitious; 
h) etc. 
That persons involved in drug trafficking conceal in their residences and businesses 
caches of drugs, large amounts of currency, financial instruments, precious metals, 
jewelry, and other items of value which are the proceeds of drug transactions and 
evidence of financial transactions, relating to obtaining, transferring, secreting, or 
spending of large sums of money made from engaging in drug trafficking activities; 
1. That drug traffickers must keep on hand large amounts of U.S. currency in order to 
maintain and finance their drug trafficking business; 
J. That drug traffickers frequently take or cause to be taken photographs and videotapes of 
themselves, their associates, their property and their illegal product and that they usually 
maintain these photographs and videotapes in their possession; 
k. That the courts have recognized that unexplained wealth can be probative evidence of 
crimes that are motivated by greed; that drug trafficking is a crime for which pecuniary 
gain is generally the motive; 
L That financial records of the suspects of this investigation will probably provide 
evidence of drug trafficking by revealing unexplained wealth and large cash 
transactions; 
m. That drug traffickers commonly possess weapons in order to protect their investments 
and that these weapons are usually maintained in the residence, on the person, or in a 
vehicle to which the trafficker has access, so as to be readily accessible. 
I certify ( or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State ofidaho that the foregoing 
is true and correct. 
San point Police Department, Detective R. Beers 
Affiant Peace Officer 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me in Bonner County, Idaho, this }J_ day of 
¥ ~tz__ 
MAGISTRATE OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO 




STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/ Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 




CASE NO. CR-2012-4705 
DATE: NOV 19, 2012 TIME: 1 :30 
COURTROOM # 3 
vs JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
Atty: LORIMEULENBERG 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 
PRETRIAL CONFERENCE SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
149 I J ! Calls Case 
1 I PRESENT: i LORI MEULENBERG; TOBY MCLAUGHLIN: DEFENDANT 
·1 TM I NO RESOLUTION; ONLY ISSUE OF SCHEDULING IS; UNDERLYING CASE THAT 












i IS THAT SET IN DISTRICT COURT? 
I YES. 
I WANT TO MOVE THIS ONE 
I 1F WE CAN PUT IT OFF A WEEK OR TWO 
I THAT IS FINE YOUR HONOR. 
i HOW ABOUT 27 1R -
, I'll BE AROUND 
I MAY BE GONE. THERE IS A CASE THAT MR. HANLON IS HANDLING FOR ME. 
1 OKAY. JANUARY 3, 2013 AT 9AM. JURY TRIAL WE WON'T SET ANOTHER 
I PRETRIAL. 
i THAT'S FINE. 
i OKAY YOUR HONOR. 
i END 
PM 
CASE NO. CR-2012-4705 DATE: 11/191/12 Page 1 of I 
COURT MINUTES 
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, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16(c). 
een i 4 
information to Pl tiff 1 s 
I 83864, er to 
c1-1: the Bonner 
Idaho. 
the above described information wit 
from the enrry cf this requesL~ 
?LEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT Plaintiff makes demand 
writLen notice of defendant's intention to offer a defense of alibi~ 
Said demand is made 
Ida_ho Crirr1inal 
DATED s 
to and in accordance with 
and Idaho Code Section 19-519. 
of 
CITY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
CERTIF CATE OF fvf.AILING 
that a true and ccrrec~ copy of the roregc 
d, this of 
in 
Law 
St. Se 203 
int, Idaho 83864 
:DISCOVERY 2 
· I'v1eulenberg (ISBN 431 
Sandpoint 
123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-0534 
(208) 255-0534 
N DISTRICT C01JRT OF FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
vs. 








NO. CR 1 
NOTICE OF 404(b) 
 
  
THE STATE OF IDAHO, BY A'l\TI 
A TTORc"\.'EY. HEREBY GIVES NOTICE 
Sk"'\TIPOINT CITYS 
TO OFFER THE 
EVIDENCE PLKSUA.-1"-JT THE IDAHO RULES OF 
enforcement contacts 
Defendant's privileges and notice thereof. 
Evidence of prior court proceedings relevant to 
Defendant's driving privileges and notice thereof. 
NOTICE 1 
to status 
stams of the 
as 
comictions 
fa~idence of other crimes. \\Tongs or acts as proof of motive, opportunity, 






SA_1'\;vPOINT CITY ATTORNEY 
OF 
undersigned certifies that a copy the NOTICE was served 
MAIL TO: 
BY L.S.P.S. ADDRESSED TO: 
McLaughlin 
414 Church St. Ste 203 





State of IDAHO 
Bonner County Sheriff's Office 
Civil Division 
4001 N. Boyer Ave. 





Hope, ID 83836 
PER Personal Service 
Kristina Joy Scholten 
130 Krystle Loop Sagle, ID 83860 
Served on: 4th day of December, 2012 by Jay, P 
Served to: Kristina Scholten 






Process Nurrber: Cl2-02152 Court NUITber: CR12-4 05 
I, Daryl D Wheeler 1 Sheriff of Bonner County Sheriff's Office do hereby certi 
that I received the foregoing Criminal Subpoena on the 4th day of December, 
2012. 
















Ci ,nl Di visia'fi 
OF THE CITY ATT0Ri"41EY 
263-0534 
255-1368 
IN THE DISTRICT C01JRT OF THE FIRST JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDARO. IN AN1) FOR THE COlJNTY OF BOl\"NER 
MAGISTRiA.. TE DNISION 
STA TE OF IDAHO. EX REL CITY 
OF SAl\1)P0INT CASE NO. CR 12-0004705 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Junior L. Hillbroorn 
Defendant 
THE STA TE OF IDAHO TO: 
Kristina Scholten 




You are commanded to appear before the abO\T-entitled Court at the Courthouse. Sandpoint, 
Bonner . Idaho. on the 7th day of 20 3 at 9:00 a.m .. as a \Vitness for the Plaintiff m the 
above matter and for a failure to attend you be deemed guilty of contempt of Court. 
Bv Order of the Court. 
Given under my hand at 12. 
LORI ME1JLE~1BERG 
SA1"\i1)P0INT CITY PROSECVTOR 
:'\OTE: Court hearings are now being held at the Bonner County .-..u,uu.,n:,,u 
Building (former Federal Building) 1500 Hwy 2, Sandpoint. Idaho. 
PLEASE CO::XTACT THE CITY ATTOR::\'EY'S OFFICE 




State of IDA.HO 
Bonner County Sheriff's Off 
Civil Division 
4001 N. Boyer Ave. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
ion: 
Thompson Rd Hope, ID 83836 
Witness Dispos ion: PER Personal: Serviee 
Gregory William Baker 
l231 Garden St Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Served on: 10th day of Decewber, 2012 by Wiens, CJ 
Served to: Gregory Baker 
Plaintiff 
State 
1231 Garden St 
Disposition: 
Idaho 
Process Number: Cl2-02197 
( ) 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Court Number: CR12-4705 
I 1 Daryl D Whee 
that I received the 
2012. 
ff of Bonner County ff's Of ce do hereby certi 










foregoing Subpoena on the 7 





Daryl D Whe~ler, Sheriff 





IN THE DISTRJCT COCRT OF THE FIRST JLvIClA.L DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IN Ai~v FOR THE COUNTY OF BON"NER 
!\L.\GISTRA TE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO. EX REL CITY 
OF SA:\uPOINT. CASE NO. CR 12-0004705 
Junior L Hillbroom 
Defendant 
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: 
Gregory Baker 




You are commanded to appear before the ab0\e-entit1ed Court at the Courthouse, Sandpoint. 
Bonner Idaho. on the 17th of . 201:3 at 9:00 a.m .. as a \\itness the Plaintiff in the 
abm e matter. and for a failure to attend you will be deemed of contempt of C ourL 
Order of the Court. 
LORJ :!\1EULE~'BERG 
. 
:'\OTE: Court hearings are now being held at the Bonner County Administrative 
Building (former Federal Building) 1500 H,yy 2, Sandpoint, Idaho. 
PLEASE CO~TACT THE CITY ATTOR,"'EY'S OFFICE 





D. TOBY McLAUGHLIN, ISBN.7405 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd. 
4 Church Street, Ste 203 
Sandpoint, 83864 
(208)263-4 7 48 
Facsimile: (208)263-7557 
5 I Attorneys for the Defendant 
6 
7 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Ar.JD FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 









DEFENDANTS MOTION TO DISMISS 
JCNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, Defendant Jur1ior Hillbroom, and moves t._lie Court 
15 . dismissing action on that the Protective Order upon the are based i 









Toby McLaughlin, and the records and files herein. 
DATEDthis , day of December. 2012. 
BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
~'i~-
December! I vUU . .::>'-U COtlleS 
owas is 
for the listed nartv: I , . 
Lori Meulenberg 
City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney 
D By Hand Delivery 
0By .S. Mail 
D By Overnight Mail 1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 C}JBy Facsimile Transmission 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
Prosecuting Attorney 









j Facsimile: (208)263-7557 



















IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B01'.~'ER 
STATE OF IDA.HO, 
Plaintiff. 
YS. 
JlJ'"NIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of Bonner ) 
CR 2012-0004705 
AFFIDAVIT OF TOBY McLAUGHLIN IN 
SUPPORT OF DEFENDA'-NT'S MOTION 
TO DISMISS 
D. TOBY McLAUGHLIN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. That I a1TI a member of the firm of BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD, attorney 
for Defendant herein, and have personal knowledge of the files and records in the case and of th 
matter set forth herein; 
Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the No Contact Orde 
issued in Bonner County District Court case number CR-2012-2908, which is the No Contac 
Order that the State alleges was violated by \1r. Hillbroorn, thereby leading to the charges in thi1 
case. 
II 



















DATED this December, 2012. 
BERG CHTD. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
SUBSCRIBED and SWORc~ to before me this ofDecember, 12. 
Notarv Public in and for the State ofldaho 
Residing at Sandpoint 
My commission expires: 
AFF. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 caused copies of the foregoing document to be served 
as address 
4 I for the listed party: 
5 ln-------------------~=-----------------Lori Meulenberg D By Hand Delivery 
6 
I City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney D By U.S. Mail 




















Sandpoint, ID 83864 D By Facsimile Transmission 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
, Prosecutino Attorney 
r 
AFF. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TliE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF·THE STATE OF IPAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SONNER 
S TATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
JUNIOR L. RILL:BROOM 





t NO CONTACT ORDER 
) DCB 
Defendant ) 
The above,-entitJed matter having come before the Court, and good cause appearing therefor, 
JT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shall not contact (including: in person or through another 
person., or in writing or e-mail, or by telephone, pag~ or facsimile) or attempt to contact., harass, follow, communicate 
wfth, or knowingly remain wiU'lin ,oo feet of: CAND1.CE MAR!E '.FOURl\"'IER . 
no exceptions 
Excep~are: · 
CJ to contact by telephone between • m . and • m, on ---------------
D for the following purpose: 
Cl to participate in counse1ing/medialion 
lJ to meet with or through attorneys and/or during legal proceedings 
CJ to respond to emergencies invoMng the natural or adopted children of both parties 
Cl other:--------- -------------=-----------------
IT IS AJRTHER ORDERED fflat the defendant named herein sha.U riot go within 300 Y3rds of the aboV@-tla!Tlt!d person's 
residence or workplace as set forth below (provide this Information only if requested by prosecution): 
Residence Address WorkAdd~ss 
A VIO.l.A TION OF THrS OROeR IS A SEPARATE CRJME: tmdar ld~ho Code§ 1S·920, for which no b~il wiU be set until an 
appearance before a judge. A first encl second conviction for ~e crime of violation cf a no contact order is a misdemeanor 
and is punishable by a fine not exceeding one thousand doflars ($1 ,000) or by imprisonment In the county jail not to 
exceed one (1) year, or both. A third conviction for violation of a no contact order within iive (!i) years is a felony and is 
punishable by a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars (SS,000) or by imprisonment in lhe smtt:. prison not te ex.::eed five 
(5) years, or both, Further, any such violation of this order may result in the increase, revocation, or modification of th& 
bond set in underlying ch:irge for which this no contact order was imposed. 
If ther@ is mt:,re than one domestic violence protection order in place, the most restrictive provision will control any 
conflicting terms of any other civil or criminal protection order. 
This order may subject you to F@d@ral prosecution under 1a U.S. Code§ 922 if yott possess, receive, or transport a 
firearm, 
THIS ORDER CAN BE MODIFIED ONLY BY A JUDGE AND WILL EXPIRE; 
'· [ J Ordered ! Served in open court 
se, wzehever ~ccurs fi7-. - J 
~~~f,,,4.-!.L...::p,;:p..."--'-'! ::;;.,;;:;._;:::.;:::....Da•...J./:'.e~~/ dJ 
Dated served: __ fo _ _ ) .... 1,_c;--;../_1'L _ _ __ _ 
Faxed to: ~riff's Office-Records, SPD, POPD, PR?D, VAS~ [ 411 Booking {fax 208--25S..i975} 
CJ Agency, (ONLY send to agency if faxing NCO after 5 pm) for service on defendant 
Interoffice 1o: F'rosecutor: 0 County PA Ci City PA prior tc release from 
0 Public Defender custody (Jail must 
Malled to: Cl Victim r@tom defendant's signed 
copy to court) 
0 Defense Attorney, _ _________________ _ 
Deputy Cierk Date 
077 
4 




5 I Attorneys for the Defendant 
6 
7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN ~"Nl) FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 













MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENTIA"'~T'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
SUM_'1ARY OF ARGUMENT 
I 










920 with a violation of a No Contact Order issued in Bonner County Case No. CR-2012-2908. ~ 
order to be convicted under Idaho Code § 18-920, there must be a valid no contact order. In th, 
instant case, however, No Contact Order is fatally defective, that it does not contain 
termination date, which is a requisite element of a valid no contact order under Rule 46.2 th 
Idaho Rules of Criminal Procedure. Without a specific date upon which the No Contact Order i 
to expire, the Order is void, and the Defendant can...not be charged with violating Idaho Code § 
18-920. For this reason, the Defendant respectfu11y submits that this matter must be dismissed. 
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. On June 24, 2012, Junior Hillbroom was arrested and charged \\ith domesti 
violence and attempted strangulation in Bormer Counr--y Case CR-2012-2908. 







11. After the hearing, Mr. Hi11broom was arrested for violating the 
Trial in this matter is scheduled for January 1 2012. 
III. ARGUMENT 
A Conviction Under Idaho Code§ 18-920 Requires that a Valid No Contact Orde 
be in Place. 
In this action, the DefendanL Junior Hillbroom, is alleged to have violated the terms of 















pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-920. For Mr. Hillbroom to be convicted under that statute, the Stat 
must provide proof beyond a reasonable doubt as to each of the following elements: 
A violation of a no contact order is committed when: 
( a) A person has been charged or convicted under any offense 
defined in subsection ) section: and 
A no contact order has been issued, either by a court or by 
an Idaho criminal rule: and 
( c) The person charged or convicted has had contact \li.'ith the stated 
person in violation of an order. 
Idaho Code § 18-920 ( emphasis added). 
Unless a valid no contact order has been issued, then the State cannot prevail upon it 
prosecution of J\1r. Hillbroom in this matter. 
B. The No Contact Order at Issue in This Case is Fatally Defective. 
The requirements for a valid Contact Order are set forth Rule 46.2 of the Idah 
24 
Rules of Criminal Procedure, which reads, in relevant part: 
25 













2. Mr. Hillbroom has pled not guilty and is prepared to defend against these charges, 
13. 
having contact Candice Marie Fournier. 
4. The No Contact Order contains the following provision with regard to when th 
Order is to terminate: 
: THIS OFIOEF CAN BE MODIFJED OlilL Y sY A JUDGE AND Vll'IU. EXPIRE: 
j at n,~~- on OR upo~missa! of this;{=, •'NM~, •=am~ 
I / f , 141 <. "i i 
~ ' , J f J Ii 
i1~~ ·, ; '_ .. ff'~.{(;., 'J;;J.i! 
, . Defeno:Snt \ · J Da.e f 
1(! ·· / /.., . .1' \ r l") < 1 ,~ 
: \~d by: (.,,QLJ._,..,,, · 's"< 1 Datsd servs:!: -""' i " - , · L 
i [ 1 Ordered J Served io opem court 
(A1cLaughlin Ajf., ~ 2). 
5. On June 26, 2012, the alleged victim, Candice Fournier, filed a Motion t 
Modify;Dismiss the No Contact Order. 
6. heari~11.g was on J 0, 2012, at which time the Defendant joined in thj 
16 Motion; however, the Court denied the Motion to Dismiss the No Contact Order. 
]7 7. Ms. Fournier filed a second Request to Modify or Dismiss the Not Contact Orde 
18 on July 18, 2012. 
]9 8. A hearing was held on August 1, 2012, and the Defendant joined 




9. Ms. Fournier filed a third Request to Modify or Dismiss the Not Contact Order o 
23 
September 4, 2012. 
24 
W. On September 1 2012, a hearing vrns held on Ms. Fournier's attempt t 
25 
have the No Contact Order lifted. 

























Rule 46.2. No contact orders 
issued pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-920 
served on or signed by the defendant. 
judicial order a no 
contact orders for that district. No contact orders must contain, at 
a minimum, the following information: 
The case number, defendant's name and victim's name; 
(2) A distance restriction: 
(3) That the order will expire at 11 :59 p.m. on a specific date, 
or upon dismissal of the case: 
( 4) An advisory that: 
(a) A violation of the order may be prosecuted as a separate 
crime under LC. § 18-920 for which no bail will be set until 
an appearance before a judge, and the possible penalties for 
this crime, 
(b) The no contact order can only be modified by a judge, 
and 
V/hen more that one domestic violence protection order 
is in place, the most restrictive provision will control any 
conflicting terms of any other civi] or criminal protection 
order. 
Idaho Crim. R. 46.2 ( emphasis added). 
The No Contact Order at issue in this case is fata11y defective because it fails to include 
specific date upon which the Order is to expire, as is explicitly required by Rule 46.2(a)(3). 
Although the no contact order form adopted by Bonner County and used in this case includes 
blank in which the Court is to include a specific date upon which the Order is to expire, the Co 
failed to include such a date. 
The relevant part of the No Contact Order is as follows: 


























TH!S ORDER C/J:N BE MODIFJED ~ BY A JUDGE AND Wfl .. L EXPIRE: 
[ ] Ordered ! S..nrsd in open court 
(}14cLaughlin A.ff,, 2). 
Because the No Contact Order fails to include one of the four ··minimum" requirements 
set forth in Rule 46.2, it is defective. As explained by the Idaho Supreme Court, "Idaho Criminal 
Rule 46.2 requires an expiration date on all no contact orders:' Szate v. Cobler, 148 Idaho 769, 
772,229 P.3d 374, 377 (201 The Idaho Supreme Court in State v. Castro, 145 Idaho 173, 
175, 177 P.3d 387, 389 (2008) adroitly explained the public policy behind requirement, as 
follows: 
The inherent power of this Court to make rules governing 
procedure in all the courts of Idaho, including the formulation of 
rules of criminal practice and procedure, has long been recognized. 
[internal citations omittedJ. Pursuant to this Court's inherent 
rulemaking power, I.C.R. 46.2 was promulgated in 2002 to govern 
the issuance of no contact orders by Idaho courts. Vv'hen it was 
adopted, this rule required that all no contact orders provide that 
·'[t}he no contact order will remain in effec1 until further order 
the court." 
However, ,vithin two years of its adoption, this Cou.,'1 became 
aware that I.C.R. 46.2 must be revised. Changes were made after a 
statewide study of the trial courts' handling of domestic violence 
cases. This study concluded that the most common complaint 
regarding no contact orders was their eternal existence stemming 
from the mandatory inclusion of the phrase "[t]he no contact order 
will remain in effect until further order of the court." Unless and 
until a party brought the matter back before the court, a no contact 
order remained in effect. This enshrined perpetuity resulted in 
confusion, false arrests, and lawsuits. The study noted that, in 
many cases, the parties subject to these orders get back together on 
their O\Nn accord despite the fact that a no contact order remains 
legal effect. The study suggested that the mandatory inclusion 
an end date in no contact orders could alleviate backlogging and 
confusion. 






Taking into consideration the findings and recommendations of the 
statewide study, on April 22, 2004, this Court issued an order 
amending certain Idaho Criminal Rules, including I.C.R 46.2. The 
amended version of this rule eliminated the requirement that no 
contact orders contain the statement "[t]he no contact order 
remain in effect until further order of the court. and added the 
requirement that no contact orders must specify "[t}hat the order 
will expire at 11:59 p.m. on a specific date, or upon dismissal of 
the case." The amendment became effective July 1, 2004. 
State v. Castro, 145 Idaho 173, 175-76, 177 P.3d 387, 389-90 (2008). 
8 
/ It is not enough that the No Contact Order indicate that it will expire upon the dismissa 

















entered, the case will never be dismissed. Thus. there is a very real possibility that the N 
Contact Order could continue indefinitely, which is the very reason why Rule 46.2 was amende 
in 2004 to require explicit expiration dates on all no contact orders. 
Moreover, the no contact order form includes the following language, "·at 11 :59 p.m. o 
_____ . or upon dismissal of this case, whichever first occurs." (J1cLaughlin A.ff, ~ 2 
( emphasis added). If the Rule were only to require that the Court indicate either a specific dat 
for termination or termination upon the dismissal of the case to only require a specific date o 
dismissal of the case, then the phrase "whichever first occurs" is superfluous. In other words 
without a specific date included, then there can be nothing that occurs first, and the dismissa 
may never occur. Such an interpretation, therefore, is at odds with one of the most basi 
interpretive canons, that " '[a] statute should be construed so that effect is given to all it 
provisions, so that no part will be inoperative or superfluous, void or insignificant .... ' " Hibbs v. 
Winn 542 U.S. 88, lOL 124 S.Ct. 2276, 159 L.Ed.2d 172 (2004) (quoting . Singer, Statute 
and Statutory Construction§ 46.06, pp.181-186 (rev 6th ed.2000)); Corley v. United States, 55 
U.S. 303,314, 129 S. Ct. 1558, 1566, 173 L. Ed. 2d 443 (2009). 
State v. Cobler, 148 lda,lio 769, 772, 229 374, 377 (201 is dispositive of issuel 
In Cobler, the Defendant appealed from the trial court's refusal to modify a no contact order 
MEMO. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 6 
upon the grounds that the no contact order failed to contain a termination date. Cobler, 148 Idah 
























a expire . . . upon case," 
specific date upon which the Order would terminate. Id 
In finding that the trial court abused its discretion in denying the motion to modify the n 
contact order, the Cobler Court stated: 
Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 requires an expiration date on all no 
contact orders. While the district court did not have the benefit of 
our decision in State v. Castro. 145 Idaho 173, 177 P.3d 387 
(2008), at the time the motion was denied, in that case we 
disapproved of no contact orders with "eternal existence" and 
indicated that all no contact orders issued after July 1, 2004, 
should have termination dates, regardless of whether a motion 
to modify or terminate the no contact order is granted. Id at 
175-76, 177 P.3d at 389-90. The district court should have 
observed that, without a termination date, the no contact order 
would, unless modified, have perpetual existence because, based 
upon the disposition of the case, it would never be dismissed. 
id, 148 Idaho at 772 ( emphasis added). 
The Cobler Court frrrther explained that the problem that case may have 
the form utilized by the trial court: 
The problem in this case may have arisen by virtue of the form 
utilized bv the ma2:istrate court when the no contact order was . ~ 
entered. The form states: 
THIS ORDER CA'N MODIFIED ONLY BY A JUDGE 
A'ND WILL EXPIRE: 
0 at 11:59 p.m. on or 0 upon dismissal of 
this case. 
The form seems to give the judge one of nvo choices. However, in 
order to comply with the intent of I.C.R. 46.2, the judge should 
be given no right of selection benveen the two apparent 
choices. The second line of the form should contain no boxes and 
should read "at 11 :59 p.m. on , or upon dismissal of 
this case, whichever first occurs." 
MEMO. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 7 
duet 












Cobler, the No Contact Order in this case simply does not contain Rule 46.2's minim 
requirements in order to qualify as a no contact order. Consequently, the charges against Mr. 
Hillbroom must be dismissed, as there was no valid No Contact Order in place at the time ofth 
alleged violation. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Rule 46.2 indicates that a valid no contact order must contain certain information 
including an explicit expiration date. Because the No Contact Order at issue in this case did no 
fails to include an expiration date, it is invalid. Without a valid no contact order. the State canno 
satisfy put forth a prima facie case for a conviction under Idaho Code § 18-920. The charge 
4 1 












BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MEMO. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 8 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
foregoing 
as is the 





















City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney 
1 123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
· i Prosecurin Allorney 
MEMO. IN SUP. OF D'S MOT. TO DISMISS - 9 
D By Hand Delivery 
D By U.S. Mail 
D By Overnight Mail 
D By Facsimile Transmission 
vs. 
OF THE CITY ATTOAAtY 
4121) 
1 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL OF 
















Case No. CR 12-0004705 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST 
FOR DISCOVERY 
16 and submits the response to 
Plaintiff has complied Y\'ith such request by supplying Defendant's counsel the 
mfonnation and documents, and further infonns Defendant's counsel of the following per 
Defendant's request as follmvs: 
1. police report and statements of the Defendant are enclosed. 
2. State's may be SPD Gregory Baker, Det. Enc Ryan,; 
Fournier: Kristina J. Scholten; Katie Murdoch; Sandra Rasor; BCSO 
Luke Radonich. 
3. evidence is as listed in the police report; witness statements; copy of the 
modification; court minutes relating to 2012-290; court audio of 8/2012 hearing 
for CR 2012-2908; any audio or video tape that may have been made during the 
mvestigation of this case may be reviewed or copied at the Sandpoint City Police 
Department located at 1123 Lake St., Sai"'1dpoint, Idaho. The evidence custodian's 
phone is 263-3631. 
R3Q1.JEST ?OR DISCC"\;-ERY 
0 
at 
for rene\v at 
Friday. 
such request additional discoverable 
resen1es the ng._ht to as 
repons. 





CITY OF SA1\'DP0INT 
OF MAILING 
a.m. to Monday 
a true and correct 
to: 
the foregoing \vas mailed, postage prepaid. 
FOR :S2:SCO\IERY 2 
De 
1 
State of IDP...HO 
Bonner County Sheriff's fice 
Civil Division 
4001 N. Boyer Ave. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
spos ion: 
357 E David Thompson Rd Hope/ ID 83836 
Witness Disposition: PER 
Jr 
Personal Service 
Paul Joseph Guthrie 
1113 P St NW Washington, DC 2005 
Served on: 26th 
Served to: Paul 
1500 
day of December, 2012 by Jay, P 
Guthrie Jr 
Highway 2; Bonner Co Sandpoint, ID 
Plaintiff sposition: 
State of Idaho 
() 
83864 
Process Number: C12-02153 Court Number: CR12-4705 
I, Daryl D Wheeler/ Sheriff of Bonner County Sheriff's Of ce do hereby certi 
that I received the foregoing Subpoena on 4th day December, 
2012. 












Daryl D Wheeler, ff 
Bonner County Sheriff's IDAHO 





IN THE DISTRJCT COL'RT OF THE FIRST JL'DICV\L DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDA.HO. IN A1\u FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
?v1AGISTR/\ TE DIVISION 
STATE OF In-\HO. EX REL CITY 
OF SANDPOINT. ) CASE NO. CR 12-0004705 
YS. 
Junior L Hillbroorn 
Defendant 
THE STATE OF IDi\HO 
BC Bailiff Paul Guthrie 




You are commanded to appear before the above-entitled Court at the Courthouse. Sandpoint, 
Bow"ler . Idaho. on the 7th 13 at 9:00 a.m .. as a \\·itness for the Plaintiff in the 
abcl\e matter. and for a failure to attend you \cvill be deemed 
Order of the Court. 
Gn en under my hand 
of contempt of C oun. 
LORJ 11ECLENBERG 
SANDPOI\TT CITY 
NOT£: Court hearings are no'l,Y being held at the Bonner County" ~~,~u~uu<'?.....,,~~·,,..,, 
Building (former Federal Building) 1500 Hwy 2, Sandpoint, Idaho. 
PLEASE CONTACT THE CITY ATTOR:.','EY'S OFFICE 
BY 4:00 P.~1. January 16, 2012 TO VERIFY SCHEDrLING 
THA.NKYOr 
Office of the City Attorney 
Scot Campbell (ISBN 4121) 
Lori Meulenberg (ISBN 4313) 
City of Sandpoint 
1 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-0534 
FAX (208) 255-1368 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AI\TD FOR THE COUNTY OF BON1'JER 















Case No. CR 2012-004705 
STATE'S I\1EMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COI\1ES NOW, the City of Sandpoint, State of Idaho, through its attorney, Lori T. 
Meulenberg, and submits the following: 
I. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The Defendant Junior Hillbroom argues that his charge of a violation of a no 
contact order should be dismissed because the underlying no contact order in Bonner 
County case CR-2012-2908 (hereinafter NCO) was fatally defective. The State argues 
that, although the NCO does not contain a specific termination date, the NCO is valid. 
Additionally, the defendant cannot attack collaterally this NCO to escape the pending 
criminal charge. 
State's Memorandum 1 
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The Defendant was arrested for felony domestic violence and felony attempted 
strangulation June of 2012. That case, Bonner County case CR-2012-2908, is pending 
and set for trial January 14, 2013. At Defendant's first appearance, Judge Heise verbally 
informed the Defendant that she was entering a no contact order with the victim, Candice 
Fournier. (See attached court minutes. Exhibit A). This order was reduced to written 
form and served on the Defendant. (See attached NCO from case CR-2012-2908. Exhibit 
B). The NCO does not have a specific terwination date filled in. 
The defense attorney filed a written notice of appearance in case CR-2012-2908 
on June 28, 2012. On July 10, 2012, there was a hearing on the victim's request to 
modify/terminate the NCO. The Defendant and his attorney were present. The Court 
declined to modify/dismiss the NCO. According to the minutes of that hearing, neither 
the defendant, nor his counsel, mentioned the issue of the missing termination date. (See 
attached court minutes. Exhibit C). 
On August 1, 2012, there was a contested preliminary hearing. The Defendant 
and his attorney were present. The Defendant was bound over on both felony charges. 
Once again, the victim requested that the NCO be modified/terminated. The court 
granted a modification of the NCO. (See attached Modification of NCO. Exhibit D). 
During the hearing, the defense did not request that a termination date be filled in. (See 
attached court minutes, Exhibit E). 
On September 18, 2012, the district court was asked to modify the NCO. Prior to 
that hearing, witnesses reported seeing the defendant and the victim, Candice Fournier, 
together in the courthouse parking lot. Sandpoint Police were notified and they 
State's Memorandum 2 
subsequently charged Mr. Hillbroom with a violation of a no contact order under I. C. 18-
920. (Bonner County case CR-2012-4705) The basis of this violation is the NCO from 
case CR-2012-2908. The District Court judge refused to terminate the CR-
2012-2908. The Defendant did not address the issue of the missing termination date. 
(See attached court minutes. Exhibit F). 
Trial on this case is set for January 17, 2013. The Defendant filed a Motion to 
Dismiss CR-2012-4705 (this case) arguing that the NCO in CR-2012-2908 is fatally 
defective and void, thus the Defendant cannot be charged with violating I.C. 18-920. 
Hearing is set on the Motion to Dismiss on January 4, 2013. 
III. ARGUMENT 
A The underlying NCO is a valid no contact order. The cases that the defense relies are 
not dispositive on the issue of whether or not failure to include a termination date on a no 
contact order makes the order fatally defective and void. 
At first glance, Defendant's argument seems to be sound. I.C.R. 46.2 does state 
that a no contact order must contain certain information, including that the order will 
expire on a certain date, however, a closer look at the cases makes it clear that lack of 
such a termination date does not automatically make a no contact order void. In State v. 
Castro, 145 Idaho 173, 177 P.3d 387 (2008) the Idaho Supreme Court did discuss the 
origination and public interest purpose ofI.C.R. 46.2. The Court also stated that they 
expect judges to provide a termination date. However, The Court did not rule that a no 
contact order without a date certain for termination is fatally defective and void. 
Specifically, the Court never held that lack of the requirements made the no contact order 
State's Memorandum 3 
that case invalid. In fact, the court refused to consider the issue because it was not 
raised before the trial court. 
Additionally, the defense argues that State v. Cobler, 148 Idaho 769,229 P.3d 374 
(2010) is disposjtive of this issue. (See, Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion 
to Dismiss, pg. 6). That is not accurate. In Cobler, the Supreme Court did not address 
the validity of the no contact order. The Supreme Court limited its analysis and ruling to 
whether or not the court abused its discretion in denying the motion to dismiss or modify 
the no contact order. It stated, "Thus, the district court abused its discretion in basing the 
denial of the order on the apparent ground that the order was to remain in effect until the 
dismissal of the case. The Court neither acted consistently with legal standards applicable 
to the specific choices available to it nor did it reach its decision by an exercise of 
reason." Id. at 772. It is true that the Supreme Court stated that no contact orders after 
July 1, 2004, should have termi..11ation dates, but, the Court did not declare the no contact 
order in Cobler void because it did not have an expiration date. The Court specifically 
declined to address whether the order was invalid from the outset due to lack of a 
termination date. "On appeal, Cobler contends that the no contact order was invalid from 
the outset, being overly broad. We decline to consider this issue because Cobler failed to 
raise it below." 148 Idaho at 771. 
Of further note, in both Castro and Cobler, the issue of the failure to include a 
termination date is within the case in which the no contact order was issued. These 
courts were not dealing with collateral attacks in a subsequent case. 
In the case In re Contempt of Reeves, 112 Idaho 574, 733 P.2 795 (Idaho App. 
1987), the Idaho Appellate court addressed the question of whether, as defendant alleges 
State's Memorandum 4 
in the present case, lack of strict compliance with a rule invalidates an order. In that case, 
the court found that an order issued by a court in good faith, that is not transparently 
should be considered valid. The Idaho Court of Appeals held that defendant 
Reeves could not attack on appeal the underlying order issued in a divorce proceeding in 
his criminal contempt case. The facts are simple. Reeves, a licensed attorney in the State 
ofldaho, represented a wife in a divorce action. The husband obtained an ex parte order 
regarding the custody of the couple's child. Apparently, Reeves told the wife she could 
disregard the restraining order because it was "no good". He was charged with contempt 
for directing his client to disobey a court order. He argued that the contempt sanction 
must be reversed because it was based on the violation of a void order, particularly that 
the order did not satisfy certain requirements ofI.R.C.P. 65(b ). 
Although recognizing the tension created when a rule is not strictly adhered to, 
the Court did not address the issue squarely but pointed out that it is the defendant's 
obligation to draw the trial court's attention to the alleged error and not simply violate the 
order. "We need not resolve these issues today. As stated above, an individual may not 
generally ignore a court order with which he disagrees. Rather, he should draw the trial 
court's attention to the alleged error." Id at 581. 
The Court elaborated on this stating the following: 
We begin with the basic proposition that all orders and judgments of court 
must be complied with promptly. If a person to whom a court directs an 
order believes that the order is incorrect the remedy is to appeal, but 
absent a stay, to comply with the order pending appeal. PERSONS ·wHO 
MAKE PRIVATE DETERMINATIONS OF THE LAW AND REFUSE 
TO OBEY AN ORDER GEJ\i1ERALL Y RISK CRThHNAL CONTEMPT 
EVEN IF THE ORDER IS lJLTIMATELY RULED INCORRECT. ... Such 
orders must be complied with promptly and completely, for the alternative 
would be to frustrate and disrupt the progress of the trial with issues 
collateral to the central questions in litigation. This does not mean, of 
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course, that every ruling by a presiding judge must be accepted in silence. 
Counsel may object to a ruling. An objection alerts the opposing counsel 
and the court to an issue so that the former may respond and the latter may 
be fully advised before ruling. [Citations omitted.] But, once the court has 
ruled, counsel and others involved in the action must abide by the ruling 
and comply with the court's orders .... [part omitted] 
This rule applies even where the order later is found to have infringed 
upon constitutional rights or to be based upon an unconstitutional statute. 
[Citations omitted.] Only in the case where an order was "transparently 
invalid or had only a frivolous pretense to validity" will a criminal 
contempt finding be reversed.[Citations omitted.] We believe that this a 
heavy burden to meet, and that an individual who disobeys an order of the 
court acts at his peril. Unless he can convince the appellate court that the 
order was so clearly invalid that no reasonable man could believe 
otherwise, a criminal contempt will be upheld .... [Citations omitted.] 
.... WE BELIEVE THAT A COURT ORDER ISSlJED BY THE COlJRT 
IN GOOD FAITH AND NOT TRANSPARENTLY INVALID, SHOULD 
BE CHARACTERIZED AS "LA\VFUL." [emphasis added]. 
112 Idaho at 579-80. 
Interestingly, the Reeves Court said in footnote 4 that an example of a 
"transparently invalid" order would be an order obviously outside the subject matter or 
personal jurisdiction of the court. In the present case, the NCO does not fall within this 
exception. The trial court is by statute allowed to enter no contact orders in cases of 
domestic violence. See I.C. 18-920(1). 
B. The Defendant cannot collaterally attack the validity of the NCO in CR-2012-2908 in 
this proceeding in order to avoid prosecution for a no contact order violation. 
The Court lacks jurisdiction in this proceeding to find the NCO void. The 
defendant has the ability to address the validity of the order in on-going case Bonner 
County CR-2012-2908. The correct proceeding in which to deal with this matter is in 
the District Court where the case is pending. Idaho case law is clear that there is no 
State's Memorandum 6 
constitutional right to make a collateral attack on a prior judgment or order except where 
the constitutional violation is lack of counsel or as previously mentioned, where the order 
is transparently invalid. 
InBcryes v State of Idaho, 117 Idaho 96, 785 P.2d 660 (Idaho App. 1989) the issue 
before the court was whether Mr. Bayes could collaterally attack the validity of the 
underlying order that gave rise to a contempt proceeding. In Bcryes, the parents refused 
to send three of their children to the public school and the school district deemed the 
children truant The parties reached an agreement that the court reduced to vvritin_g and 
entered by the court as an order. This order included having the children tested by the 
school. Subsequently the parents refused to have the children tested and were charged 
with contempt and sentenced to three days injaiL On appeal, the Bcryes Court, quoting 
heavily from the Reeves Court, (Supra ) came to the same conclusion that collateral 
attacks on a court order will not prevail on appeal. Parenthetically, although Bcryes and 
Reeves deal with attacking the underlying order on appeal ( after a criminal conviction on 
a subsequent case), the logic is the same. A defendant cannot attack an order in a 
different proceeding hoping to avoid the consequences of his choice to violate the order. 
Idaho courts have similarly ruled in cases pertaining to prior Dl.JI judgments used 
for enhancement purposes. In State v. Weber, 140 Idaho 89, 90 P 3d. 314 (Idaho 2004), 
the court reviewed the case to determine whether defendant Weber was entitled to 
collaterally attack the validity of his prior judgment of conviction on the grounds that his 
guilty pleas, which resulted in his prior convictions were not made knowingly, 
voluntarily and intelligently. The Court also addressed whether I.C.R 11 (c) provided 
greater rights to collaterally attack the validity of prior convictions. 
State's Memorandum 7 
limited 
Weber Court, following a long history of U.S. Supreme Court decisions, 
nght a defendant to mount a collateral attack to situations where the prior 
of the constitutional to counsel. Relying on 
States. 511 .S. 485, 11 S.Ct. 1732. 128 L.Ed.2d 517 (1994) Idaho 
Supreme Court stated ""Thus. Weber had no right under the United States Constitution to 
collaterally attack the validity of his prior misdemeanor DCI convictions because his 
attach was based on grounds other than the denial of counsel.'. FVeber. supra, 140 Idaho at 
[Affirmed in State 1· Sclnrab, 153 Idaho 325. 281 P.3d 1103 (Idaho App. 2012).] It 
stated that the Idaho State Constitution establishes no greater right to allov. collateral 
attacks. (See discussion 140 Idaho at 94-5). 
The vre ber Court further ruled that I. C.R. 11 ( c) does not provide an independent 
to collaterally attack the validity of an order. The Weber Court pondered the issue 
nghts to make a collateral attack in a 
proceeding. Court declined to make such a finding. It stated that 
,vhen all that can be shov,~n is a formal violation of a rule, such a violation is neither 
constitutional nor jurisdictional and thus does not ,x:arrant a collateral attack. It 
stated 
violation of I.C.R. 11 does not pmvide an independent basis to 
collaterally attack the ,:a!idity of a prior conviction used in a subsequent 
erJ1ancement proceeding ..... The Court rejects the invitation to "create 
from whole cloth, a fourth mechanism for attacking the validity of a prior 
conviction, in essence a collateral proceeding in the middle of a criminal 
case at \Yhich the defendant could challenge the Yalidity of a prior 
j udgmenf' based upon an alleged violation of I. C.R. 11 in that prior 
proceeding. 
Idaho at 95-6. 
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In present case the defendant should not be allowed to collaterally attack the 
order in the new case because he has forfeited his right to so and it is 
the CR-201 
to the language of the NCO. It is interesting to note that the defendant has 
failed to haYe the NCO modified to include a termination date even though the terms of 
the NCO haw been addressed in multiple hearings. The defendant. well aware of the 
language contained in the NCO, had many opportunities to raise this issue both before the 
court 
raise 
the order and the District Court Judge but failed to do so. To be able to 
issue. only nO"\\ in the context of a Motion to Dismiss in a nev,~ case. should not 
As earh as 1 1. the Idaho Supreme Court made clear that failure to object 
is akin to waiver and waiver is analogous to estoppeL See. State r Poynrer, 34 Idaho 504. 
510. P. 561 (Idaho 1921). ]\fore recently. the Castro Coun said '·We have long held 
not complain errors one has consented to or acquiesced 
supra, 145 Idaho at 176. Further. the Reeves Court thought it obYious that 
an individual may not generally just ignore a court order "\vith which he disagrees. Rather. 
he should draw the trial court·s attention to the alleged error. "\VE FURTHER 
INDJVIDU ERROR 
THE ATTENTIOJ\" COURT BEFORE lJNDERT AKI1'iG TO DISOBEY 
THE ORDER." 112 Idaho at 580 (emphasis added). It is clear from the record that the 
defendant has not raised this ·'alleged error" in the proper proceeding and at the proper 
time. It is against public policy to allow the defendant to successfully attack this order 
after he has acquiesced to it for months especially "\vhen such attack is made to enable 
him to escape the consequences of another crime. 
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In addition, in cases where a no contact order is entered pursuant to LC. 18-920( 1 ), 
there are victim safety concerns, as well as concerns regarding potential witness 
a defendant can violate the no contact order and the 
court made a technical error to amid the consequences. ·without bringing the alleged 
10 the court's anention. victims and \vitnesses are put at risk 
CONCLUSION 
Defendant's cases do not dispositively declare orders that do not comply v,;ith 
46.2 void. The defendant. in good faith. cannot argue that the NCO is transparentl) 
innlid and that he did not understand the terms of the NCO. Likev,."ise, the public policy 
interests of providing an ending date to a no contact order is not at issue currently in this 
case. T ,vo different judges have ruled that in the interest of the integrity of the case and 
d remain in place until the pending felony has gone to 
set in the Defendant has shO\'rn no prejudice the lack a 
termination date. Further. there is no constitutional or independent right to make a 
collateral attack on the court's order in a subsequent proceeding for violation of the order. 
of the NCO is clear and meant lo be obeyed. The Stale requests that 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss be denied. 
State's Memorandum 
Lori T. Meulenberg 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
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IN CUSTODY 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BONNER VS 
NAME: JUNIOR L. IDLLBROOM CASE #: CR-2012-2908 (FE) 
CR-2012-2907 
NOTIFICATION OF RJGHTS: 
CASE CALLED 1252 to 1255 DATE: JUNE 25, 2012 
105 110 
COURTROOM# 4 JUDGE: 
fl Traffic ~ First Appearance 
APPEARANCES 
[KJ Defendant 
CJ Def Attorney 
IN CUSTODY 




CJ Pros. Attorney 
PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS: CHARGE AMENDED: 
TIME: 12:45 P M. 
MISSYSECK 
X Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by counsel. 
X Defendant advised of maximum penalties and penalties for subsequent violations. 
Defendant waives right to counsel and understands. Wishes to proceed without an attorney 
Defendant swom fl Hire own attorney. 
Public Defender appointed: 
Court denies court appointed counsel. fl Defendant waives right to Public Defender 
Matter continued to: at 
PRELIMINARY HEARING: 
fl Statutory time waived fl Preliminary hearing waived 
,xl 14 days fl 21 days ,xl Set preliminary hearing - CR-2012-2908 
fXl DEFENDANT/JUDGE ENTERS PLEA OF NOT GUILTY - CR-2012-2907 
fXl Set for Pre-Trial Conference and Jury Trial n Set for Court Trial 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: 
Defendant enters plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences. 
Defendant is advised of rights waived on plea of guilty and understands 
Defendant denies that any threats or promises have been made. 
Pleas of guilty accepted by the court 
Set for SENTENCING on: at Judge: 
Defendant ordered to obtain alcohol evaluation prior to sentencing date 
BAIL: 
Released on own recognizance 
X Remanded to the custody of the Sheriff 
Released on bond previously posted 
Warrant of Attachment $ 
INDEX SPEAKER 
,xl bail set at: $ 25,000 Case/cnt: 
$ 300 Case/cnt: 
$ Case/cnt: 
Da s ·ail in lieu offineicosts 
PHASE OF CASE 
1252 ON THE RECORD - FOR PROBABLE CAUSE 
SWORN KATHERINE MURDOCK 
KM I HA VE AN AFFIDAVIT. 
FELONY 
MISDEMEANOR 
J TO BEST OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE THE INFORMATION CONTAINED TRUE AND 
CORRECT BASED ON THE OFFICER. 
KM YES. OFFICER IS NEWISH 
J PRESENTED HIS AFFIDAVIT. BASE YOUR TESTIMONY ON THAT AFFIDAVIT. 
KM YES. CITATION FOR THE MISDEMEANOR 
EXHIBII tJ 
8 
J DO FIND PROBABLE CAUSE, DOMESTIC BATTERY AND ATTEMPTED 
STRANGULATION 
KM ASK FOR $25,000 BAIL 
J OKAY. WE DO HA VE A NO CONT ACT ORDER. WILL SET BAIL AT $25,000 
1255 END OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
105 BACK ON THE RECORD FOR FIRST APPEARANCE 
J I HA VE ENTERED A NO CONTACT ORDER. NO CONTACT WITH THE VICTIM. 
J YOU DIDN'T COMPLETE A FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
J ARE YOU PLANNING ON HIRING YOUR ATTORNEY 
DEF YES. HAVEN'T HIRED Ol\1E YET. 
J DO YOU WANT TO APPLY FOR PUBLIC DEFENDER IN THE MEANTIME. 
DEF NO, DON'T WANT PUBLIC DEFENDER. 
J OKAY. THOSE TWO FELONY CHARGES ARE VERY SERIOUS. IF YOU FIND THAT 
YOU CANNOT HIRE AN ATTORNEY, I WOULD SUGGEST YOU APPLY FOR PUBLIC 
DEFENDER A WEEK BEFORE YOUR PRELIMINARY HEARING. 
J AS LONG AS YOU ARE IN CUSTODY, THE NOTICES WILL BE FAXED TO YOU AT TH 
JAIL. CONFIRMS MAILING ADDRESS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Fl~ST JUDJOJAL 0~ Of IDAHO Ol=·THE STATE OF JDAHOr IN ANO FOFI THE COONTY ~llMSf BONNER 
!7" 1;?':T J 1JDJC1 Al DJST. 
) Case No. CR-2012-2_908 j llllZ JUN 2b A q. ZS 
) hARl!: SGGTT ) CLERK OlSTRICT COURT 
PJ~nUff 
) NO CONTAC"r QSPES :::IJ _o_o_~~s_r_1_6_/a~4=·~!!!:.:,:~S$--N-XD~·-xx_-~ao_9_0~~---'} · DEPLJ"fY7 _ D~n,dant - ) 
A 'VIOWlTION OF nus OROeR fS A SEPARATE CRIME under Idaho Code§ Te-920, for Which 110 bai1 will be ~ ilrltll em B~'71iee bdore .q fudge, A first and MCOnd conviction far~he tirime CJf viohdfon of .u no cc,n1act order it; a miGdGml!lanO( IUJi:l ls puhishable by a filffl ntit exce thousand dollm's (S1 ,oDO) er by;~ in the county jail not to cxa:t::d one (1) year, or br,th. A rhitd eon on for 1liol11Unn of a no aontat:::t crdet wlthlill five (o) )'NJ'S le a ffd.,ny lffld is 'P\'mshable by a fine Dot ~ditlg five thousalld dl::llars ($5,00D)·or by imprisonMW\t in the sbda priS(lrs not to e#eed fi\18 (5) yrmra, oc both, Further~ any suc:h riolricn of this ordN' rh:ly result bl the Inti~ or rnlJl:lilicMlori of the bond set In uttderlylng t1harge for which lhh no IOQllhld: urderwas imposed. 
Jf IN!1'4 is more ihan one darnestiQ 'Violence proter:.tlora order in: piftc'JI!, thu l'ntJ$l restrictive provision will r:ontrot .any cr.mflicting tenrm at trl't)' other civil or criminal t:,n:necflon order. 
Thf:.i order may subi~ you to Fld!!~I p~r,;,n under 18 U.S. Cade § 932 If yo" poSSIIISS, TeQt!IM!, QT tr81Tl3port ~ f"lfe;:iitn. 
THIS ORDl::R c.A:N BE UODfFIED .9r!LI lttY A JUDGE AND WILL EXl'IFi~: 
r ] Ordered / Served lo Opl;lr1 court 
Faxed to: ~rlff'f. Office- Records. SPD, POPO, PRPD, VAST~ [ ~l Booking (faX 208•25!M975) C AgetJcy: (ONLY t.iond lo agency if faxing ~ci5 after 5 pm) for-~ Qn defendant lrrtercffl~ ta: Prn-cuta,a O County PA Cl Olry PA pl'inr to r@lease from D Pllbli~ Def(ffldet 
cuelody f J:1;111 must Ma~ to: EJ Victim 
teklm d4!!fcndtmt's aignl!ld 
COflY to court) 
0 ~tenl5<l! A.ttomeY-----------------
Deputy Clark Date 
S>lc:ffl::'.I ;..1MrnJ c:f3Mtm 
EXHIBIT B 
Donru,r 019 NO CONTACT ORllefl Rev, O::it12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 





STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/ Petitioner 
BARBARA A BUCHANAN 
MAGISTRATE COURT 
SUSAN AYERLE 
Atty: KATHERINE MURDOCK 




JUL 10 2012 TIME: 11 :00 AM 
CRTRM: 2 
vs JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
Defendant I Respondent 
INDEX SPEAKER 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 
MOTION TO MODIFY/DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER 
PHASE OF CASE 
1126 Calls Case 
Present: I DEF WITH TOBY MCLAUGHLIN; KATHERINE MURDOCK FOR 
STATE; VICTIM CANDICE MARIE FOURNIER 
J MOTION TO MODIFY 
REQUEST FILED BY ALLEGED VICTIM 
SHE IS PRESENT 
CMF STILL WANT DISMISSED 
KM OBJECT TO HAVE DISMISSED AT THIS TIME 
ALLEGATIONS 
PRELIM IS TOMORROW 
NO RESOLUTION IN CASE 
HOME OWNED BY DEFENDANT 
CONCERNS MIGHT HAPPEN AGAIN 
J ASSUME CLIENT WANTS DISMISSED 
BUT CHARGED WITH FELONIES 
POTENTIAL CHARGES 
WAY TO SERIOUS CHARGES 
WAY TO EARLY IN CASE 









. -· ···-· -- -·~ •<r' . ~ - ·----- .• ·-· - - - ···-
STATE OF ID.AHO J 
County of Bonr,er } 
FILED ) 
AT O'clock ___ . __ M. 
CLERK Of THE D!STRlC'r COURT 
Depuly 
!N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
Case No. CR- dO I(}-21: o~· 
.'1/lxcP~ 
~"'-+-'--'"--+---,,,,__ SEX: _/1)~_ 
9RJ>ERTO 
[)i..fJIODIFY 
[ ] TERMJNATE 
NO CONTACT ORDER 
A No Contact Order having been entered ln this case on , 20 , and good 
cause appearing to modify or terminate said order, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the No Contact Order prevjously issued herein be: 
M Modified as follows, and will be in effect until 11 :59 p.m. on ________ _ 
Y ' 20 , or upon dismissjl of the case: · 
,·~..-v\, 5(& .. 7 1/i' 
[ ) 
[ J upon request of the Prosecuto'r and Victim. 
[ ] civil protection order already has or will .be obtained by vlctim(s). 
[ J diversion program entered into by defendant on terms set out by thf! prosecutor. 
[ ] . 
ENTERED this _j__ day of ---=-..r=~,1(..1,,l~"-"'---l-------> 
Copies sent: I I to: 






D In Court 
D ln court 
t:l !ncourt 
tJ tncourt 
ORDER TO: Modify/Terminate· No Contliid 0(d9t 
BonCty -7 /6/04 
D Interoffice 
0 interoffice 
D . c/o Jail {if Def. in 
O . . via Prosecutor 
EXHIBIT D 
D Postal Service 
Cl_ Postal Service 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 









08/01/12 TIME: 2:00 PM 
STATE OF IDAHO vs JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
Plaintiff/ Petitioner Defendant / Respondent 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
Atty: KATHERINE MURDOCK 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
235 J Calls Case 
Present: I KATHERINE MURDOCK, TOBY MCLAUGHLIN, DEFENDANT 
BOTH READY TO PROCEED 
KM CALL DEPUTY HERBIG 
CLERK NATHAN HERBIG SWORN 
KM DIRECT 
NH PATROL DEPUTY WITH BCSO, POST CERTIFIED AS OF THIS YEAR, WAS IN A FIELD 
TRAINING PROGRAM AT TIME OF INCIDENT, DEPUTY AARON FLINT WAS MY SENIOR 
OFFICER (EXPLAINS) SPENT APPROXIMATELY A WEEK ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
TRAINING AT POST, ON DUTY JUNE 24TH 2012 ABOUT 5:30 AM, CALL FROM MS. 
FOURNIER, HER PARENTS CALLED THAT SHE HAD BEEN BATTERED AT HER 
RESIDENCE, 544 FERNGULL Y ROAD, SPOKE WITH MS. FORTNER, MADE CONTACT WITH 
HER PARENTS, CANDACE WAS LAYING ON THE LIVING ROOM FLOOR, BRUISING ON 
NECK, FACE AND EYES, SCRATCHED AND BRUISING ON HER FOOT 
TM CROSS 
J SCRATCH THAT LAST REMARK 
NG BRUISING BRIGHT RED AND PURPLISH, A LITTLE YELLOW ON HER NECK, HER FOOT 
HAD SMALL SCRAPE WITH SOME DRIED BLOOD ON IT AND PURPLE BRUISING, 
240 TM OBJECTION 
J SUSTAINED 
NH FURTHER INVESTIGATION, INTERVIEWED HER AND HAD HER WRITE A STATEMENT, 
PHOTOGRAPHED ALL INJURIES, TOOK PHOTOS WHILE IN HER RESIDENCE ABOUT A 
HALF HOUR AFTER I GOT THERE, (VIEWS STATES EXHIBITS A THROUGH G) 
RECOGNIZE A I TOOK THE PHOTO OF MS. FOURNIER NECK, TOOK ON DATE OF THE 
INCIDENT, ACCURATELY DEPICTS WHAT I SAW THAT DAY, 
TM PHOTO SPEAKS FOR ITSELF 
J OFFER PHOTOS? 
KM YES 
NH l TOOK ALL THE PHOTOS AT THE SAME T!ME 
243 KM (CONTINUES DIRECT) 
NH ACCURATELY DEPICT, 
KM MOVE TO ADMIT A THROUGH G 























344 NG (TESTIMONY) TALKED WITH MR HILLBROOM, H
E SAID HE HAD NOTHING TO SAY TO E, 
l PLACED HIM UNDER ARREST, I READ HIM MIRANDA AND PUT HIM
 IN THE BACK OF 
PATROL CAR, I TALKED WITH HIM AFTER THAT, HE STATED HE AT
TEMPTED TO "BEAR 
HOOK" HER BECAUSE SHE ATIEMPTED TO HIT HIM IN THE FACE, 
HE ASKED IF THERE 
I 
WERE BITE MARKS, 
TM OBJECT 
247 J EXPLAIN 
' / 
TM TRYING TO BRING IN OTHER EVIDENCE OF BAD ACTS
 ! 
J OVER RULE THE OBJECTION 
NH I DID MIRANDIZE HIM AS I PUT HIM IN THE CAR, HE STA




J SUSTAIN THE OBJECTION 
249 NH THERE WAS A MARK ON HER CHEEK 
TM OBJECTION 
J OVER RULE 
i 
NH THERE WAS A CIRCULAR MARK ON HER CHEEK THAT
 I RECOGNIZED AS A BITE MARK, 1 
I HE SAID HE BITES HER ON THE LEGS AND CHEST, 
I 
250 TM CROSS 
J 
NH GRADUATED FROM POST THE MIDDLE OF MARCH 201
2, HAVE BEEN PATROL OFFICER 
SINCE THEN, MIRANDIZED MR HILLBROOM, ASKED IF HE UNDERS
TOOD HIS RIGHT, DO 
NOT RECALL HIS RESPONSE, HE DID INDICATE TO ME THAT HE U
NDERSTOOD HIS 
RIGHTS, THERE IS AN AUDIO OF WHAT OCCURRED THAT DAY, DID
 NOT REMIND HIM IN 
THE CAR, WAS NOT CHAOTIC AT THE SCENE, HE TRIED TO GIVE 
HIS POSSESSIONS TO 
OTHER PEOPLE, I READ HIS RIGHTS WHILE WE WERE WALKING T
O HIS VEHICLE, HE 
ASKED ME IF SHE HAD BITE MARKS, 
252 KM NOTHING FURTHER 
I 
I 
KM CALL MS. FOURNIER 
: 
MW REPRESENTING HER, EXTREME FEAR OF PUBLIC SPEAK
ING 




CF 21, NEVER TESTIFIED BEFORE, LIVE IN HOPE , LIVED T
HERE SINCE APRIL OF THIS 
YEAR, RECOGNIZE DEFENDANT, HE IS THE FATHER OF MY CHILD
 WHO IS FIVE AND A 
HALF MONTHS, LIVE IN AN APARTMENT ABOVE HIS GARAGE, NEV
ER LIVED TOGETHER 
IN SAME HOUSE, WAS AT BAR THAT NIGHT, THEN WENT HOME, A
 FRIEND DROVE, GOT 
HOME AROUND 2:30 OR 3:00 AM, I GOT OUT OF THE CAR, JUNIOR
 ASKED MY FRIEND TO 
LEAVE AND HE LEFT, WE ARGUED ABOUT MY FRIEND, I WAS OUT
SIDE THE GARAGE, 
VERBAL ARGUMENT BECAME PHYSICAL, 
258 MW ASK MY CLIENT TO ASSERT FIRST AMENDMENT R
IGHTS 
J SHE HAS TO DO THAT AND THE ANSWER HAS TO BE 
INCRIMINATING 
KM VOIRE DIRE 
CF ANSWER MIGHT INCRIMINATE ME, 
259 J I AM NOT SEEING REASONABLE BASIS, THEY COU
LD GIVE HER IMMUNITY 
KM I AM WILLING TO GIVE IMMUNITY I JUST WANT TO NA
RROW IT DOWN 
300 J IF YOU WANT TO CONSULT WITH MR WALDRUP 
LET ME KNOW AND WE WILL TAKE A 
RECESS, 
CF OBSERVES PHOTOS ADMITIED INTO EVIDENCE, {IDENTIFIE
S PHOTOS) JR KEPT 
GRABBING MY NECK FACE AND HAIR, IDENTIFIES C, REMEMBER W
HEN PICTURE WAS 
TAKEN, DON'T RECALL WHEN I GOT THE MARK, 
MW OFFERED IMMUNITY BUT DIDN'T GIVE 
i 
I 
305 KM HAVEN'T GOTIEN THERE YET, 
I 
! 
CF BRUISING ON MY CHEEK FROM JUNIOR BITING ME, IT HAPP
ENED THAT NIGHT, EXHIBIT 
FARE SCRATCHES HE GRABBED ME BY THE ARM AND I RIPPED M
Y ARM AWAY, OTHER 
EXHIBIT BRUISES ON OTHER ARM, (VIEWS EXHIBIT G) LEFT FOOT
 SCRATCHES CAUSED 
WHEN I KICKED HIM, KICKED HIM TO GET HIM OFF OF ME, 
309 KM CONTINUES 
CF REMEMBER WRITING STATEMENT, 
KM MAY I TREAT AS HOSTILE OR ADVERSE 
TM I OBJECT 
J NOT HOSTILE AT THIS POINT SHE CAN REFER TO WRITTEN STATEMENT AND IF SHE 
BECOMES HOSTILE YOU CAN TRY AGAIN 
CF VIEWS EXHIBIT H, MY WRITTEN STATEMENT, I WROTE IT, I SIGNED IT ON THE 24TH, OF 
JUNE, CONTACT WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AT MY PARENTS HOUSE, OFFICER WAS 
THERE DUE TO PHYSICAL ARGUMENT WITH DEFENDANT I PLEAD THE FIFTH 
312 KM I OFFER IMMUNITY TO ANY BATTERY SHE MIGHT HAVE COMMITTED THAT NIGHT ! I 
MW I LEAVE THAT TO COURTS DISCRETION, I 
J ASK HER WHAT MR. H!LLBROOM DID TO HER 
J IF THE IMMUNITY HAS BEEN GRANTED THEN IT IS BINDING, NOTE THAT STATE HAS 
OFFERED IMMUNITY FOR ANY TYPE OF BATTERY OR ASSAULT ON THE DATE IN 
I QUESTION, 
314 OFF RECORD (WHILE VICTIM DISCUSSES WITH COUNSEL) I 
318 ON RECORD l ! 
KM I WILL SUBMIT I I 
MW I THOUGHT WE HAD IMMUNITY ! I 
KM JUST FOR BATTERY OR DOMESTIC BATTERY NOT FOR ASSAULT OR AGG ASSAULT 
319 TM CROSS I 
CF AT BAR IN SDPT THAT NIGHT, GOT RIDE BECAUSE I WAS VERY INTOXICATED, FALLING ! 
! 
COULD HAVE BEEN DUE TO INTOXICATION, I 
J THERE HAS BEEN OFFER OF IMMUNITY 
MW WE DISCUSSED THAT I 
J ALSO UNDER OATH, l i 
CF I DID PUNCH HIM IN THE MOUTH, I HIT HIM FIRST, HE BEAR HUGGED AND TOLD TO 
I CALM DOWN, HE WAS HUGGING ME WITH HIS ARMS AROUND ME, MARKS WERE 
BECAUSE I PULLED AWAY, CAUSED BY MY MOVEMENTS, I ALSO KICKED HIM, I HIT HIM 
FIRST, HE WAS TRYING TO CALM ME DOWN, HE SAID CALM DOWN, WHY ARE DOING 
THIS, CAN'T YOU SEE THAT I LOVE YOU, WENT HOME, DON'T BELIEVE HE WAS TRYING 
TO HURT ME, DON'T WANT CHARGES PRESSED, 
323 KM ASK AGAIN FOR PERMISSION TO TREAT THE WITNESS AS HOSTILE 
TM OBJECT i 
J HER TESTIMONY IS COMPLETELY INCONSISTENT WITH PICTURES, HER STATEMENTS I 
TO YOU AS COMBINED WITH RECALCITRANCE, I DETERMINE SHE IS A HOSTILE ! 
WITNESS SO ALLOW STATE TO ASK LEADING QUESTIONS I 
324 KM REDIRECT 




J YOU NEED TO ANSWER THE QUESTION ' ! 
CF HIS FINGERS CAUSED THE MARKS, I PULLED AWAY BECAUSE I WAS UPSET, I DON'T 
KNOW WHY HE CAME AFTER ME, HE BEAR HUGGED ME, I TRIED TO GET AWAY, RAN 
j 
DOWN THE DRIVEWAY, HE CAME AFTER ME, HE TRIED TO CALM ME DOWN, DON'T 
RECALL THAT, (REVIEWS WRITTEN STATEMENT) 
J MR. WALDRUP ' I 
' 
MW WE HAVE HAD AMPLE CONVERSATION ABOUT TELLING THE TRUTH ! 
CF ITS VERY BLURRY 
330 OFF RECORD ' 
331 ON RECORD I 
J I WANT TO EMPHASIZE THAT YOU MUST TELL THE TRUTH ! 
KM (CONTINUES ) I 
CF I DON'T REMEMBER I WAS DRUNK, I I 
TM OBJt::CTION ASSUMES FAC IS NOT IN EVIDENCE i 
J AT THIS POINT IT DOES STATEMENT HAS NOT BEEN OFFERED l 
CF (REVIEWS WRITTEN STATEMENT) I 
TM OBJECTION I 
J SUSTAINED I 
CF HE WAS JUST TRYING TO CALM ME DOWN I 
KM NO FURTHER QUESTIONS I 
J H HAS NOT BEEN OFFERED BUT IS MARKED I 
ff, 
335 TM NO EVIDENCE 
KM PICTURES SHOW SERIOUS INJURY, I THINK SUFFICIENT EVIDENCE ON THE PICTURES i 
ALONE ALSO IN COMBINATION WITH OFFICERS REPORT, PHOTO OF NECK IS ENOUGH 
TO SUSTAIN CHARGE OF STRANGULATION (ARGUMENT) 
336 TM NO EVIDENCE OF CRIMINAL INTENT, (ARGUMENT, GOES OVER TESTIMONY) NO 
EVIDENCE OF EITHER CHARGE, THAT IS NOT DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, ASK THESE 
CHARGES BE DISMISSED 
J INTENT CAN BE INFERRED FROM THE CIRCUMSTANCES, THIS (PICS) IS NOT PLAYFUL, 
THESE PICS IN MY VIEW I DO RECOGNIZE SHE IS A RECALCITRANT WITNESS, I DON'T 
THINK SHE IS SO AFRAID OF PUBLIC SPEAKING I THINK AFRAID PERHAPS OF 
IMPLICATING MR. HILLBROOM AT THIS POINT, SHE WAS CLEARLY RECALCITRANT, SHE 
MAY HAVE BEEN UPSET BUT HER STATEMENT THAT SHE THREW THE FIRST PUNCH 
SUGGESTS TO ME THAT MR. HILLBROOM WAS UPSET ALSO, FOR THE STANDARD OF 
TODAYS HEARING SUFFICIENT, ORDER HELD OVER TO DISTRICT COURT, THERE IS AN 
NCO, 
KM THERE IS A MOTION TO DISMISS NCO, REMAIN RELEASED ON BAIL, I 
MW SHE IS PREPARED TO OFFER TESTIMONY I I 
MW DIRECT I I 
CF WANT NCO LIFTED OR MODIFIED TO OPENLY EXCHANGE CUSTODY OF OUR CHILD, I 
i 
WANT IT LIFTED ENTIRELY, I HAVE NO FEAR OR CONCERN FOR MY SAFETY AROUND 
HIM, HE IS NOT AGGRESSIVE, HAVE KNOWN HIM A YEAR AND A HALF, NO OTHER 
INCIDENTS OF VERBAL ARGUMENTS OR PHYSICAL INCIDENTS, AN HOUR DRIVE FROM 
MY PARENTS HOUSE, 
345 KM NO QUESTIONS ' I 
TM NO QUESTIONS I 
J YOUR CLIENTS POSITION? 
TM IN FAVOR OF IT 
J NO PROBLEM FACILITATING 
KM OBJECT TO DISMISSING AGREE TO FAMILY MEMBERS DOING THE EXCHANGE, I 
347 TM OUT AT END OF PENINSULA I 
J DENY REQUEST TO DISMISS COMPLETELY, I WOULD ENTER ORDER MODIFYING 
I 
I 
MW PHONE CONTACT? 
J I HAVE TO MAKE SURE THIS PROCESS HAS INTEGRITY, SHE WAS NOT FORTHCOMING 
I 
ATIRIBUTE IT TO HER NOT WANTING TO TESTIFY AGAINST MR. HILLBROOM, 
ACCOMMODATE CHILD EXCHANGE THROUGH A THIRD PERSON, THEY HAVE FRIENDS 
AND FAMILY HERE, NO DIRECT PERSONAL CONTACT, 
TM WOULD LIKE HIS FAMILY MEMBERS TO BE ABLE TO DO THAT, MAY COMMUNICATE 
THROUGH THESE THIRD PERSONS, 
DEF MIKE FITZPATRICK, MORGAN KENNEY, ZACH CARLSON, DUSTY AND CHERYL ! 
FOURNIER, 
DEF WE HAVE ALREADY BEEN DOING THIS AND IT IS A REAL HASSLE, S 
CHILDS NAME, 
354 END i 
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Atty: KATHERINE MURDOCK 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
INDEX SPEAKER 
COURT MINUTES 
CASE NO. CR-2012-2908 
DATE: 09-18-12 TIME: 10:45 AM. 
COURTROOM 2+ 
vs JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
Defendant / Respondent 
Atty: D. TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 
MOTION TO MODIFY/DISMISS NO CONTACT ORDER 
PHASE OF CASE 
10:48 J Calls Case 
Present: I DEFENDANT IN CUSTODY, D. TOBY MCLAUGHLIN, SHANE 






J MS. FOURNIER IS IN THE LOBBY AND SHE HAS AN INFANT. YOUR CLIENT HAS ! 
OFFERED TO WATCH THE CHILD. I 
TM CAN I HAVE A MOMENT? I 
J YES i 
10:48 OFF RECORD i 
10:49 RESUME i I 
J ARE YOU MS. FOURNIER? ! 
CF YES I 
J YOU FILED A MOTION? 
I 
I 
CF YES. I 
I WORK. MY MOTHER IS BACK AT WORK. NEED HELP WITH CHILD. i l 
10:51 J POSITION? l 
TM CALL CANICE FOURNIER I 
CLERK CANDICE FOURNIER SWORN. ! 
TM DIRECT I 
CF NOT CONCERNED FOR MY SAFETY OR MY CHILDS. HAVE KNOWN I I 




HAVE TALKED TO THE PROSECUTOR. l 
10:53 SG CROSS : 
CF ONE VIOLATION OF NO CONTACT ORDER TODAY. RECALL PRELIM AND i 
PICTURES AT PRELIM. 
I 
I 
SG CONSIDER PHOTOGRAPHS FROM PRELIM. i I 
TM NO OBJECTION. ; 
J I WILL CONSIDER. i 
CF DEFENDANT HAS PROVIDED ME WITH MONEY AND A PLACE TO LIVE. I i 
SGTM NOTHING FURTHER. I 
J ANY OTHER COMMENTS? i 
TM MY CLIENT WANTS NO CONTACT ORDER LIFTED. ! 
SG CHARGED WITH TWO FELONIES. IF YOU LOOK AT PHOTOS THIS VIOLENCE I WAS DIRECTED AT VICTIM. 
NO CONT ACT ORDER SHOULD NOT BE LIFTED. i 
10:57 TM VIOLENCE WAS NOT ONE SIDED. EXPLAINS. I 
J FURTHER COMMENTS? i I 
CF I AM THE ONE THAT STARTED THE FIGHT. I 
11:01 TM CAN I MAKE COMMENTS ABOUT EVIDENCE ADMITTED AT PRELIM? ' 
J YES I i 
TM POLICE REPORT NOT ADMITTED. DIDN'T KNOW WHAT YOU WERE LOOKING 
i AT. 





ATTEMPTED STRANGULATION AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ARE SERIOUS. THE I 
PHOTOS INDICATE SIGNIFICANT PHYSICAL CONTACT. , 
DENY DISMISSAL OF NO CONTACT ORDER. I 
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01/04/13 TIME: 9:30 AM 
STATE OF IDAHO vs JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
Plaintiff/ Petitioner Defendant/ Respondent 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN Atty: SANDPOINT CITY PROSECUTOR 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
934 J Calls Case 
Present: I TOBY MCLAUGHLIN, LORI MEULENBERT 
TM MR HILLBROOM CHARGED WITH DOMESTIC VIOLENCE, ORIGINALLY HE WAS 
I CHARGED, COURT ISSUED NCO IN THAT NCO PROHIBITED CONTACT, ALLEGED 
VICTIM SAID THAT SHE PUNCHED HIM FIRST, SHE MOVED TO LIFT NCO ON THREE 
J DIFFERENT OCCASIONS, AFTER THIRD MOTION TO LIFT NCO, MR. HILLBROOM WAS 
I ARRESTED FOR SPEAKING TO VICTIM IN PARKING LOT, HAVE COPIES OF ACTUAL 
STATUTES AND COURT RULINGS, 18-920 STATES VIOLATION HAS THREE DISTINCT I ELEMENTS, FIRST ELEMENT NOT AN ISSUE, 2'° ELEMENT IS AT ISSUE STATE HAS TO 
PROVE EACH ELEMENT, 2ND ELEMENT CANNOT EXIST, NOT EVERY ORDER BY COURT 
CONSTITUTES A NO CONT ACT ORDER, VERY SPECIFICALLY DEFINED BY IDAHO 
SUPREME COURT, NCO MUST CONTAIN CERTAIN INFORMATION 3RD ELEMENT IS THAT 
ORDER WILL EXPIRE ON A SPECIFIC DATE OR UPON DISMISSAL OF THE CASE, ORDER 
DID NOT CONTAIN AN EXPIRATION DATE, DOES SAY UPON DISMISSAL BUT THAT IS 
/ 940 NOT SUFFICIENT, 
I 
MUST CONTAIN BOTH OR UPON DISMISSAL OF CASE WHICHEVER COMES FIRST, 
I 
I 
TERMINATION DATE WAS LEFT BLANK, I DON'T THINK THE STATE IS DISPUTING THAT 
'LM THAT ORDER IS NOT IN THIS CASE HE HAS NOT PRESENTED IT AS EVIDENCE AT THIS 
POINT FOR YOU TO CONSIDER 
J I CAN PROBABLY TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE ORDER IN THAT FILE 
LM NOT PART OF THIS RECORD 
J THAT NCO IS THE BASIS OF THAT CASE, 
LM WE HAVE IT AS EVIDENCE 
942 
IJ 
I DO YOU HAVE ANY OBJECTION TO ME TAKING JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE NCO IN CR-
, 12-29081 WILL NEED TO HAVE IT MARKED AS AN EXHIBIT IN THIS CASE 
J MARK COPY OF COPY OF ORDER EXHIBIT A 
LM/TM NO OBJECTION 
TM STATE POSITS THREE ARGUMENTS, 
J I ONLY TAKE ISSUE OF SECOND POINT, DEFENDANT HAD TO MOVE TO MODIFY, I 
' THINK SHE MEANT SINCE HE DION T SAY ANYTHING AT THE POIN 
LM DEFENDANT TO BRING UP THE SUBJECT 
I™ I WILL ADDRESS THAT, THE FIRST POINT LM ARGUES THAT IT IS VALID, THE CASES I SHE FILES ARE CONTEMPT OF COURT THAT IS NOT WHAT THIS IS, A NO CONT.A.CT 
ORDER AS DEFINED BY IDAHO RULE, POINT BEING THAT THE WORDS NCO IS 
SPECIFICALLY DEFINED IN THAT RULE, IT IS THE PLAIN LANGUAGE OF THE RULE, 
ORDER DOES NOT CONTAIN TERMINATION DATE, OUR POSITION IS THAT SPECIFIC 
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I GUIDELINES, EVEN IF WE IGNORE THAT ARGUMENT, STILL DOES NOT QUALIFY AS AN II 
I NCO, COULD STILL BE ENFORCED THROUGH A MOTION OF CONTEMPT THROUGH THE 
I OTHER CASE, STATE IS REQUIRED TO PROVE A NO CONTACT ORDER AND IT CANNOT I 
I DOSO, I 
I WOULD OBJECT TO THIS BECAUSE IT IS BEING TAKEN TO APPEAL I ' 
I UNDERSTAND THAT, ST ATE VS HERREN DISCUSS BECAUSE IT ILLUSTRATES 
THIS IS NOW BEING APPEALED TO THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT ! 
. THAT IS MY UNDERSTANDING 
WOULD NOT BE USED AS PRECEDENCE JUST USING AS ANALYSIS, 
1 YES, (DESCRIBES CASE) QUOTES THIRD ELEMENT, NO CONTACT ONLY WITHIN 100 
FEET, (ARGUMENT) STILL AN ORDER BUT DOESN'T JUSTIFY A CONVICTION UNDER 
THIS CRIMINAL STATUTE, NOT TO SAY THE ORDER IS NOT VALID JUST NOT 
CHARGEABLE OR PROVABLE UNDER THIS STATUTE, STATE MUST PROVE A VALID NO 
I CONTACT ORDER, WERE SAYING STATE HAS TO PROVE THE ELEMENTS OF THE 
I CRIME, THIS IS NOT AN APPEAL THIS IS A CHARGE UNDER 18-920 so NOT A 
COLLATERAL ATTACK, FINAL ARGUMENT THE STATE ARGUES IT IS UP TO THE 
DEFENDANT TO BRING THE DEFICIENCY UP TO THE COURT BUT THE DEFENSE 
WOULDN'T KNOW ABOUT IT, NOBODY KNOWS ABOUT IT UNTIL HE WAS ACTUALLY 
CHARGED WITH A CRIME THEN DUE TO RESEARCH REALIZED AND BROUGHT TO 
COURT IMMEDIATELY, (REFERS TO CASTRO CASE) REQUIREMENT IS TO HAVE A 
TERMINATION DATE, MS. FOURNIER AND MR. HILLBROOM HAD CONTACT IN THE 
I PARKING LOT ON THE DATE OF A HEARING, ASK COURT TO FIND THE STATE CANNOT 
PROVE 2No ELEMENT AND CASE BE DISMISSED 
MOVE TO ADMIT STATES EXHIBITS 1,2,3,4 AND 5 
(SHOWS DEFENDANT EXHIBITS) I 
ANY OBJECTION 
NO OBJECTION FOR PURPOSES OF THIS HEARING 
ADMITTED SOLELY FOR PURPOSE TO SHOW NO MENTION TO COURT OF ISSUE WITH 
NCO NOT HAVING A TERMINATION DATE AND IT WAS HEARD ON MULTIPLE 
i OCCASIONS 
HERREN CASE HAD TO WITH ISSUE OF WHAT THE WORD CONT ACT IS AND THIS IS I 
NOT RELEVANT TO THIS CASE, THAT IS NOT AT ISSUE IN OUR SITUATION, 
STATUTES DO ADDRESS ISSUE OF TERMINATION DATE BUT DO NOT SAY THOSE 
ORDERS WOULD BE INVALID OR VOID, TO USE THOSE CASES AS DISPOSITIVE IS NOT 
APPROPRIATE, THERE IS LANGUAGE IN MANY OF THE CASES I HAVE PRESENTED 
THAT THERE IS SOME POINT WHERE A DEFENDANT MUST SAY "THERE IS AN ERROR 
HERE" THEY ARE NOT ALLOWED TO JUST STAND BY AND VIOLATE AND ORDER AND 
SAY "WOOPS THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH IT AND I SHOULD GET BY WITH IT," 
IT IS A COLLATERAL ATTACK (EXPLAINS) JUDGE VERBY WOULD BE THE ONLY ON TO 
HAVE JURISDICTION TO CHANGE THE TERMS OF THE ORDER AND HE HAS 
ADDRESSED THE NCO AS WELL AND HE DID NOT CHANGE IT, CORRECT REMEDY 
WOULD NOT BE TO DISMISS BUT TO ALLOW STATE TO AMEND TO CONTEMPT CASE, 
HE ACKNOWLEDGES IT IS AN ORDER STILL. HE IS INCORRECT IN SAYING THAT WE 
HAVE TO DISMISS AND RE FILE IN THE OTHER CASE, 
I DO APPRECIATE HE DID BRING THIS TO OUR ATTENTION EARLY RATHER THAN TO 
i WAIT UNTIL THE JURY IS SEATED, IF THE DEFECT IS FATAL I CAN MAKE THE DECISION 
I NOW RATHER THAN AT THE END OF THE STATES CASE. I AM TRYING TO DISCERN 
I THE FATALITY OF THE DEFECT . 
I NOT LETHAL AND NOT DEFECTIVE, ONE IS POLICY REASONS WHICH I HAVE POINTED 
OUT IN MY BRIEF, WE DON'T WANT PEOPLE TO BE ABLE TO IGNORE NCO'S IN 
VOLATILE SITUATIONS AND NOT FOLLOW COURTS ORDER, I DO THINK COLLATERAL 
ATTACK IS HUGE AS WELL, (ARGUMENT) ANOTHER JUDGE SHOULD NOT BE RULING 
ON ANOTHER PERSONS ORDER WHEN THEY ARE NOT INVOLVED IN THE CASE, FROM 
STATES POSITION HE DID INDEED IGNORE A COURTS ORDER AND THAT IS WHY WE 
' ARE HERE TODAY 
NO EVIDENCE THAT THE DEFENSE KNEW ABOUT THIS PARTICULAR DEFECT OR WE 
WOULD HAVE BROUGHT UP SOONER, WHAT ABOUT THE STATE, NO RELEVANT TO 
ISSUE AT HAND, ISSUE IS THE ELEMENTS OF THE CHARGED CRIME, NCO DEFINED BY 

















I STATE LAW, MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST THESE MINIMUM THINGS, IF COURT IGNORES 
/ THAT THROWS OUT RULES, AS TO DISMISSAL ARGUMENT WHETHER OR NOT HE CAN 
I BE CHARGED WITH CONTEMPT FOR VIOLATING THAT IS UP TO THE PROSECUTOR IN 
I THE ORIGINAL CASE, MS MUELENBERG'S ARGUMENT IS A SLIPPERY SLOPE, 
I JUDGES OF COEQUAL JURISDICTION ARE FREE TO DEAL WITH WHEN IN FRONT OF 
I US 
I ALL THREE MOTIONS WERE BROUGHT BY MS. FOURNIER SIMPL y A MATTER OF THE 
I ELEMENTS OF THIS CASE, 
I I THINK THERE IS A CRIME OF CONTEMPT AND I THINK IT CAN BE PROSECUTED AND 
CHARGED 
THE DEFENSE IS NOT CONCEDING THAT THE COURT ORDER IS VALID, 
I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE IT WELL REASONED DECISION, I WANT TO THANK YOU GUYS, 
GREAT LEGAL WORK FROM BOTH OF YOU, I AM GOING TO TAKE IT UNDER 
ADVISEMENT, YOU HAVE DONE SUCH A NICE JOB I THINK IT IS A MATTER OF 
DECISION MAKING AND NOT RESEARCH 
I I MADE SOME COMPARISONS TO IDAHO CRIMINAL LAW IT WOULD JUST BE 
I ANALOGOUS, 
I {DISCUSSION REGARDING COLLATERAL ATTACK) 
1 I WILL TAKE IT UNDER ADVISEMENT I WILL TRY TO LET YOU KNOW BY THE END OF 
NEXT WEEK 
END 
CASE NO. CR-12-4705 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 














The MOTION TO DISMISS filed by Defendant JlJNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM 
December 14, 2012 was heard January 4, 2013. Defendant was present at the hearing and 
represented by counsel Toby McLaughlin. The State was represented by Sandpoint City 
Prosecutor Lori Meulenberg. Defendant is charged with violating a No Contact Order on 
September 18, 2012 in SandpoinL Bonner County, Idaho in violation ofldaho Code 18-920. 
Defendant submits that the No Contact Order is fatally defective. Specifically, the issue 
presented is whether the No Contact Order entered by this Court in Bonner County Case No. 
CR-2012-2908 is void because this Court failed to designate a termination date. 
Findings of Fact 
The facts are not in dispute. The above-named Defendant Junior Larry Hillbroom was 
arrested and charged with attempted strangulation ( violation of IC 18-923) and domestic 
violence (violation ofIC 18-918) on June 24, 2012 in Bonner County Case No. CR-2012-2908. 
ORDER DENYiNG DEFENDANT'S 
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r. Hillbroom was arraigned on those charges by this Court the following day, that is, June 25, 
12. Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 18-920, a No Contact Order was issued by the 
undersigned was so at his initial appearance on 201 See 
copy of Minutes of court proceeding admitted as State's Exhibit 4. By its terms, the No Contact 
Order prohibits Mr. Hill broom from having any contact with Candice Marie Fournier. As 
reflected by the No Contact Order, a copy of which was admitted as Defendanfs Exhibit A, Mr. 
Hillbroom also was served with a copy of the No Contact Order on June 25, 2012. 
The portion of the Order pertinent to the issues raised by Mr. Hill broom's Motion to 
Dismiss states: THIS ORDER CAN BE MODIFIED ONLY BY A JUDGE AND WILL 
EXPIRE: at 11 :59 p.m. on ________ or upon dismissal of this case, whichever occurs 
first. No date was inserted by this Court on the blank line. 
Candice Fournier filed a Motion to Modify/Dismiss the No Contact Order in Case No. 
CR-2012-2098 and a hearing was held on that Motion on July 10, 2012 before the Honorable 
Barbara Buchanan. Mr. Hillbroom appeared at that hearing along with his attorney, Toby 
McLaughlin, as did Candice Fournier and Bonner County deputy prosecutor Katie Murdock. 
According to the Minutes, a copy of which is admitted as State's Exhibit 1, no one raised the 
issue that the Order failed to include a termination date. Judge Buchanan denied Candice 
Foumier's request to dismiss the No Contact Order. 
A second request to dismiss the No Contact Order was heard by the undersigned at the 
preliminary hearing in Case No. CR 2012-2098 held August 1, 2012. Ms. Murdock again 
represented the State and Mr. Hillbroom appeared, again with his counsel Toby McLaughlin. 
Candice Fournier also appeared, this time with counsel Michael \X/a]drup. Again, according to 
the Minutes, a copy of which is admitted as State's Exhibit 2, no one raised the issue that the No 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S 
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1 
ontact Order failed to include a termination date. Although this Court denied the request to 
dismiss the No Contact Order, it did modify the Order to allow third party contact via individuals 
identified to allmv custody of Defendant's child, 
 See State's Exhibit 5. 
A third request to dismiss the No Contact Order was considered in the district court by 
the Hon. Steve Yerby on September 18, 2012. At that hearing the State was represented by 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Shane Greenbank:. Mr. Hillbroom was present and 
represented by Mr. McLaughlin. Candice Fournier was present but self-represented. Again, as 
reflected by the Minutes, a copy of which is admitted as State's Exhibit 3, no one raised the issue 
that the No Contact Order failed to include a termination date. Again, Judge Yerby denied the 
request to dismiss the No Contact Order. 
This Court takes judicial notice of the Order entered by Judge Yerby on January 1 1, 
2013, in Case No. CR-2012-2908, in \Vhich Judge Yerby dismissed the case on the State's 
Motion. By the terms of the No Contact Order at issue in this case, but entered in Case No. CR-
2012-2908, it expired on January 1 L 2013, the date Case No. CR-2012-2908 was dismissed. 
Applicable Statute and Court Rule 
Defendant submits that Rule 46.2 of the Idaho Criminal Rules require that the No Contact 
Order specify a date of expiration, and without such a date, that the Order is fatally defective or 
void. 
Defendant is charged with violating Idaho Code 18-920, which states in pertinent part: 
18-920. Violation of no contact order. -(1) When a person is charged 
with or convicted of an offense under section 18-901, 18-903, 18-905, 18-
907, 18-909, 18-911, 18-913, 18-915, 18-918, 18-919, 18-6710, 18-
6711, 18-7905, 18-7906 or 39-6312, Idaho Code, or any other offense for 
which a court finds that a no contact order is appropriate, an order forbidding 
contact with another person may be issued. A no contact order may be 
imposed by the court or by Idaho criminal rule. 
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANT'S 
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(2) A violation of a no contact order is committed when: 
(a) A person has been charged or convicted under any offense defined in 
subsection (1) of this section; and 
(b) A no contact order has been issued, either by a court or by an 
Idaho criminal rule; and (Emphasis supplied) 
( c) The person charged or convicted has had contact with the stated person in 
violation of an order. 
Rule 46.2 of the Idaho Criminal Rules states in pertinent part: 
a) No contact orders issued pursuant to Idaho Code § 18-920 shall be in 
writing and served on or signed by the defendant. Each judicial district shall 
adopt by administrative order a form for no contact orders for that district. No 
contact orders must contain, at a minimum, the following information: 
(1) The case number, defendant's name and victim's name; 
(2) A distance restriction; 
(3) That the order will expire at 11:59 p.m. on a specific date, or upon 
dismissal of the case; (Emphasis supplied) 
(4) An advisory that: 
(a) A violation of the order may be prosecuted as a separate crime 
under LC. § 18-920 for which no bail will be set until an appearance 
before a judge, and the possible penalties for this crime, 
(b) The no contact order can only be modified by a judge, and 
( c) When more than one domestic violence protection order is in place, 
the most restrictive provision will control any conflicting terms of any 
other civil or criminal protection order. 
Rule 46.2 of the Idaho Criminal Rules was amended in 2004 to eliminate confusion 
resulting from the phrase used previously in No Contact Orders, which was that they "remain in 
effect until further order of the court." As expiained by the Idaho Supreme Court in State v. 
Castro, 145 Idaho 173, 177 P.3d 387 (2008): 
ORDER DENYiNG DEFENDANT'S 
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Pursuant to this Court's inherent rulemaking power, I.C.R. 46.2 was 
promulgated in 2002 to govern the issuance of no contact orders by Idaho 
courts. When it was adopted, this rule required that all no contact orders 
provide that" [t]he no contact order will remain in effect until further order of 
the court." 
However, within two years of its adoption, this Court became aware 
that I.C.R. 46.2 must be revised. Changes were made after a statewide study 
of the trial courts' handling of domestic violence cases. This study concluded 
that the most common complaint regarding no contact orders was their 
eternal existence stemming from the mandatory inclusion of the phrase 
" [t}he no contact order will remain in effect until further order of the court." 
Unless and until a party brought the matter back before the court, a no 
contact order remained in effect. This enshrined perpetuity resulted in 
confusion, false arrests, and lawsuits. The study noted that, in many cases, 
the parties subject to these orders get back together on their own accord 
despite the fact that a no contact order remains in legal effect. The study 
suggested that the mandatory inclusion of an end date in no contact orders 
could alleviate backlogging and confusion. 
Taking into consideration the findings and recommendations of the 
statewide study, on April 22, 2004, this Court issued an order amending 
certain Idaho Criminal Rules, including I.C.R. 46.2. The amended version of 
this rule eliminated the requirement that no contact orders contain the 
statement "[t]he no contact order will remain in effect until further order of 
the court," and added the requirement that no contact orders must specify 
"[t]hat the order will expire at 11:59 p.m. on a specific date, or upon 
dismissal of the case. "The amendment became effective July 1, 2004. 
As noted, Defendant contends that the No Contact Order in this case, which relies on an 
expiration date of "upon dismissal of the case," fails to comply with ICR 46.2 and is void. 
Analysis of Case Law Cited by Defendant 
Defendant cites State v. Castro, 145 Idaho 173, 177 P.3d 387 (2008), quoted above. A 
rather laborious review of Castro, although not directly on point, provides some insight because, 
as in this case, there were repeated hearings on requests to dismiss or modify the No Contact 
Order, although unlike this case, all those hearing were held after entry of Judgment. In Castro, 
the Defendant challenged the validity of the No Contact Order on the grounds that the No 
Contact Order failed to specify an expiration date. The lower court originally issued a No 
Contact Order prior to the amendment of Rule 46.2. That No Contact Order stated that "[t]his 
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order can only be modified by a judge and will remain in effect until further order from the 
court. " 145 Idaho at 175. Castro pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement and was sentenced to 
\Vhile Castro was serving his sentence, the victim filed a request to modify the No 
Contact Order to allow her to bring Castro's daughters to the prison to visit. A hearing on the 
victim's request to modify was held July 16, 2004, after amendment of Rule 46.2. At that 
hearing the prosecutor informed the judge that the amendment to ICR 46.2 required an expiration 
date on all no contact orders, noting that Castro's lacked an expiration date. Apparently through 
an oversight, the No Contact Order was not amended to include an expiration date. Castro filed 
a pro se Motion to vacate the No Contact Order on December 10, 2004. A hearing on that 
Motion was held April 4, 2005, at which time Castro was represented by counsel. Castro's 
attorney did not raise or argue the issue of lack of an expiration date in the order. The district 
court modified the No Contact Order, and the written order of modification, which was prepared 
by Castro's counsel, did not include an expiration date. On July 5, 2006, the State filed a motion 
to eliminate the modifications to the No Contact Order, and a hearing was held July 17, 2006. At 
that hearing the State raised the issue as to whether the No Contact Order should include an 
expiration date, but Castro's attorney did not raise the issue of lack of an expiration date. Rather, 
Castro's attorney challenged the court's jurisdiction to modify the existing order. The Court 
granted the State's motion but did not enter an expiration date. Castro appealed. On appeal, 
Castro argued that the district court should have applied the amended version ofICR 46.2 and 
vacated the No Contact Order because it did not include an expiration date. Although the 
Supreme Court in Castro stated that "we expect judges to provide a termination date, regardless 
of whether the modification to modify or terminate the no contract order is granted" on motions 
brought after July 1, 2004, they affirmed the lower court. 145 Idaho at 176. The Supreme Court 
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noted that "[i]t was the State that raised this issue below. Castro objected to modification of the 
order. The Supreme Court reasoned that "one may not complain of errors one has consented to 
or acquiesced " 145 Idaho at 176. 
As noted by the State, the Supreme Court in Castro did not hold that a No Contact Order 
without a specified termination date is void. The Supreme Court declined to consider the issue 
because it was not raised in the lower court. 
It is important to note that Castro is distinguishable because, unlike this case, the motions to 
modify the protection order in Castro were filed and heard after final Judgment was entered, so 
there was no opportunity for the case to be dismissed. In this case, the criminal charges 
underlying the issuance of the No Contact Order were still pending, so expiration of the No 
Contact Order "upon dismissal of the case" remained a legitimate expiration date. In fact, the No 
Contact Order expired by its terms when Judge Yerby dismissed the case on January 11, 2013. 
Defendant asserts that State v. Cobler, 148 Idaho 769, 229 P.3d 374 (2010) is dispositive of 
the issue in this case. In Cobler, the Defendant pleaded guilty to one count of sexual battery of a 
minor in 2006. At his initial appearance, the magistrate judge entered a No Contact Order 
prohibiting him from contacting the alleged victim and all minors "until dismissal of the case." 
Judgment was later entered and Cobler was sentenced to prison. Cobler filed a Rule 35 Motion 
and a Motion to Modify the No Contact Order to allow him to have contact with his own 
children. Both Motions were denied by the district court. Cobler appealed and argued that the 
No Contact Order was invalid from the outset because it was unconstitutionally overbroad. The 
Supreme Court declined to consider that issue because Cobler failed to raise it in the lower court. 
However, the Supreme Court remanded for further proceedings because of the lack of the district 
court's clarity in delineating the reasons for denying the .ivfotion to Modify the No Contact Order. 
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he Supreme Court noted that "[ n Jothing in the court orders ... indicates the grounds upon which 
district court denied the motions other than the observation that the order was to remain in 
until dismissal of the case. Such observation does not provide legal grounds for denial of 
the motion to modify." 148 Idaho at 772. The Supreme Court noted that "[t]he Court neither 
acted consistently with legal standards applicable to the specific choices available to it nor did it 
reach its decision by an exercise of reason." 148 Idaho at 772. 
As noted in the State's Brief although the Supreme Court stated that No Contact Orders 
after July 1, 2004 should have termination dates, Cobler did not hold, as Defendant suggests, 
that No Contact Orders that fail to include a termination date are void. Cobler is also 
distinguishable in that the proceedings at issue, as in Castro, were post-judgment so that 
"expiration upon dismissal of the case" did not apply. In this case, the No Contact Order expired 
by its terms upon dismissal of the case, and because the alleged violation occurred while the case 
was pending, an expiration upon dismissal of the case provided clarity and finality. 
No Contact Order in tltis Case Complies witlt ICR 46.2 
It is important to note that insertion of a termination date at the initial appearance requires 
the judge to insert an arbitrary date. Rule 46.2 provides no guidance to judges as to what date to 
insert. Some judges, including the undersigned, may elect not to enter an arbitrary date, thereby 
relying on the expiration date occurring upon dismissal of the case. If the case is not dismissed 
and the defendant pleads or is found guilty, the judge at sentencing can elect to either terminate 
the No Contact Order, or continue it, and if continued, then insert an expiration date, which is 
this Court's practice. By doing so, the entry of a specific termination date is conducted with 
some knowledge of the case and hopefully with some thought and reflection. The language of 
ICR 46.2 is consistent with this practice. It says that the No Contact Order should include 
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anguage that the order will expire at 11 :59 p.m. on a specific date or upon dismissal of the case. 
It not preclude a judge from using dismissal of the case as an expiration date while the case 
The problems that arose in Castro and Cobler, and contemplated by the 2004 
amendment to ICR 46.2, occur when the No Contact Order continues post-Judgment and it fails 
to include a termination date. Accordingly, this Court is not persuaded, and declines to hold, 
that the No Contact Order at issue in this case fails to comply with ICR 46.2. 
A No Contact Order Issued in Good Faith and Not Transparently Invalid Is Deemed Valid 
Even if ICR 46.2 is construed to require insertion of a specific calendar expiration date at 
the time the No Contact Order is issued in every case at all stages of the proceedings, failure to 
do so does not render the No Contact Order void. The State cites In re Contempt of Reeves, 
112 Idaho 574, 733 P.2d 795 (Ct.App. 1987) for the proposition that an Order issued by a court 
in good faith, that is not transparently invalid, should be considered valid. In that case, Reeves, a 
licensed Idaho attorney, represented the wife in a divorce action. The husband obtained an ex 
parte child-custody Order. Apparently, Reeves told the wife she could ignore the ex parte Order 
because it was made for a period in excess of fourteen days, in violation of both IRCP 65(b) and 
due process. The trial judge found Reeves in contempt of court and fined him $500 for directing 
his client to disobey a court order. Reeves appealed. The Court of Appeals declined to address 
whether the underlying ex parte Order violated IRCP65(b), and instead determined that "an 
individual may not generally ignore a court order with which he disagrees. Rather, he should 
draw the court's attention to the alleged error." 112 Idaho at 581. The Reeves Court continued 
that '·[ w]hile the validity of the order is a close issue, we believe the order was not so lacking in 
merit as to be 'transparently invalid.'" 112 Idaho at 581. The Reeves Court held that "[w]e 
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lieve that a court order, issued by the court in good faith and not transparently invalid, should 
characterized as 'lawful.' " 112 Idaho at 580. 
The Contact Order this case is not so lacking in merit as to be "transparently 
invalid." At the time of the alleged violation in this case, Defendant had attended two hearings 
challenging continuation of the Order, the second hearing having been held minutes before the 
alleged violation. This Court determines that at the time of the alleged violation, the No Contact 
Order was lawful. To hold otherwise would undermine the legitimacy of court orders in 
general. 
Conclusion 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is denied for the reasons stated herein. This Court 
declines to address, as unnecessary, the final issue raised by the State, that is, whether this Court 
has jurisdiction to determine the validity of the No Contact Order on the basis that Defendant 
cannot collaterally attack in this case the prior Order entered in another case. 
NO\V, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the MOTION TO DISMISS 
filed by Defendant JlJNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM on December 14, 2012 is DENIED. 
DATED: January 15. 2013. 
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l)e,eby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER was mailed/faxed this 
_/!:}_ day of January, 2013, as follows: 
Meulenberg 
Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
208-255-1368 
Mr. Toby McLaughlin 
Attorney at Law 
FAX: 208-263-7557 
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Meulenberg (ISBN 431 
City of Sandpoint 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpomt, ID 83864 
(208) 263-0534 
FAX (208) 255-1368 
IN THE DISTRJCT COlJRT OF THE FIRST JlTDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Ai~TI FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
STATE OF IDAHO, EX REL CITY ) 
OF SANDPOINT. ) Case No. CR 12-0004705 
Plaintiff, ) 
) VERDICT FORM 
vs. ) 
) 
Junior L. Hillbroom, ) 
Defendant. ) 
the Jury. unammously find the defendant Junior L. Hillbroom: 
Count 1 
Violation of a No Contact Order 
--~~_ Guilty 
_____ Not guilty 
12H 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
County of Bonner ss 
~ADULT 0 JUVENILE 
FILED =:( 
AT O'Clock 
CLERK, DISTRJCT COURT 
Deputy 
JAIL INFORMATION FOR BONNER COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
JUDGE: 
/-J -5 < _, /1 '1 - JJ/-r -~ I <-. CASE NO. ~--< /;;,Z -- 7 v-") 
(SUBJECT'S FIRST NA1v1E ) (Sl'BJECT'S MIDDLE NAME) UBJECTS LAST NA.ME) 
[ J BY VIDEO / -lj ~ A--11 i /t / 1 pd SUBJECT APPEARED fN COURT ON: -..1 f' i i''v .#--(,- / ..., 
[ ] SUBJECT IS TO: ( J BE OR'D J REMAIN IN CUSTODY 
[ ] BE RELEASED BY JUDGES ORDER 
[ ] BE RELEASED/TIME SERVED J BOND$ _ ___ _ ___ _ 
[ ] BE RELEASED TO P ARENT'PTA 
] M U ST SIGN WAIVER OF EXTRADITION [ )WORK RELEASE/SEARCH GR.A.NTEC 
] A UTHOR1ZATION TO TRANSFER TO REGION ONE JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER GRANTED, IF NECESSARY. 
~ SEN TENCED TO: t-;.:::J _ _,../=-~:'"'--'-,.--- _ DAYS IMPOSED t-<J J _ HOURS ON SHERJFF'S LABOR PROGRAM . 
[:x.J -'S-5' DAYS SUSPENDED ,A SIGN UP WITHIN SEVEN (7) DAYS FROM TODAY w IJJ..4(/ g~~~ ~~i~~\'E _/ I AT SH{ ~F~ ~/ ~ 5~3E AND COMPLET~2~Y: 
[ ] S UBJECT TO REPORT TO THE BOJ\;1\ER COUNTY JAIL ON: AT _ _ __ M 
[ ] BREATH OR U, A TEST ORDERED X'S WEEKLY ON: AT _ ___ M 
f l SUBJECT PLACED IN THE CUSTODY OF THE DEPT. OF HEAi TH & WELFARE NOT TO EXCEED YEAR (S). 
] SUBJECT SENTENCED TO SERVE NOT LESS THAN AND NOT MORE THAN ___ ____ _ 
IN THE IDAHO ST ATE DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS. 
] THIS SENTENCE IS SUSPENDED. [ ] PLACED ON YEARS PROB A T!ON . 
) SUBJECT TO BE PLACED IN THE RETAINED JURISDICTION PROGRAM FOR NOT MORE THAN 180 DAYS. 
] AS CONDITION OF PROBATION. SUBJECT TO SERVE DAYS LOCAL JAIL. 
JUDGE'S ORDER: SUBJECT IS TO ,,,,.,..<--=: : _;,_,7_;;,_::.,c::;__··-· __;~=d =-· -'--'-~----~-=-5 _c_·A._·' ~ ~~;L_- _/~_----- _______ _ 
[ ] JUDGE'S ORDER WILL FOLLOW [ ] PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFI CE APPOINTED 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/ Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 










vs JUNIOR HILLBROOM 
TIME: 9:00 AM 
Atty: SANDPOINT CITY PROSECUTOR 
Defendant / Respondent 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
CHARGE 
JURY TRIAL 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
942 J Calls Case 
Present: I LORI MEULENBERG , TOBY MCLAUGHLIN , DEFENDANT 
iJ INTRODUCTIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 
944 CLERK VOIR DIRE OATH 
J VOIR DIRE 
947 LM VOIR DIRE 
,J FOR THE RECORD TOBY MCLAUGHLIN IS NO LONGER FINANCIALLY DEPENDENT ON 
HIS DAD SO NO FINANCIAL ISSUE (REGARDING ONE OF THE POTENTIAL JURORS) 
1007 LM PASS FOR CAUSE 
1007 TM PASS FOR CAUSE 
TM MOVE FOR CAUSE TO EXCUSE MR BAKER 
J MR. BAKER IF YOU STAY AS A JUROR CAN YOU TELL ME UNDER OATH THAT YOU 
WILL ONLY CONSIDER WHAT EVIDENCE COMES IN TODAY 
MR. B (EXPLAINS) 
1013 J (QUESTIONS MR. BAKER) 
I LM LEAVE TO COURTS DISCRETION 
J MR. BAKER THANK YOU FOR YOUR CANDOR BUT I AM GOING TO EXCUSE YOU FOR 
CAUSE I CANNOT IGNORE THE REMARK ON YOUR JURY QUESTIONNAIRE MR YORK 
PLEASE TAKE HIS SEAT 
J MR. YORK 
MR. y I KNOW HIS GIRLFRIEND AND HER FAMILY VERY WELL 
J THAT WOULD DISQUALIFY YOU CALL MR. BEAUCHENE 
J QUESTIONS MR BEAUCHENE 
1017 LM VOIR DIRE 
1019 TM VOIR DIRE 
I MR. y KNOW LONNIE WILLIAMS FROM COLLEGE AND HUNTING, STILL SOCIALIZE WITH HIM, 
KNOW AND TRUST MS. MURDOCK, KNOW SOME OF CANDACE FOURNIER'S FAMILY, 
TM ' MOVE FOR CAUSE 
J CALL LYNN RODDA 
1023 LM VOIR DIRE 
TM VOIR DIRE 
1025 JURY JEROD RUSSELL I KNOW KATIE MURDOCK TOO, VERY RARE, 
1026 J THOSE IN THE AUDIENCE ARE FREE TO LEAVE CALL IN FRIDAY AFTER 6 PM THANK 
YOU FOR YOUR TIME 
1026 J WE WILL TAKE UP THE JURY SELECTION PROCESS OUTSIDE YOUR PRESENCE 
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I 1040 I 
I 1041 i LM 
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ADMONISH YOU TO NOT TALK ABOUT THE CASE AMONG YOURSELVES 
OFF RECORD 
ON RECORD 
PROPOSED JURY DIRECTIONS, HE'S WANTING STATE TO DEAL WITH ISSUES 
I REGARDING EXPIRATION DATE AND I WANT TO SAY THAT IS NOTHING WE WILL BE 
PRESENTING 
j DEAL LARGELY WITH ISSUES ALREADY ADDRESSED I WANT TO OFFER THEM 
GARDING APPEA RE , ' L 
I WILL RULE ON THEM AFTER ALL THE EVIDENCE COMES IN, 
NOT UP TO THE JURY TO DECIDE IF ORDER IS VALID 
REGARDLESS IT IS STILL AN ELEMENT OF THE CHARGE THAT IT IS A NCO 
/ THAT IS NOT UP TO THE JURY TO DECIDE I HAVE MADE THAT DECISION 
THE WAY I READ YOUR ORDER COURT STATED THE ORDER IS VALID BUT DID NOT 
STATE SPECIFICALLY THAT IT WAS VALID 
f WHO WILL OFFER EVIDENCE 
, THE EVIDENCE WILL SPEAK FOR ITSELF THE ORDER LACKING AN EXPIRATION DATE 
I THAT IS A LEGAL ISSUE NOT A FACTUAL THAT WAS ADDRESSED IN THE ORDER 
I AS TO WHETHER OR NOT IT IS AN NCO 
JURY RETURNS 




. INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN 
OPENING STATEMENT 
OPENING STATEMENT 
CALL KATIE MURDOCK 
I KATHERINE MURDOCK SWORN 
DIRECT 
I CURRENTLY DEPUTY PROSECUTOR WITH BONNER COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE, 
I I PROSECUTE CRIMINAL CASES FROM INFRACTIONS TO FELONIES, MAIN CASE LOAD 
IS MISDEMEANORS AND INFRACTIONS COME THROUGH CITATIONS FELONIES I DO 
THE CHARGING DOCUMENTS FOR, FAMILIAR WITH JUNIOR HILLBROOM, I FILED 
CHARGES ON HIM JUNE 25TH 2012, 
OBJECT MORE PREJUDICIAL THAN PROBATIVE 
SUSTAINED, UNDERLYING CHARGE NOT RELEVANT 
j SIDEBAR WITH THE COURT 
OFF RECORD 
ON RECORD 
NOT SURE YOUR PLANS BUT. .. 
IGE SPECIFICALLY INSTRUCTS, 
, WOULD MR. HILLBROOM STIPULATE THAT HE IS CHARGED WITH AN OFFENSE THAT 
WOULD INITIATE THE NCO, ANY OTHER ISSUES WE CAN COVER NOW WHILE THE 
JURY IS OUT? 
I TRY TO ASK QUESTIONS CAREFULLY SO AS NOT TO CAUSE ISSUES 
DOES IT MATTER IF IT'S A FELONY OR A MISDEMEANOR 
I THINK IT DOES MATTER 
, I BELIEVE WE HAVE TO HAVE THAT IS WAS A DOMESTIC VIOLENCE IN WHICH IT CAN 
I HAVE A NO CONTACT ORDER 
WHAT THE OFFENSE IS IS NOT NECESSARY FOR THE CASE 
I WHETHER OR NOT I CAN ASK THE WITNESS IF THE CHARGE HAS BEEN DISMISSED 
OR NOT. 
YOU WOULD ASK IF IT HAS BEEN DISMISSED DON'T THINK RELEVANT TO THE 
JURIES ISSUE 
NOT RELEVANT IT WASN'T DISMISSED THEN 
JURY MAY RETURN 
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I THANK YOU FOR YOUR PATIENCE 
I WHILE YOU WERE OUT THE LAWYERS DID STIPULATE THAT MR HILLBROOM WAS 
I CHARGED WITH A CRIMINAL OFFENSE FOR WHICH A NO CONTACT ORDER COULD 
ISSUE, 
I CONTINUES DIRECT/ MARK STATES EXHIBIT ONE 
I VIEWS STATES EXHIBIT ONE COPY OF THE NO CONTACT ORDER, I WAS PRESENT 
1 WHEN THE JUDGE SIGNED ORDER 
I STATE MOVES TO ADMIT STATES EXHIBIT ONE 
I 
1 
STATES EXHIBIT ONE ADMITTED 
I CANDACE FOURNIER IS THE VICTIM IN THE ORDER, DEFENDANT JUNIOR HILLBROOM 
1 G 0 I WAS TOLD AND IVEN COPY OF RDER, 
1 OBJECTION HEARSAY 
SUSTAINED 
THERE WERE FOUR HEARINGS REGARDING NCO, FIRST HEARING AFTER NCO WAS 
ENTERED WAS JULY 10 TH OF 2012, I WAS PRESENT, MR HILLBROOM WAS PRESENT 
IT WAS A MOTION MADE BY ALLEGED VICTIM TO DISMISS OR MODIFY THE ORDER, 
FORM SHE FILLED OUT THE NCO WAS NOT TERMINATED OR MODIFIED AT THE 
HEARING, NEXT HEARING AUGUST 18T WAS AGAIN A REQUEST TO DISMISS NCO, IT 
WAS NOT DISMISSED, IT WAS MODIFIED NOT IN PERSON BUT THROUGH A THIRD 
PARTY SO THEY COULD EXCHANGE CUSTODY OF THEIR MINOR CHILD, SPECIFIC 
THIRD PARTIES WERE NAMED, 
I OBJECTION 
SUSTAINED 
STILL NOT ALLOWED TO HAVE CONTACT AT ALL, TWO MORE HEARINGS, THE NEXT 
WAS SEPTEMBER 18 TH I WAS NOT PRESENT SO CHIEF DEPUTY PROSECUTOR WAS 
THERE IN MY STEAD, IT WAS ANOTHER REQUEST BY MS. FOURNIER TO TERMINATE 
NCO, 
1 CROSS 
THERE WERE FOUR MOTIONS THE FINAL ONE WAS OCTOBER OF 2012, 
I STATES EXHIBIT 2 
OBJECTION OUTSIDE SCOPE OF CROSS 
I IT IS 
I CALL CHRISTINA SCHOL TEN 
CHRISTINA SCHOL TEN SWORN 
DIRECT 
I WORK FOR SANDPOINT PROSECUTORS OFFICE, VAST ADVOCATE, (EXPLAINS) 
INVOLVED IN CASE OF MR HILLBROOM, MET MS. FOURNIER INVOLVED IN NCO 
CASES, I WOULD RECOGNIZE MR. HILLBROOM, I SAW CANDACE FOURNIER MANY 
TIMES, i WOULD RECOGNIZE HER, ATTENDED HEARING SEPTEMBER 18 TH I ARRIVED 
APPROXIMATELY 10:15, HEARINGS WERE HELD HER AT THIS BUILDING, I PULLED 
INTO THE PARKING LOT, I WAS EARLY, AS I PULLED INTO PARKING LOT I PARKED AT 
THE FRONT WHERE THE SIDEWALK IS, I SAW MR. HILLBROOM STANDING OUTSIDE I 
THOUGHT MAYBE I HAD MISSED THE HEARING, I SAW HIM WALK TO A VEHICLE HE 
WAS TALKING TO SOMEONE IN THE VEHICLE, HE LEFT CAR AND GOT INTO HIS 
TRUCK, I WAITED TO SEE WHO HE WAS TALKING TO 
OBJECT 
STRIKE SPECULATION AND SUSTAIN 
HE WALKED BY ME ABOUT FIVE FEET AWAY, I TURNED TO WATCH, 
OBJECT LEADING 
FINE LINE PLEASE ASK QUESTIONS THAT ARE NOT LEADING 
IT APPEARED HE WAS TALKING TO SOMEONE IN A CAR, HE HAD AN ARM ON THE CAR 
AND HE WAS LEANING IN, HE WALKED OFF WENT ACROSS THE PARKING LOT AND 
GOT INTO HIS VEHICLE ON THE DRIVERS SIDE, I SAT THERE FOR A FEW MINUTES 
LONGER AND THEN I SAW CANDACE GET OUT OF THE VEHICLE HE WAS AT PRIOR TO 
WALKING TO HIS SIDE, SHE GOT OUT OF THE DRIVERS SIDE, SHE GRABBED HER KID 
AND PROCEEDED TO WALK TO MR HILLBROOM'S TRUCK SHE PUT HER KID IN THERE 
AND THEN GOT INTO THE PASSENGER SIDE OF MR HILLBROOM'S TRUCK HE HAD 


























i GOTTEN IN THE DRIVERS SIDE, I WAITED A FEW MINUTES I CAME INSIDE AND 
I TALKED TO THE BAILIFF ABOUT WHAT HAD HAPPENED AND DESCRIBED THE 
I VEHICLE HE WENT OUT, NEVER SAW MR. HILLBROOM GET OUT OF VEHICLE, NO I DOUBT THESE WERE THE PEOPLE WE ARE TALKING ABOUT, CONCERNED ME 




PART OF JOB TO ASSIST THOSE WHO HAD NCO, MS. FOURNIER DID NOT ASK FOR 
MY ASSISTANCE, I HEARD NOTHING THEY SAID, NO IDEA WHAT THEY TALKED 
ABOUT, 
MAY SHE BE EXCUSED 
YES 
CALL PAUL GUTHRIE 
PAUL GUTHRIE SWORN 
DIRECT 
PAUL GUTHRIE, BAILIFF IN BONNER COUNTY DISTRICT COURT, RUN JURY TRIALS, 
MAINTAIN SMOOTH FUNCTIONING OF THE COURT, HAND OUT PAPERWORK, TAKE 
PEOPLE INTO CUSTODY, KEEP LITIGANTS AND OTHERS SAFE FROM POTENTIAL 
HARM. WAS WORKING HERE SEPTEMBER 18TH OF LAST YEAR, FAMILIAR WITH 
DEFENDANT AND CANDACE FOURNIER, I SAW THE DEFENDANT THAT MORNING, I 
CAME INTO THIS COURTROOM HE WAS SEATED IN THE BACK ROW BY HIMSELF, I 
BROUGHT TO HIS ATTENTION HE WAS AT LEAST 30 MINUTES, HE THEN LEFT, A FEW 
MINUTES AFTER HE LEFT I WAS APPROACHED BY VAST ADVOCATE 
OBJECTION 
SUSTAINED 
HAD REASON TO GO OUT INTO PARKING LOT, BASED ON THE INFORMATION I HAD I 
LOCATED HIS VEHICLE, I WAS FAMILIAR WITH HIS VEHICLE, BIG BLACK LIFTED 
TRUCK, I APPROACHED TRUCK I WAS LOOKING FOR MR HILLBROOM COULD NOT 
SEE IN THE VEHICLE BECAUSE WINDOWS VERY TINTED, TRUCK WAS RUNNING, I 
KNOCKED ON THE WINDOW AND MR. HILLBROOM OPENED THE DOOR, MR 
HILLBROOM WAS IN THE DRIVERS SEAT HOLDING AN INFANT IN THE PASSENGER 
SEAT MS. FOURNIER WAS RECLINED, SHE WAS LAYING DOWN IN THE SEAT, 




J DON'T KNOW IF OFFERED FOR TRUTH ASSERTED ... 
iLM WHAT HE RESPONDED 
!J OVERRULE BECAUSE OFFERED AS FOUNDATION 
IPG I ASKED THEM IF THEY WERE AWARE OF NCO AND THEY WERE NOT TO HAVE CONTACT AND THEY BOTH NODDED THEIR HEADS AND SAID YES, I SUGGESTED 
THEY EXIT VEHICLE AND GO TO COURT ROOM AND THEY DID THAT, NO ONE WAS 
TRYING TO GET OUT OF THE VEHICLE, MR HILLBROOM JUST SAID HE WANTED TO 
SEE HIS SON, 
1146 TM CROSS 
PG MS. FOURNIER INDICATED SHE KNEW OF THE NCO, NO KNOWLEDGE AS TO WHY 
CANDACE ENTERED THE VEHICLE, NO REASON TO BELIEVE SHE WAS FORCED IT 
, WAS A RELAXED CALM ATMOSPHERE SHE MAY HAVE BEEN TRYING TO HIDE FROM 
ME, I HEARD NO CONVERSATION BETWEEN MR. HILLBROOM AND MS. FOURNIER, MS. 
FOURNIER DID NOT APPEAR SCARED, MR. HILLBROOM WAS PLACED UNDER ARREST 
AFTER THE HEARING 
1148 1LM OBJECTION RELEVANCE 
IJ SUSTAINED 
1148 LM REDIRECT 
PG HE DID NOT SEEM STRESSED AT HER BEING THERE, HE JUST SAID HE WANTED TO 
SEE HIS SON, 
TM OBJECTION 
J SUSTAINED 
J MAY MR. GUTHRIE BE EXCUSED 














I BOTH YES YOUR HONOR 
1150 LM RECALL KATIE MURDOCK, 
J BE BACK HERE AT 1:45 PM JURY EXCUSED FOR LUNCH 
1151 OFF RECORD 
156 ON RECORD 
I LM MS. MURDOCK 
I jJ I REMIND YOU THAT YOU ARE STILL UNDER OATH 
I LM 1 REDIRECT 
I KM DESCRIBES STATE'S EXHIBIT 2 I 
LM MOVE TO ADMIT 
TM NO OBJECTION 
;J 1 STATE'S EXHIBIT 2 ADMITTED 
I KM MODIFIED NO CONTACT ORDER TO ALLOW TRANSFER CUSTODY OF 
I 
iTM UESTIONS 
!TM I MOVE FOR DISMISSAL FOR PURPOSES OF THE ISSUE OF NO CONTACT ORDER 
J DENIED 
ITM CALL CANDACE FOURNIER 
200 CLERK CANDACE FOURNIER SWORN 
TM I DIRECT 
CF CANDACE FOURNIER, I KNOW JUNIOR HILLBROOM HE IS THE FATHER OF MY CHILD 
WE WERE IN A PAST RELATIONSHIP, SON IS ALMOST A YEAR OLD, INVOLVED IN 
INCIDENT THAT LED TO MR HILLBROOM'S ARREST IT OCCURRED JUNE OF 2012, 
FILED MOTIONS TO HAVE NCO LIFTED, WAITED ONE DAY THE FIRST TIME, HEARING 
TOOK PLACE, TESTIFIED I DID NOT WANT CHARGES PRESSED 
LM OBJECTION TO RELEVANCE 
TM PUTTING IT IN CONTEXT AS TO WHERE NO CONTACT ORDER WAS 
I 1J SUSTAIN OBJECTION 
CF MOTION WAS DENIED, FILED ANOTHER MOTION I DIDN'T 
LM i OBJECTION 
J SUSTAINED STRIKE ANSWER 
CF STILL DENIED, I FILED BECAUSE I DIDN'T WANT THE NCO IN PLACE, I AM REQUIRED 
TO BE AT COURT FOR A MOTION I FILED, NCO REQUIRED WE NOT BE WITHIN 100 
FEET OF EACH OTHER, I DIDN'T HAVE A BABYSITTER AND HE HAD WALKED PAST MY 
CAR SO I GOT IN HIS TRUCK TO GIVE HIM THE BABY, NO DISCUSSIONS ABOUT THE 
UNDERLYING CASE OR ANY DISCUSSION AT ALL 
I 207 I LM OBJECTION 
J SUSTAIN OBJECTION SUBJECT MATTER OF CONTACT IS NOT RELEVANT 
! CF HE DID NOT FORCE ME TO GET INTO HIS TRUCK, 
207 LM CROSS 
CF MOTIONS FILED WERE FULL BLOWN HEARING, ONE OF THE HEARINGS ALLOWED 
I OUR CHILD TO BE TRANSFERRED BACK AND FORTH, 
I 210 TM NO REDIRECT 
J MAY SHE BE EXCUSED AS A WITNESS 
i BOTH YES 
210 I TM MAY I TAKE A MINUTE TO TALK TO MY CLIENT ABOUT WHETHER OR NOT HE WILL 
TESTIFY 
J YES OF COURSE 
210 OFF RECORD 
211 I ON RECORD 
TM CALL JUNIOR HILLBROOM 
CLERK DEFENDANT SWORN 
ITM I DIRECT 
JH AWARE OF NO CONTACT ORDER, CANDACE IS MY BABYMOMMY, I HAVE A SON, I 
WAS HERE THAT DAY FOR A MOTION TO TERMINATE THE NCO, DROVE TO COURT 
THAT DAY BY MYSELF, I WAS EARLY TO COURT, 


















































































KIND OF FOUNDATIONAL BUT YOU NEED TO BE CAREFUL 
I DID NOT SEE HER AT FIRST, I ENTERED COURTHOUSE AND SAT IN THE 
COURTROOM, I TALKED TO PAUL AND THEN I WALKED OUTSIDE AGAIN, 
I OBJECTION HEARSAY 
j I DECIDED TO GO OUTSIDE TO MY TRUCK WHEN I WALKED OUT I SEEN HER AND MY 
, KID, I WALKED BY AND JUST LOOKED THEN WENT TO MY TRUCK, SHE CAME TO MY 
j TRUCK AND GOT IN AND GAVE ME MY KID, !TWAS BARELY A MINUTE THEN PAUL 
CAME 
OBJECTION RELEVANCE 
SUBJECT MATTER OF ANY CONVERSATION IS NOT RELEVANT SO I SUSTAIN THE 
OBJECTION 
I NO FURTHER QUESTIONS 
CROSS l 
I (VIEWS EXHIBIT 1) I DON'T RECOGNIZE IT, IT IS A NO CONTACT ORDER, IT IS MY 
SIGNATURE, I RECEIVED A COPY OF NCO, I KNEW I WAS TO NOT HAVE CONTACT 
/ WITH MS. FOURNIER, HAVE HAD OPPORTUNITY TO SEE SON BUT NOT AS MUCH AS I 




TAKE A QUICK BREAK TO FINALIZE JURY INSTRUCTIONS JURY.LEAVES 
OFF RECORD 
BACK ON RECORD OUTSIDE PRESENCE OF JURY START WITH FOURTH 
INSTRUCTION FROM PROSECUTOR, IT SEEMS TO ME IF I MAKE A RULING AS A 
MATTER OF LAW THAT THE VICTIMS WILLINGNESS IS NOT A DEFENSE THAT IT 
WOULD BE INAPPROPRIATE FOR AN ATTORNEY TO ARGUE THAT IF HE DID DO THAT 
IT WOULD BE APPROPRIATE FOR ME TO GIVE AN INSTRUCTION 




JURY CAN'T MAKE THERE OWN SET OF RULES, IF THAT IS WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO I 
ARGUE THAT THEY SHOULD APPEAL TO THEIR SENSE OF JUSTICE, THEIR SENSE OF I 
JUSTICE IS AGAINST THE LAW, 
PREFER THAT TO BEING TOLD NOT TO USE MY DEFENSE, PROSECUTOR IS CAPABLE 
OF ARGUING AGAINST THAT 
ARE YOU TELLING ME A THAT THERE IS CASE LAW ALLOWING AN ATTORNEY TO 
I ARGUE NULLIFICATION? / 
NO PROHIBITION FOR JURY TO DO THAT, I CAN ARGUE THAT THESE CHARGES ARE I NOT CRIMINALLY JUSTIFIABLE WITHOUT ASKING THEM DIRECTLY FOR JURY / 
I I NULLIFICATION 
IF THAT IS YOUR PLAN FIRST I WOULD SAY THAT IS INAPPROPRIATE AND IF LM 
I OBJECTS DURING I MAY SUSTAIN WITH YOU TELLING ME THAT IS YOUR INTENT I ' THINK I CAN SAY IT IS NOT A DEFENSE THAT THE VICTIM DISAGREES WITH THE NO 
CONTACT ORDER, 
VICTIMS DESIRE TO NOT HAVE NO CONTACT ORDER IS IRRELEVANT, THE 
PROTECTED PARTIES DISAGREEMENT WITH THE ORDER IS NO DEFENSE 
1 YOUR DESIRE TO INSTRUCT THE JURY TO IGNORE THE LAW IS VERY 
I UNCOMFORTABLE TO ME, NOT SOMETHING THAT SETS WELL WITH ME, I FEEL 
COMPELLED TO TELL THE JURY THAT IT IS NOT A DEFENSE, 
I ATTORNEYS REVIEW INSTRUCTIONS 
NO OBJECTION TO SIX OR SEVEN 
1 NO OBJECTION TO THE ONE TM HAD BROUGHT OVER "IN DETERMINING THE 
FACTS ... " 
(GOES OVER INSTRUCTIONS AGAIN) 
PROTECTED PARTIES DESIRE TO HAVE CONTACT WITH THE DEFENDANT IS NO ' 
DEFENSE FOR VIOLATING NCO, THAT WOULD BE NUMBER 8 
RENEW MY MOTION FOR ACQUITTAL RULE 26 
SAME ISSUE IN YOUR MOTION TO DISMISS 
CASE NO. CR-12-4705 
MINUTES 
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I CLOSING ARGUMENT 
I CLOSING ARGUMENT 
, READS NUMBER 12 
BAILIFF'S OATH 
JURY GOES INTO DELIBERATION 
OFF RECORD 
ON RECORD 
READS VERDICT GUil TY 
MR. HOGUE WAS THAT INDEED THE VERDICT? 
I YES 
I DOES ANYONE WISH TO POLL THE JURY? I 
NO 
JURY EXCUSED 
EXPLAINS TO REMAINING JURORS AS OF NOW THE NO CONTACT ORDER IS NOT IN 
EFFECT, MS. MUELENBERG I HAVE A COUPLE QUESTIONS, I HAVE MR. HILLBROOM'S 
RECORD, IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THAT HE HAD ANY CONTACT WITH MS. FOURNIER 
OTHERWISE 
I DO NOT KNOW THAT, I WOULD WAIVE RECOMMENDATIONS IN THIS CASE, HE IS 
NOT A FIRST TIME OFFENDER SO THERE SHOULD BE SOME PENAL TIES, I DO THINK 
WITH HIS CRIMINAL HISTORY THOSE WERE NOT LIGHT TYPE CHARGES THOSE WERE 
SERIOUS, I DO THINK THE COURT PUTS ORDERS IN PLACE FOR VERY SPECIFIC 
REASONS, ONE ISSUE WAS HIM BEING INTIMIDATING AND FORCING WITNESSES AND 
PROTECTION OF THE VICTIMS, VIOLATING COURT ORDERS IS VERY SERIOUS, IF WE 
COULD DECIDE WHAT ORDERS WE CAN FOLLOW AND WHICH WE CANNOT, ASK 
SOME TYPE OF PUNISHMENT AND I THINK IT IS DETERRENCE FOR THE REST OF 
SOCIETY, 
TWO PREVIOUS CONVICTIONS WERE REDUCED THIS CASE WAS NOTHING LIKE 
THOSE CASES, (REITERATES WHAT OCCURRED) I RESPECT THE JURIES VERDICT 
BUT I THINK THE PUNISHMENT SHOULD FIT THE CRIME, NO EVIDENCE HE COERCED 
HER, VERY LITTLE BYWAY OF ANY CRIMINAL CULPABILITY ALREADY DID TWO DAYS 
IN JAIL AND TRUCK IMPOUNDED, 
MR HILLBROOM 
I AM SORRY YOUR HONOR 
' THE REASON WE ENTER NCO PARTICULARLY A FELONY CHARGE AND IN MANY OF 
THESE FELONY CHARGES WHAT VICTIMS ARE SAYING ON DAY OF OCCURRENCE 
CAN BE VERY DIFFERENT THE NEXT DAY. EVEN AT PRELIMINARY HEARING I HAD TO 
REMIND HER SHE WAS UNDER OATH, I FELT EVIDENCE WAS SUFFICIENT TO BIND 
OVER, NCO IS TO RETAIN INTEGRITY OF THE PROSECUTION AND SO THAT THE 
VICTIM CAN ACCESS THE COURT SERVICES AND ASCERTAIN IF THEY WANT TO STAY 
IN THE RELATIONSHIP, BOTH WERE ORDERED HERE AND THEN HE WAS TOLD TO 
LEAVE THE COURTROOM, IT WAS UNMINDFUL WHAT HE DID BUT I DON'T THINK THEY 
CAME HERE TO VIOLA TE THEY CAME HERE TO THE HEARING, NO ONE REMINDED 
HIM THAT IF HE RAN INTO HER HE COULD NOT GO NEAR HER, WHEN CHARGED WITH 
A SERIOUS OFFENSE YOU WOULD BE MINDFUL OF DRAWING LINES, I WILL GIVE 
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED BUT A COUPLE MORE DAYS ON SLP IS APPROPRIATE, 
WHEN WE ISSUE NCO WE EXPECT THEM TO BE HONORED, THREE DIFFERENT 
JUDGES REFUSED TO SET ASIDE THAT NCO, I 60 DAYS JAIL SUSPEND 55 CREDIT FOR 2 DAYS TIME SERVED ORDER TO SERVE 3 
I DAYSSLP 
I SHOW HE SPENT ONLY ONE DAY 

















I (GOES OVER CASE HISTORY) I WILL GIVE CREDIT FOR ONE DAY SERVED AND DO I 
I FOUR DAYS SLP, SIGN UP WITHIN 7 DAYS OF TODAY'S DATE, IMPOSE COURT COSTS II 
I OF $147.50 FINE OF $300/SUSPEND $300, 2 YEARS UNSUPERVISED PROBATION · 
1 STANDARD CONDITIONS, COMPLETE LIFE SKILLS CLASS COMPLETE BY END OF 
i AUGUST, I HAVE PROPERTIES I MANAGE, 
I HE HAS PROPERTIES HE RENTS OUT 
I PAY BY JANUARY 30 1H 2013, COMPLETE SLP BY MARCH 31 51 
I END 
CASE NO. CR-12-4705 
MINUTES 
DATE: Page 8 of 8 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 















vs JUNIOR HILLBROOM 
TIME: 9:00 AM 
Atty: SANDPOINT CITY PROSECUTOR 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 




PHASE OF CASE 













Present: I LORI MEULENBERG , TOBY MCLAUGHLIN , DEFENDANT 
OUTSIDE PRESENCE OF JURY GOING OVER INSTRUCTIONS, NUMBER ONE RECITATION 
OF STATUTE, 
THAT IS ALREADY COVERED 
I 2 IS THE ELEMENTS INSTRUCTION 
STIPULATION REGARDING CHARGE I 
NEED TO MODIFY THAT ONE, WITH A CRIMINAL OFFENSE FROM WHICH A NO CONTACT 
ORDER COULD BE ISSUED, ANY OBJECTION OTHER THAN THAT MODIFICATION 
NO YOUR HONOR 
WHAT ABOUT THREE ANY OBJECTION 
' 
I 
FOR THE RECORD I DON T BELIEVE THIS IS THE LAW, (READS INSTRUCTION) GRANTED 
, CASE HAS BEEN APPEALED BUT STATE VS HERON STATES SPECIFICALLY AT LEAST 
ARGUES NOT EVERYTHING IS A MISDEMEANOR 
I I WILL REJECT THREE 
! NUMBER FOUR 
OBJECT 






IJ THEN I MUST INSTRUCT THEM THAT THE LAW DOES NOT ALLOW HIM TO VIOLATE THE 
I ORDER IF THE OTHER PERSON ENGAGES HIM, I WILL TAKE NUMBER FOUR UNDER ADVISEMENT AND WAIT TILL I HEAR ALL THE EVIDENCE, 
140 J IF I DO DECIDE TO GIVE ANY OF THEM CALL YOUR OFFICE AND THEY CAN SEND OVER A 
CLEAN COPY, NUMBER TWO 
TM JUST WANT TO OFFER THIS I AM WARE OF THE RULING 
J I WILL PUT THAT 2 IS REFUSED 
TM 3 IS AN EXTENSION OF THAT 
LM OBJECT TO THAT AS WELL 
J OPPOSITE OF WHAT I RULED REJECT THAT ONE 
142 J READ ONE AND TWO BY MAYBE DELETE THE CODE SECTION, (READS STATUTE) 
LM CONCERN I HAVE IS A UNDER TWO ... 
J YOU CAN ARGUE THAT TO THE JURY, I WILL HAVE CAROL TYPE THAT BUT LEAVE OUT 
ALL THE NUMBERS,DR HAVE HER PUT THE NUMBERS IN 
LM I WAS NOT ALLOWED TO BRING THOSE IN ... 
CASE NO. CR-12-4705 
COURT MINUTES 














LM JUST READ TWO, 
TM I AGREE JUST READ SECTION TWO 
I LM AS LONG AS THERE IS A STIPULATION ON RECORD 
146 iJ I'll DO A PROPOSED INSTRUCTION AND HAVE YOU TAKE A LOOK AT IT 
I TM 1 I AM A LITTLE CONCERNED THAT MS. MEULENBERG BROUGHT UP DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
I I A LOT IN HER VOIR DIRE 
I J I ALLUDED TO THE FACT THAT LAWYERS STATEMENTS ARE NOT EVIDENCE. 
LM I I THOUGHT I WOULD BE BRINGING THAT IN BECAUSE WE HAD NO STIPULATION AT THAT 
POINT, 
J I HAVE ALREADY SAID WHAT THE LAWYERS SAY IS NOT EVIDENCE 
!LM I BELIEVE THAT WAS RESPONSE TO THE JUROR THAT BROUGHT THAT OUT, 
J I THINK THAT IS A FAIR INSTRUCTION 
, 151 END 
CASE NO. CR-12-4705 
COURT MINUTES 
DATE: 01/17/13 Page 2 of2 
FlRST Jl'DIClAJ "iTIHCT COtRT, STAIE: OF O --qy Uf 80!',.,-·,,.rR 
S. FIRST AVE:'lE, 5A.:'iDPOlNI, ID 83~ 
Jl'DGME:.'\1 STATE O - AHO \'S 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROO\t 
32'7 £. DA \"ID THOMPSOJ'I< 
HOPE. ID 83836 
FILED ________ AT ___ .m. 
CLERK OF THE D1STR1CI COI RT 
 # DL
 : SA~DPOf'.'<iT 
CASE# CR-2012--IHHJ4""{¥5 CIIAilON # 5488.1 






The Defendant, having been fully advised of h_iis/her statutory and constitutional rights, incl~,din !_~ to_ 
represented by counsel, ( ) SEE ATTAC ED. and -- .__._P"IV" 
( ) Been advised of right to court appointed counsel ( )_ Judgment - Not r.; n .. 
( J Defendant waived right to counsel ~ Judgment - Guilty (\. 
~ Defendant represented by counsel '{ f Bond Forfeiture/C e Closed 
( ) Judgment Plea of Guilty/Rights Waived ( \ Judgment for Defendant/State infraction 
( ) Withheld Judg ent ~~ Dismissed ________________ _ 
Fine/Penalty · Costs $ ~ Suspended $-~~~- -----------
~
N S ORDERED P , ·ng fee w il! ~~;/;ed on each insta_ llment. ~ 
' Fine to b~. p~id by 20__ · ) Monthly payments of $ Commencing _______ ?G 
. ) Community ;:,eMce o, , .rs. to be completed by 20__ ) Sign up fee wai>.1ec 
( ) Reimbursement /Restitution: To: _____________________ _ 
( ) Bond Exonerated and Applied to Fine and Costs ( ) Return Remainder ( ; BOND EXONERATED 
( ) $10 Misdemeanor Probation Fee IT'\ .H1J 
l~ A_!)CJa~tT!~tf_ ;DEREg~ysiMont s Suspended 55 Days/Months Credit for~"-1--:;,.,_.=.'----"'~lilii,;;,a .. "' .... erved. VJ Report to jail: Date: 20__ T:me:_____ __a.rn./P.~. 
( ) Release ___________ _____ ___ ___ +----------
( ) Work Release Authorized ( ) in Ho~~onitoring_,,,,_-1-;;;;;..,.--f~'-#r:+--tE:--,----
~ Sheriffs inmate Labor Program in iieu of Jai l~ hours by--,,,"'4 ..... ._,.__--+-=-:~-'-Must sign up vr--- the ordered time or a warrant may issue for your arrest 7 days and con1plete 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES SUSPENDED days, the first days absolute. commencing ______ ___ 2C 
REINSTATEMENT OF DRIVING PRIVILEGES MUST BE ACCOMPLISHED before vou can drive. 
Apply to: Drivers ServiQE!'S) P.O. Box ?i 29. Boise ,D 83707 11 29 Phone (208) 334 - 8735 
PROBATION ORDERED FOR ~ VE .RS W!TH THE FOLLOWING CONDIT10NS: 
Unsupervised ( ) Supervised see separate order 
Violate no federal, state, or local !aw, excluding traffic infractions. 
) During the period of probation you may, and by accepting the conditions of the suspended sentence you are consenting tc be 
stopped by any peace officer if you are observed operating a motor vehicle on a public highway. The officer may. witr or 
without probable cause , make a stop and require you to S ' bmit to a test to determine if there is any alcohol in your 
bloodstream. you are driving with any alcohol in your bloodstream. it is a violation of your probation. !f you refuse to 
take the test, as requested, that also is a violation of your probation. 
Enroll in a substance abuse program within __ days: complete __ hrs. cf counseiing and/or education and file or'Jot :::if 
completion by _ __________ _ 
( ) Attend the Alcohoi and Traffic Safety Victims Panel session by _ ____________ and file proof of attenda;;ce ,,, 
wr'ting with the Clerk of the Court. 
~ f'Jotify the Court. in writing, of any change of address within 10 days of the change. 
( ) Maintain !iabi!ity insurance on any vehicle that you drive. 
( ) Interlock ignition device required on vehicle for __ month(s)year{s) to be installed by _________ 'T" _ _,__ 
-4.,,d" .Pay ove monie order.ed as dir cteq, • • 
O'fHEFf , , 
SUSPENDED PENALTIES ARE SUBJECT TO COMPLIANCE WiTH 
THE DEFENDANT HAS T' E RIGHT TO APPEAL 
THIS JUDGEMENT WITHIN 42 DAYS 
CO~STO: _,, 
~~fendant d Def 
( ) Community S~ e I 
1,J Prosecutor iJail ( ) Probation. 
DrifEIT Services ( ) OTHER ____ _ 
138 
\
-, II r.. ,I')::.. 
Date: ___ -+-_,_.1_,l-+-cH-J'-'-\~=- ----------
soN 002 Revised 1 2/08 
WILLIAM M. BERG, ISBN 5342 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd 
414 Church St., Ste 203 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
(208) 263-4748 
Fax: 263-7557 
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BON'NER 
~l.OR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Appellant-Defendant, 
V. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent-Plaintiff. 
----------------~ 
Case No. CR 201 
NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION FROM 
MAGISTR.4.TES DIVISION 
Fee LI $61.00 
COMES NOW the Appellant, Junior Larry Hillbroom, by and through the undersigned 
attorney, and appeals a judgment of conviction in the Magistrates Division pursuant to ID R 
MISD 17 and I.C.R. 54. 
1. The title of the misdemeanor action is State of Idaho. Piaintiff. vs. Junior Larrv Hillbroom. 
Defendant, in the Magistrates Division of the District Court for the First Judicial District of 
the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Bonner, case number CR 2012-0004705. 
2. The case was heard by the Hon. Debra A. Heise, magistrate judge. 
NOTICE 0~ APPEAL - 1 139 
3. The judgment of conviction is for Violation of a No Contact Order, and was entered on 
January 17, 2013. 
4. The appeal shall be taken on matters of law. 
5. The proceedings below were recorded and the audio recording is in the custody of the Clerk 
of Court for Bonner County. 
6. The issues on appeal are the following: 
(a) Did the trial court err in denying Defendanfs motion to dismiss on grounds that the no 
contact order was unenforceable under LC. § 18-920 because it failed to contain a date 
certain for termination? 
(b) Did the trial court err in denying Defendanf s motion for a jury instruction on the 
elements of a valid no contact order? 
BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD 
/, M. Berg 
Attorney for Junior Hillbroom 
CERTIFICATION OF SERv'ICE 
I hereby certify that on the day 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by facsimile transmission to the following: 
Lori Meulenberg 
City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
\VILLIA.11 M. BERG, ISBN 5342 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd 
414 Church St., Ste 203 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
(208) 263-4748 
Fax:: 263-7557 
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE FIRST JlJDICIAL DISTR1CT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A."ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
JUNIOR L..;\RRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR 2011.-004705 
PETITION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION 
CO:MES NOW the Defendant, Junior Larry Hillbroom, by and through the undersigned 
attorney, and petitions for stay of execution pursuant to I.C.R. 46 and 545(a). 
1. Procedural Background arid Statement of Lavy 
On January 17, 2013, the Defendant was convicted of Violation of a No Contact Order. The 
Court sentenced the Defendant to pay court costs of$147.50 by January 31, 2013. complete 32 
hours in the Sheriffs Inmate Labor Program by March 31, 2013, and complete a life skills course 
by August 31, 2013. Unsupervised probation vvas also ordered for a period of two years. 
On January 28, 2013, the Defendant filed a notice of appeal of bis conviction. Pursuant to 
I.C.R 54.5(a), the Defendant is entitled to a stay of execution upon the posting of bail pursuant 
PETITION FOR STAY OF EXECOT!ON - 1 
4 
to I. C. § 19-3 941. In the alternative, the Magistrate Court may enter an order staying the 
execution of the sentence. 
In determining whether to set bail or release the Defendant on his OV'vll recognizance pending 
appeal, the Court is to apply the factors set forth in IC.R. 46(c). !.C.R. 54.5(a). 
2. Ar~ent 
The Court should stay the execution of the Defendant's sentence pending appeal and 
:release him on his ovvn recognizance because :Mr. Hillbroom's history indicates that he is highly 
likely to comply mth his sentence should his appeal fail. He is a long time resident of Bonner 
County and, as a father with a young child, he has strong ties to the community. Moreover he is 
unlikely to flee the jurisdiction based on bis history of having faithfully appeared at all of his 
criminal proceedings. 
In addition, :Mr. Hillbroom has a minimal criminal history. He has no felony convictions. 
Other than driving offenses, Mr. Hillbroom has only two misdemeanor convictions: a 2008 
assault conviction and a 2012 conviction for possession of marijuana. The charge for which he 
received the original no contact order in this case was dismissed. 
Finally, the appeal is not enter ::frivolously to delay the imposition of the sentence. The 
Defendant is appealing the enforcement of the no contact order where it failed to contain a date 
certain for termination. The Defendant has a colorable claim .under State v. Castro; 14 5 Idaho 
173 (2008). 
\VHEREFORE, the Defendant requests the follo"wing relief: 
1. Stay of execution pending appeal. 
2. Release on his ovVn recognizance. 
DATED this .tLr of ~ f4-r,,.>/ • 2013 
BERG & McLAUGHLfr..L CHTD 
~;?/ 
By: William M. Berg 
Attorney for Junior Hillbroom · 
PETITION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION - 2 
CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the _m_ day of ~' 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document~ a.nsmission to the following: 
Lori Meulenberg 
City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
Prosecuting Attorney 





STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff I Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 










Vs JUNIOR HILLBROOM 
TIME: 3:00 PM 
Atty: LORIMEULENBERG 
Defendant I Respondent 
Atty: TOBY MCLAUGHLIN 
MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS 
INDEX SPEAKER PHASE OF CASE 
3:38 J Calls Case 
Present: I L. MEULENBERG AND T. MCLAUGHLIN 
J USUALLY GRANT A STAY ON FILING OF APPEAL. HOWEVER, THERE IS NO 
FILING OF APPEAL IN THE FILE. 
TM FILED IT 1-29-13 AND THEN FILED AN AMENDED APPEAL SINCE THEN. HAS 
FILE STAMPED COPIES. 
J ASKED CLERK TO CHECK ROA IN !STARS. 
CLERK THERE IS THE ORIGINAL APPEAL ON THE ROA FROM 1-29-13 BUT NOT AN 
AMENDED ONE. 
LM NO OBJECTION TO STAY - TYPICALLY ALLOW THOSE PENDING APPEAL. 
J GRANT MOTION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION. MR. MCLAUGHLIN TO PREPARE 











WILLIAM M. BERG, ISBN 5342 
TOBY McLAUGHLIN, ISBN 7405 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd 
414 Church SL Ste 203 
Sandpoint ID 83 864 
(208) 263-4748 
Fax: 263-7557 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Appellant-Defendant, 
V. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent-Plaintiff. 
----------------~ 
Case No. CR 2012-4705 
Al'1ENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM 
JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION FROM 
MAGISTR~ TES DIVISION 
Fee Ll $61.00 
COMES NOW the Appellant, Junior Larry Hillbroorn, by and through the undersigned 
attorney, and appeals a judgment of conviction in the Magistrates Division pursuant to ID R 
MISD 17 and LC.R. 54. 
1. The title of the misdemeanor action is State of Idaho. Plaintiff. vs. Junior Larrv Hillbroom. 
Defendant, in the Magistrates Division of the District Court for the First Judicial District of 
the State ofldaho, in and for the County of Bonner, case number CR 2012-0004705. 
2. The case was heard by the Hon. Debra A. Heise, magistrate judge. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL -
14 
3. The judgment conviction is 
January 17, 2013. 
Violation of a Contact Order. and was entered on 
4. The appeal shall be taken on matters of law. 
5. The proceedings below were recorded and the audio recording is in the custody of the Clerk 
of Court for Bonner County. 
6. The issues on appeal are the following: 
(a) Did the trial court err in denying Defendant's motion to dismiss on grounds that the no 
contact order was unenforceable under LC. § 18-920 because it failed to contain a date 
certain for termination? 
(b) Did the trial court err in denying Defendant's motion for a jury instruction on the 
elements of a valid no contact order? 
7. Transcript: 
(a)The Appellant requests the preparation of the reporter's standard transcript as defined in 
Rule 25(C) I.A.R. supplemented by the following in electronic format. 
(b) The Appellant requests the preparation of the following supplemental portions of the 
reporter's transcript: 
• Oral argument on the Defendant·s Motion to Dismiss, heard before the Magistrate 
Court on January 4, 2013. 
• Oral argument by counsel at trial on January 1 2013. including, but not limited to, 
argument regarding jury instructions, elements of the charged offense, and closing 
argument. 
8. Record. The Appellant requests the clerk's standard record under Rule 28, I.A.R., as well 
as: 
a. Defendant" s Proposed Jury instructions; 
b. Jury instructions. 
AMENDED NOTICE CF - 2 
4 
c. Order Denying Defendanf s Motion to Dismiss, filed on January 15, 13. 
9. Exhibits. The Appella.11t request the following exhibits to be copied and sent to the 
Supreme Court. 
a. All exhibits admitted at trial. 
10. Sealed Records. The record has not been sealed by court order. 
11. Certification. L Toby McLaughlin, certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on Sandra Rasor the 
court reporter. 
(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the reporter's transcript upon receipt of such estimate from the Court Reporter. 
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid or will be 
paid upon receipt of such estimate. 
( d) That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 




Attorney for Junior Hil1broom 
4 
CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 7 day of:· 1,,,;.:.," ,r)," ·v , 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by facsimil~ansmission to the following: 
Lori Meulenberg 
City of Sandpoint Office of the City Attorney 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Al\:JEN~ED NOTICE OF P_._PPEF.,.L -
4 
'lr,' 3 ~. 117 i. Vi .J, V 1 M:t hel. Haynes. Fried ander, Pete 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT..__,-'-"_'_""£'> 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER .. 






JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM~ ) 
) 
Defendant/ Appellant. ) 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
CR2012~4705 
p 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matter is reassigned to the Honorable 
Barbara Buchanan, District Judge, for the disposition of any pending and further 
proceedings. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the following alternate judges are hereby 
assigned to preside in this case: Fred M. Gibler, Lansing Haynes, John P. Luster, 
Benjamin R. Simpson, John T. Mitchell, Charles W. Hosack, George R. Reinhardt, Ill 
and Steve Verby. 
DATED this_i_day of V:( b ) 2013. 
JO 
· ve District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the_ .... _day of , 2013, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing was sent via facsimile, to the following: 
CLERK OF THE DISTRJCT COURT 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: 1 
CV 
Ceb. 1. 2013 3.08 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 






JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, ) 
) 
Defendant/ Appellant. ) 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT 
CR2012-4705 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above matter is reassigned to the Honorable 
John R. Stegner, Administrative District Judge for the Second Judicial District, for the 
reassignment to a District Judge ftomthe Second Judicial District for all further 
proceedings. Pursuant to the Idaho Supreme Court Amended Order for 
Assignment of Judges to the First Judicial District dated July 1, 2012, this 
P. : 
reassignment shall be considered an appointment by the Supreme Court pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 40(d)(1)(iii). 
DATED this l \ ~ day of fu~ ru17, 2013. 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: I 1 0 
7 
Mdc ei, ay eS, riedla de,, Pete No, 0732 P. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of , 2013, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing was sent via facsimile, to the following: 
Honorable John R. Stegne1· 
Faxed: (208) 883-5719 
Honorable Judge Buchanan 
Faxed: (208) 263~0896 
William M. Berg 
Faxed: (208) 263-7557 
Lori Meulenberg 
Faxed: (208) 255-1368 
ORDER OF REASSIGNMENT: 2 
MARIESCOTI 
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ASSIGNMENT OF SECOND DISTRICT JUDGES } 
TO THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT ) 
) 
AMENDED ORDER 
Upon recommendation of the Administrative Director of the Court, the Court has determined a 
need for additional. judicial assistance in the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho and the 
assignment of Second Judicial District Judges JEPF BRUDIE, CARL KERRICK JOHN STEGNER and 
MICHAEL GRIFFIN is necessary and will promote the efficient administration of justice; therefore, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Judges JEFF BRUDfE, CARL KERRICK, JOHN STEGNER 
and MICHAEL GRIFFIN be, and hereby are, ASSIGNED to the First Judicial District, and appointed to 
preside in any cases as may be designated by the Administrative District Judge in the first Judicial 
District and assigned by the Administrative District Judge in the Second Judicial District to conduct all 
proceedings necessary for their final disposition; or until further order ofthe Court. 
lT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the reporting of any proceeding in the District Court assigned 
to judges JBFF BRUDlE. CARL KERRICK, JOHN STEGNER and MICHAEL GRIFFIN may be by an 
electronic recording in accordance with the provisions of Idaho Court Administrative Rule 27. 
IT FURTHER rs ORDERED that the assignment of cases in the First Judicial District to Judges 
JEFF BRUDIE, CARL KERRfCK1 JOHN STEGNER and MICHAEL GRIFFIN shall be considered 
appointments by the Supreme Court and that, pursuant to Rule 40( d)( I )(l)(iii) of-the Idaho Rules of Civi I 
Procedure, and beginning from the date of this Amended Order, there shall be no right to disqualify these 
judges without cause in any of the First Judicial District cases to which they are assigned. 
IT FURTHER JS ORDERED that a copy of this Order shall be placed in a pro tem judge 
assignments file to be mai~ned by tho District Court Clerk as a central register of all assignment orders. 
DA TED this£'day of August, 2012, NUNC PRO TUNG to the date of July 1, 2012. 
I, Stephen-\\#. Kenyon, Cieri( ot tne Supreme Court By Order of the Supreme Court 
of Int State of tdlho, de hereby ce111fy that the 
aboYe la a true anG correct copy ot 1he Ql"<.\er •red In the above enttlfed cauw and now on 
record In my office. 
A rrlfffi'~ fllY hind and the _Salt of this Court!!!: I 1:2.. Roger S. Burdick, Chief Justice 
"A , . \ - l 
~rf()lrt·V\ \4~{1/\ atrk 
Steph~ lenyon, Cle s 
er.. ' 4 - > . :1:sdcwrjfOld J~ 
cc; Admin. District Judge John Si.egn District Judge Carl Kc;rrick 
Ad min. District Judge John Mitchell District Judge Jeff Brodie 
Trial Court Admin. Karlene Behringer District Judge Michael Griffin 
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WILLIAM M. BERG, ISBN 5342 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd 
414 Church St., Ste 203 
Sandpoint ID 83864 
(208) 263-4748 
Fax: 263-7557 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B01'.1NER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
V. 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR 2012-004705 
ORDER GRANTING PETITION FOR 
STAY OF EXECUTION 
The Court after a duly noted hearing which occurred on February 6, 2013, on the 
Defendants Petition for Stay of Execution, at which time the Court considered the pleadings on 
record and the arguments of counsel for both parties, and taking notice that the Defendant filed a 
Notice of Appeal on January 29, 2013, hereby finds and orders as follows: 
ORDER GRANTING PETITION FOR STAY OF EXECUTION - 1 
15 
execution the sentence set forth in the Judgment finding Defendant Junior Larry 
Hillbroom guilty of violating a no contact order pursuant to Idah,e Code § 18-920 entered herein 
on January 17, 2013 in the above entitled matter, is stayed pursuant to Rules 46 and 54.5(a) of 
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. pending disposition of the appeal of the underlying 
conviction. 
Entered on this Jbay of February, 2013 
De 'a Heise 
MAGISTRi\ TE JUDGE 
ORDER GRANTING PETITION FOR ST A Y OF EXECUTION 2 
5 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of February, 2013, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by facsimile transmission to the following: 
Lori Meulenberg 
City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Toby McLaughlin 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd. 
414 Church StreeL #203 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
By: 
ORDER GRANTING PETITION FOR ST A Y OF EXECUTION - 3 
5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-2012-4705 
ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE 
It is ORDERED that Judge Jeff Brudie, whose chambers are located in Lewiston, 
Idaho, is assigned to preside over all further proceedings in the above-entitled matter. 
3
, /j... 
DA TED this dav of March 2013. - -
ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE-1 
~C\.~ -
~~tegner 
Administrative District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERv1CE 
I hereby certify that a full, true, complete 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER 
ASSIGNING JUDGE was transmitted by facsimile to: 
Hon. Jeff Brudie 
District Judge 
(208) 799-3058 
William M. Berg 
Attornev at Law ., 
(208)263-7557 
Lori Meulenberg 
Attorney at Law 
(208) 255-1368 
on this __ day of FebJ::uary 2013. 
ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE - 2 
5 
IN THE DISTRCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATEOF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 











I, Sergeant Darlene Inman, being first duly sworn on oath or affirmation, deposes and says that I am 
Deputy for the Bonner County Jail and that I am able to state that; 
1. The Jair s file regarding the above captioned defendant contains a court Order requiring the 
defendant to the Sheriff's Labor Program 
2. Jail records reflect that the defendant failed to comply with said order in the follovving respects: 
D By failing to sign up for the Sheriff's Labor Program by 
D By signing up for the Sheriff's Labor Program but failing to appear at the work site on 
the date and time assigned by the program director and known by the defendant. 
C8J By failing to complete (4) days of a (4) day sentence. The Ordered date of completion 
was 03/31/2013. 
D Other: 
3. Jail records reflect that the defendant had personal knowledge of the court's Order. 
By my signature, and in the presence of a person authorized to administer Oaths in the State of Idaho, I 
hereby solemnly swear that the information contained in this document and attached reports and 
documents that may be included here\\rith are the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, to the 
best of my information and belief. 
DATED April 2, 2013. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWOR.t~ to before me on April 2, 2013. 
Notary 
Commission Expires 
JAIL AFFIDAVIT (CR-12-4705)- 1 of 1 1 BCSO 740 (Revised 4/6/12) 
First Judicial Distcipf~~~c$t~~ef Idaho 
In and Fortb~P'~~9fBBaNB~r 
215 s. FirstAvetiu~ TRIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
SandpoJnt, Idaho 83864 
Junior Larry Hillbroom 
58 Sunray 
Case No: CR-2012-0004705 
Hope, ID 83836 
Defendant. 
 








The Defendant having requested additional time in which to comply with the 
tenns of the Judgment and with good cause appearing; 
Entered this _/.5_ day of April, 2013. 
Copies sent--"----~----'--'"""'-- to: 
M Sandpoint City Prosecutor 
~D. Toby McLaughlin 
Deputy 
MAGISTRATE 
[ ] Junior Larry Hillbroom 
M'Jail 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BOJ\.'NER 






JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR 2012-4705 
NOTICE OF LODGING 
TRANSCRIPT 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED PARTIES OR THEIR ATTOR.1\fEYS: 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED PURSUANT TO I.R.C.P. 83(0) or I.C.R. 54.9 
that the transcript previously ordered in the above matter has been lodged with the Clerk 
of the District Court of Bonner County. State ofldaho. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that you have twenty-one days from the date 
of this Notice to secure your copy of the transcript from the Clerk of the District Court 
and to file any objections. 
DATED this 9th day of May, 2013. 
MARIE SCOTT 
Clerk of the District CQurt 
Deputy Clerk 
NOTICE OF LODGING TRANSCRIPT - 1 0 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, regular maiL 
postage prepaid, and/or delivered this 9th day of May, 2013, to: 
Lori Meulenberg 
Sandpoint City Attorney 
P.O. Box 1486 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Toby McLaughlin 
BERG & MCLAUGHLIN, CHTD. 
414 Church Street, Suite #203 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Deputy Clerk 




IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL f>ISTRICT OF THE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B01',JNER 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, / J .. ' 




) RECEIPT OF TRANSCRIPT 
) 




acknowledge receipt of a 
copy of the transcripts of the Motion to Dismiss held on January 4, 2013 and Jury 
Trial held on January 17, 2013. 
Dated this 
16 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF B01'.1NER 






JlTNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR 2012-4705 
NOTICE OF SETTLING -
TRANSCRIPT 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED PARTIES OR THEIR ATTORNIES: 
It appearing that no objections to the transcript have been filed and that 
more than twenty-one (21) days have elapsed since the NOTICE OF LODGING 
TRANSCRIPT was filed and served on the parties, the transcript is deemed 
settled pursuant to I.R.C.P. 83( o) or I.C.R. 54.9. 
NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 83(p) or I.C.R. 54.10, YOU 
ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that such transcript have been filed with the District 
Court, as the Appellate Court in this matter. 
DATED this 31st day of May, 2013. 
MARIE SCOTT 
Clerk of the District Court 
1 3 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, regular 
mail, postage prepaid, and/or delivered this 31st day of May, 2013, to: 
Lori Meulenberg 
Sandpoint City Attorney 
P.O. Box 1486 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Toby McLaughlin 
BERG & MCLAUGHLIN, CHTD 
414 Church Street, Suite #203 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT HOUSE MAIL 
MAIL 
6 
IN THE DISTRICT COlJRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Petitioner, 
Vs. 














ORDER SCHEDULING BR1EFS 
AND ARGUMENT 
Transcripts of the proceedings have been filed ""ith this Court. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
I) Appellant shall file their brief on or before July 8, 2013. 
2) Respondent shall file their brief on or before August 5, 2013. 
3) Reply brief shall be filed on or before August 26, 2013. 
3) Telephonic Oral Argument shall take place on September 11, 2013, commencing 
at the hour of 2:00p.m. The Court ~ill initiate the call. 
-,::r .),,V, 
DATED this d__ day of ay 2013. 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
AND ARGUMENT 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILWG 
hereby certify that a true copy the foregoing ORDER SCHEDlJLING BR..1EFS AND ARGUMENT \VaS 
/ hand delivered via court basket, or v~~ V * 
__ mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Le"\\i.stoni Idaho, this 4 day of May 2013, 
to: 
Katie Shenitt-Edburg 
City Prosecuting Attorney 
FA.X:(208)255-1368 
Toby McLaughlin 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd 
FAX: (208) 263-7557 
Bonner County Distri 
FAX: (208)-265-1 7 
ORDER SCHEDULING BRIEFS 
AND ARGUMENT 2 
3,2013 2:55 D.".,.R C~ 1 \ 1 i, ! ~"A f\---r- "l _/2 ! J ~ j r', :· 
. 
IN:-'11m-DISTlUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




JEFF M. BRUDIE 
Reporter 
LINDA CARLTON 
Date: September 11, 2013 
Time: 2:02pm 
STATE OF IDAHO; ) 
) 
) 
Plaintiff7Responden~ ) Docket No. CR12-004705 
) 
vs. \ APPEARk"\TCES: I 
) 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM ) WILLIAM BERG 
) For, PlaintiffiRespondent 
Defendant/ Appellant, ) 
) KATIE SHERITT-EDBURG 
) For, Defendant/ Appellant 
SUBJECT OF PROCEEDINGS: ORAL ARGUMENT ON APPEAL 
BE IT KNOWN, THAT THE FOLLOW1NG PROCEEDINGS WERE RID, TO-WIT: 
Courtroom # 1 
2:02:31 Counsel are present on the telephone. 
2:02:38 Court reviews case on appeal. Court has reviewed the transcript in this 
case and the parties' briefs. Court is ready to proceed v.ith argument. 
( 
2:04:06 1\1'.r. Berg presents Appellate argument. He asks Court to find no contact r 
order invalid. The no contact order failed to contain an expiration date. He cites 18-920. 
The order is invalid under 18-920. Criminal Rule 46.2 does require an expiration date and 
termination date 011 the order. He cites State vs. Castro. He cites State vs. Cobbler. under 
the Rule of Lenity, Mr. Hillbroom. is entitled to dismissal because the State failed to 
submit a valid no contact order. He refers to State vs. Heron case cited in his brief. He 
presents argument re: eye contact for purposes of prosecution. He asks Court to over-rule 
Magistrate and order case remanded for dismissal 
2 :09:55 Ms. &Iburg presents Respondent's argument. She presents argument re: 
Ca.-rtro case. The no contact order in t.1lat case has language that has since been changed. 
( 
Court Minutes 1 
16 
September 11, 2013 
3. 20 3 2'55PM 
She addresses Cobbler case. Dismissal of the case was no longer an option in those two 
cases, She presents argument re: Reeves case and the standard. She presents argument re: public policy. She questions Court regarding appeal re: jury instruction? 
2:12:47 Court responds that has not been raised on appeal. Court questions Mr. Berg re: if that was something that he raised in notice of appeal? 
2:12;54 Mr. Berg responds. That may be correct. 
2:13:05 Court responds. Court does not consider as an issue before this Court as it 
has not been raised in the brie£ 
2:13:10 Ms. Ed.burg responds. She will not argue that then. She asks Court to 
uphold the trial court's finding. 
2:13:21 Mr. Berg presents rebuttal argument. The no contact order needs to have two dates. He presents argument re: validity of order. He presents argument re: elements of contempt statute. He asks Court to over-rule Magistrate and remand case for dismissal. 
2:15:02 Court responds. Court will take appeal under advisement. Court will issue a written rulio.g. 






2 September 11, 2013 
16 
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LB'lll!M':nM1 !DA.HO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST .roDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A'l'\1]) FOR THE COU:l\TTY OF BONNER 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plainti:ffi'R.espondent, 
V. 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
) 
) CASE NO, CR12-0004705 
) 
) OPINION AND ORDER ON 






This matter is before the Court on appeal of a jury's guilty -verdict on the charge of 
violation of a No Contact Order, A hearing on the appeal was held on September 11, 2013. 
Defendant Hillbroom was represented by attorney William M. Berg. The State was represented
 
by Sandpoint City Attorney Katie Sherritt Edburg. The Court, having reviewed the briefs of the 
parties and the transcripts of the trial and pretrial motion hearing, having heard the arguments of 
counsel, and being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
Seate v. lfillbroom 
Opinion & Order on Appeal 
169 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On June 24, 2012. Defendant/Appellant Hillbroom was charged with felony domestic 
violence and attempted strangulation. At Hillbroom's arraignment on June 25, 2012, the 
magistrate judge entered a No Contact Order prohibiting Hillbroom from having any contact 
with Candice Fournier, the alleged ·victim in the domestic violence charges. Hillbroom and 
Fournier were in an intimate relationship and have a child together. 
Fournier filed to have the No Contact Order dismissed or modified on July 10, 2012, 
August 1, 2012, and September 18, 2012, On all three occasions the court denied Foumier's 
request to dismiss the No Contact Order, but modify the Order in August 2012 to allow named 
third parties to assist Hillbroom and Fournier in exchanging custody of their child. Following 
the September hearing to dismiss or modify the No Contact Order, Fournier was seen getting out 
of a vehicle and into Hillbroom's pickup with their child. As a result, Hillbroom was charged 
,vith violating the No Contact Order. 
In January 2013, Hillbroom moved to dismiss the No Contact Order violation~ but the 
motion was denied. On January 1 t 2013, the court dismissed Hillbroom's felony domestic 
violence charge, attempted strangulation charge, and the No Contact Order, However, on 
January 17, 2013, Hillbroom was convicted at trial of violating the No Contact Order. On 
January 28, 2013, Hillbroom filed a Notice of Appeal from the Judgment of Conviction. 
STAl'iDARD ON REVIEW 
On appeal, Appellant Hillbroom does not challenge the sufficiency of the evidence at 
trial. Rather, he challenges whether the State met its burden of proving Hillbroom violated a 
valid no contact order. It is Hillbroom's contention that, because the magistrate judge failed to 
2 
State v. Hillbroom 
Opinion & Order on Appeal 
issue the No Contact Order in compliance with I.C.R. 46.2, the Order was invalid. "[W]here the 
trial court's decision turns upon the interpretation of an Idaho Criminal Rule~ appellate courts 
exercise free review." State v. Weber, 140 Idaho 89, 91, 90 P.3d 314 (2004). 
ANALYSIS 
Defendant/ Appellant Hillbroom contends he could not be found guilty of violating a no 
contact order under J.C. § 18-920, as the Order was not entered in compliance with Idaho 
Criminal Rule 46.2, making the Order invalid. In support ofhls positio~ Hillbroom cites to 
State v. Castro, 145 Idaho 173, 177 P.3d 387 (2008), State v. Cobbleri 148 Idaho 769, 22 P.3 374 
(2010), and State v_ Herren, 2012 WL 5464517 (Ct.App.2012)1• 
Idaho Criminal Rule 46.2 reads in relevant part: 
No contact orders issued pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-920 shall be in writing and 
served on or signed by the defendant. Each judicial district shall adopt by 
administrative order a form for no contact orders for that district. No contact 
orders must contain, at a minimum. the following information: 
(1) The case number, defendant's name and victim's name; 
(2) A distance restriction; 
(3) That the order '\\rill expire at 11:59 p.m. on a specific date, or upon dismissal 
of the case; 
( 4) An advisory that: 
!.C.R. 46.2(a). 
(a) A violation of the order may be prosecuted as a separate crime under LC. 
§ 1 &-920 for which no bail will be set until an appearance before a judge, 
and the possible penalties for this crime, 
(b) The no contact order can only be modified by a judge, and 
(c) When more than one domestic violence protection order is in place, the 
most restrictive provision -will control any conflicting terms of any other 
civil or criminal protection order. 
1 The State v. Herren Opinion has not yet been released for publication in the permanent law reports and, until 
released, is subject to revision or withdtawal. 
State v. H11lbroom 
Opinion & Order on Appeal 
171 
At issue in the instant matter is the failure of the magistrate court to include a speci:fic 
date for dismissal of the no contact order, even though the fonn used by the court complies with 
46.2 and includes a blank space to 'Write in a specific date of termination. The State 
concedes the omission by the magistrate court, as does the magistrate judge~ who states in the 
opinion denying Hillbroom's motion to dismiss that it is the judge's practice to omit inclusion of 
a specific termination date? Th.is Court fmds such a practice unsound in light oflC.R. 46.2's 
mandatory requirement and the Supreme Court's strongly worded opinion in State v. Castro. In 
Castro, the Court discussed at length the reasons why !.C.R. 42.6 was amended and why a 
specific date of termination was made mandatory. The Court then made the unequivocal 
statement that "we expect judges to provide a termination date .... " Castro at 176. 
1n the instant matter, the lower court's \\Titten opinion further justified its omission by 
suggesting it is acceptable for a court to utilize only the "upon dismissal of the case" language, 
rather than pick an arbitrary date as an alternative termination event. This interpretation of 
I.C.R. 46.2 has been rejected by our Supreme Court, albeit in a footnote. 'i[I)n order to comply 
with the intent of l.C.R. 46.2, the judge should be given no right of selection between the two 
apparent choices [a specific date and upon dismissal of the case)." State v. Cobler, 148 Idaho 
769, 772, 229 P.3d 374 (2010). Lastly, the lower court's suggestion that the omission was a 
matter of 'no harm: no four, as the No Contact Order was ultimately dismissed, is without merit 
in light of the Supreme Court's amendment to I.C.R. 46.2 and the strong directives given by the 
Supreme Court in Castro and Cobler. 
This Court urges the magistrate court to comply with I.C.R 46.2 when entering no 
contact orders. However, that said, the issue before the Court is whether non-compliance 'with 
2 Order Denying Defendant's Motion to Dismiss at p. 8. 
State v. Hillbroom 
Opinion & Order on Appeal 
4 
the rule results in a no contact order being invalid or void. This Court finds it does not and, 
while the Supreme Court has demanded courts comply Vvith I.C.R. 46.2, nothing in its opinions 
suggests that failure to do so results in a no cont.act order being void or invalid. To the contrary, 
the Supreme Court has discussed the need to address domestic violence as a serious problem.
3 
At the same time, the Court recognizes the complexity of the relationships of individuals 
involved in domestic "iolence situations. Keeping that consideration and the need for judicial 
economy in mind, the Court has attempted to craft a more streamlined process. 
[\V]itbin two years ofits adoption! this Court beca.m.e aware that I.C.R 46.2 must 
be revised. Changes were made after a statewide study of the trial courts' handling 
of domestic violence cases. This study concluded that the most common 
complaint regarding no contact orders was their eternal existence stemming from 
the mandatory inclusion of the phrase" [t]he rw contact order will remain in 
effect until farther order of the court." Unless and until a party brought the matter 
back before the court, a no contact order remained in effect. This enshrined 
perpetuity resulted in confusion, false arrests, and lawsuits. The study noted that, 
in many cases: the parties subject to these orders get back together on their O'Wll 
accord despite the fact that a no contact order remains in legal effect. The study 
suggested that the mandatory inclusion of an end date in no contact orders could 
alleviate backlogging and confusion. 
State v. Castro, 145 Idaho at 175 [emphasis in original]. 
This Court has found no legal authority that supports Appellant's premise that a court's 
order of no contact is invalidated or made void merely because a second termination event is not 
included as required by !.C.R. 46.2. The remedy for such an omission is modification or 
5 In Ellibee v. Ellibee, 121 Idaho 501, 503, 826 P.2d 462 (1992): the Court srated: "[W]e keep m mind the Act's 
underlying goal, and the legislature's xnandare of liberal construction: 'The purpose of this act is to address 
domestic violence as a serious cri.Ine against society and to assure the \-ictims of domestic violence the 
protection from abuse which the law and those who enforce the law can provide. It is the intent of the 
legislature to expand the ability of ,he courts to assist victims by providing a legal means for victims of 
domestic violence iO seek protection orders to prevent $'/Jt:h farther incidents of abuse. It is the intent of the 
legislature that the official response to cases of domestic violence shall stress the enforcement of the laws to 
protect the victim and shall communicate the attitude that violent behavior in rhe home is criminal behavior and 
v.'ill not be tolerated. The prcrvisions of this chapter are to be construed liberally to promote these purposes.' 
I.C § 39-6302 (Supp.1991) (emphasis added).'' Although the statute at issue in Ellibee was the civil protection 
provision of the Domestic Violence Act, the same purpose is served by the crin:rinal no contact order statute. 
5 
Staie v. Hillbraom 
Opinion & Order on Appeal 
3 
amendment of the order, not invalidation. In the instant matter, Appellant Hillbroom did not 
seek to have the Order modified or amended to include a second temrinating event As stated by 
the Castro COU1'4 "We have long held that 'one may not successfully complain of errors one has 
consented to or acquiesced in'." State v. Castro, 145 Idaho 173! 176, 177 P.3d 387 (2008) [cite 
omitted]. 
ORDER 
The ruling of the magistrate court is hereby AFFIR.MED. 
Dated this k day of October 2013. 
6 
Stare v. Hillbrccm 
Opinion & Order on Appeal 
V V ' .J• I- \f ..J L., ..I ..I '" ,;v, .J/L 
CERTIFICATE OF M.A.ILING 
r 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing OPINION & ORDER was: 
/ hand deli;,ered via court basket, or t~ 1 ./ rh 
__ maile~ postage prepai~ by the undersigned at Le,,i.ston, Idaho, this -3.: day of October 
2013, to: 
Katie Sherritt-Edburg 
City Prosecuting Attorney 
FAX: (208) 255-1368 
William M. Berg 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd 
FAX: (208) 263-7557 
State v. Hillbroom 




WILLIAM M. BERG, ISBN 5342 
Berg & McLaughlin, Chtd 
414 Church St., Ste 203 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN A."I\JD FOR THE COlJNTY OF BONNER 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Appellant-Defendant, 
V. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent-Plaintiff. 
Case No. CR 2012-4705 
NOTICE OF APPEAL TO SUPREME 
COURT 
Fee: None 
TO: THE .ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDi\HO, THE RESPONDENT'S 
ATTOR.i"I\JEY, KATIE SHERRITT-EDBURG (City Prosecutor, City of SandpoinL 1123 Lake 
Street, Sandpoint, ID 83864, (208) 263-0534, Fax: (208) 255-1368, Email: 
kedburg@ci.sandpoint.id.us) Ai"I\JD THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, appeals against the above 
named respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Opinion and Order on Appeal of 
Guiltv Verdict at Trial. entered in the above entitled action on 2nd day October. 2013. 
HonC:rable Judge JeffM. Brudie, presiding, and from the Judgment ~ntered on 1th day of 
January, 2013, Honorable Magistrate Judge Debra A. Heise, presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT - l 
2. The appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the order and judgment 
described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order and judgment under and pursuant to 
Rules 4 a11d 11 ( c )(10). 
3. Preliminary issue statement: Did the trial court err in denying Defendanf s motion to dismiss 
on grounds that the no contact order was unenforceable under J.C. § 18-920 because it failed 
to contain a date certain for termination as required by I.C.R. 46.2? 
4. The record has not been sealed. 
5. A reporter's transcript has been requested and paid for in the appeal to the District Court 
from the magistrate division. The transcript is a hard copy. 
6. The Appellant request is limited to the Standard Record pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b )(2). 
7. I certify 
(a) That a copy of the transcript was lodged with the Clerk of the District Court of Bonner 
County, State ofidaho on May 9, 2013. 
(b) That the clerk of the district court has been paid for the preparation of the reporter's 
transcript. 
(c) That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
( d) That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because this is a criminal 
appeal. l.A.R. 23(a)(l0). 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED this 15th of October, 2013 
BERG & McLAUGHLIN, CHTD 
NOTICE OF APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT - 2 
CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of ( {$:';,\, _;;:_, '"~ , 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing document by facsimile transmission to the following: 
Katie Sherritt-Edburg 
City of Sandpoint - Office of the City Attorney 
1123 Lake Street 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Fax: (208) 255-1368 
Prosecuting Attorney 
NOTICE OF APPEAL TO SUPREME COURT - 3 
In the Supreme Court of the State of Id 
OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 




) ORDER COJ\.TJ)ITIONALL Y 





Supreme Court Docket 41 
Bonner County No. 2012-4705 
The Appellant has failed to pay the nec:essarv fee preparation 
Record on appeal as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 
OPINION AND ORDER OF GUILTY 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that this be, and hereby is, 
required fee preparation the Record is 
Court Clerk within twenty-one (21 days from the date of this Order. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that in the event fee for preparation 
ORDER Record is paid, this appeal proceed on OPINION 
VERDICT AT TRIAL as JUDGMENT entered the Magistrate 
appealable for reason it is not a final judgment Pnre•rr>n the District as 
Rule ll(c). 
is not 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that 
ef 
appeal is SUSPENDED until fo_,,:ber notice. 
DATED this 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Judge 
For the Supreme Court 
ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL- Docket No. 41 3 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/ Respondent, 
vs. 











SlJPREME COURT NO. 41533-2013 
BONNER COUNTY CR2012-4705 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
_________ ) 
I, R. Ann Duton-Sater, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do certify that the foregoing Record in this cause was 
compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete Record of the 
pleadings and documents requested by Appellant Rule 28. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF1 I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 15th day of November, 2013. 
R. Ann Duton-Sater, 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Clerk's Certificate 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 









SUPREME COURT NO. 41533-2013 
BONNER COUNTY CR2012-4705 
VS. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
JUNIOR LARRY HILLBROOM, 
Defendant/ Appellant. 
I, R. Ann Dutson-Sater, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that the following is 
offered as the Clerk's exhibit on appeal: 
Jail Book Sheet filed September 19, 2012 
Criminal and Driving Record Report filed November 15, 2012 
Transcript/ Motion to Dismiss 01/04/2013 filed May 9, 2013 
Transcript/ Jury Trial 01/17/2013 filed May 9, 2013 
Court Log for July 10, 2012 - State Exhibit 1 (from Trial 01/04/2013) 
Court Log for August 1, 2012 - State Exhibit 2 
Court Log for September 18, 2012 - State Exhibit 3 
Court Log for June 25, 2012 - State Exhibit 4 
Order to Modify No Contact Order - State Exhibit 5 
No Contact Order - Defendant Exhibit A 
No Contact Order Dated June 26, 2012-State Exhibit 1 (from Trial 01/17/2013) 
Order to Modify No Contact Order dated August 1, 2012 - State Exhibit 2 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this 15th day of November, 2013. 
Certificate of Exhibits 
R. Ann Dutson-Sater 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/ Respondent, 
vs. 












SUPREME COURT NO. 41533-2013 
BONNER COUNTY CR2012-4705 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF SERVICE 
l; R. Ann Dutson-Sater, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in a.ri.d for the County of Bonner, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, 
by United Postal Service, one copy of the CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of Record 
in this cause as follows: 
LAWRENCE \tVASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
P.O. BOX 83720 
BOISE, ID 83720-0010 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
WILLIAM M. BERG 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
414 CHURCH STREET - SUITE 203 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this day of /l:L',:'n:;z/~ , 2013. 
Certificate of Service 
R. Ann Dutson-Sater 
Clerk of the District Court 
Deputy Clerk 
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